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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
 
 
 
 
THE CHANGED STATUS OF THE ACADEMIC PROFESSION AND QUALITY OF 
FACULTY LIFE IN THE CONTEMPORARY REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN 
 
 This research project examines the diminished status of the academic profession 
and quality of faculty life in the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan.  Here I seek to 
examine the challenges faced by higher education institutions as they affect the life of 
university faculty members. Anecdotally, the situations and status of the professoriate 
throughout Post-Soviet space are deteriorating, as salaries and professional development 
opportunities have spiraled downward. This is even more pronounced in the newly 
independent state of Tajikistan, since the collapse of the Soviet Union here in 1991 was 
followed by a civil war from of 1992-1997.   
 
 Using a qualitative approach, this research attempts to explore, analyze and 
understand the meanings of the academic profession and life of faculty members as they 
perceive them. The study is based on the document analysis and in-depth semi-structured 
interviews with 26 (twenty six) faculty members working in Tajik universities. My 
findings reveal in fact that the status of the academic profession in Tajikistan has 
declined, as reported by my interviewees, due to deterioration of compensations offered 
by higher education institutions; corruption; and transformation of values within Tajik 
society. In addition, faculty members experience massive challenges in their professional 
work and report that they are forced to perform tasks that lie beyond their academic 
responsibilities or training.  
 
 Interviews, meanwhile, revealed that despite the challenges faced within the 
profession, many faculty members feel satisfied with their work and often cannot 
envision themselves in other careers.  They often report intrinsic rewards in their working 
with students and youth, and enjoy flexible time offered by the universities.  However, 
findings showed that there is a generational “gap” in motivational factors among faculty 
members.  They report that higher education institutions in Tajikistan are failing to 
maintain acceptable conditions for learning, making the academic profession less 
attractive for young talented people. I conclude by arguing that Tajik universities need to 
work on establishing adequate policies and professional opportunities to regain the status 
of the profession and work on improving quality of faculty life, if their institutions are to 
 
 
continue to compete in the growing global educational competition to create a knowledge 
society.   
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Chapter One:   
 
Introduction 
 
 This research is about the changed status of the academic profession and quality 
of faculty life in the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan. In the following chapters, I 
will attempt to tell the stories of faculty members, which have emerged from in-depth, 
semi-structured face-to-face interviews with twenty-six (26) current faculty members 
working in Tajikistan higher education institutions.  Here I present stories and 
observations about their professional and personal lives; their individual career histories 
and aspirations; their choices and limitations; and complexities and challenges of their 
everyday lives. In the pages of Chapter 1, I will describe the social and historical context 
of my research, as well as the emergence of my interest in the questions I posed. Then I 
will provide an overview of my main research questions, and the significance of the 
study.  Finally, I will present an outline of this thesis and briefly describe the content of 
each subsequent chapter. 
 
I.1. Background of the Study 
The Professoriate is obviously an important part of the university. No higher 
education institution can be successful without well-qualified, educated and committed 
faculty (Altbach et el., 2012; Enders, 2007; World Bank, 2000; Enders and Musselin, 
2008). However, over the last few decades, the academic profession has faced 
tremendous challenges. The transformation of higher education and the changing nature 
of knowledge and its role in society bring complexities to the nature of the academic 
profession as well (Altbach, 2005). Challenges faced by higher education institutions - 
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such as massification, privatization, pressures for accountability, and economic and 
financial crises around the world, as well as the increased competition of global talent - 
affect the position of faculty members worldwide (Altbach et al. 2012). Beginning as an 
elite phenomenon, higher education has become a mass enterprise, especially after the 
1960s. The expansion of global higher education has been dramatic. For example, 
between 1991 and 2001, the number of students enrolled in higher education in countries 
that are members of the Organization for Economic and Cooperation Development 
(OECD) has risen about 21 percent (OECD, 2008). This, in turn, has led to a rise in 
faculty members - sometimes in an uncontrolled way - that affects the quality of 
education (Enders & Musselin, 2008). Academics express a great deal of concern about 
financial pressures on universities that affect faculty members’ salaries and 
compensations without which the academic profession becomes less attractive. In most 
developing countries, professors have to look for other income, such as a double or triple 
workload; teaching in two and more institutions; working as consultants; and/or 
conducting externally contracted research (Altbach, 2003). In extreme cases, academics 
have to work as sales people or janitors (Niyozov & Shamatov, 2005).   Professors also 
have parallel careers as doctors, accountants, lawyers, or information-technology 
consultants (Altbach, 2012).  Another concern within the professoriate is the rise of 
adjunct faculty and the decline of full-time tenured positions, which affects the traditional 
status of the professoriate.  Academics previously enjoyed a high degree of autonomy and 
academic freedom, now threatened due to public and state demands for increased 
accountability (Altbach, 2005; Slaughter, 2011). In addition, observers and researchers 
argue that the nature of the academic profession is changing and deteriorating, and the 
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prestige of the profession has shifted downward (Enders, 2007; Altbach, 2003; Bowen 
and Shuster, 1986). 
This dissertation is based on a study of the academic profession and faculty life in 
the Republic of Tajikistan, one of the smallest countries of Central Asia and the former 
Soviet Union with population of 7.5 million people. This study attempts to understand, 
explore, and analyze the meaning of the academic profession and life of faculty members 
working in Tajik universities today. Here I will present the stories of individual faculty 
members, with particular focus on the changing status of their positions and their 
professional and personal lives - as well as interpretations of challenges and complexities 
of their daily lives. The information found in this study was collected in the city of 
Dushanbe, the capital of the Republic of Tajikistan, during the summer of 2013.  
Tajikistan is one of the former countries of the Soviet Union that emerged from 
the “ruins” of the Soviet Empire in 1991 (Niyozov, 2002). The Soviet Socialist Republic 
of Tajikistan was formed in 1929, after the Russian socialist revolution of 1917, and it 
became one of the fifteen republics of Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R). 
During the Soviet period, Tajikistan experienced relatively high economic, industrial, 
educational and cultural modernization (Niyozov, 2002). However, after the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, independence, and the civil war of 1992 – 1997, Tajikistan, being one 
of the poorest republics of the Soviet Union, became one of the poorest independent 
countries in the world.  According to data compiled by the World Bank, Tajikistan has 
amongst the lowest Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in the world, and 60 
percent of the population lives below the poverty level (World Bank, 2011). The civil war 
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that occurred right after the collapse of the Soviet Union killed around 50,000 and 
displaced about 600,000 people (Curtis, 1996; World Bank, 1998). 
During Soviet rule, Tajikistan depended primarily on subsidies from Moscow, and 
because of the breakdown, the country has survived a tremendous decline in finances. 
Tajikistan experienced a shortage of basic supplies, poor living conditions, a dramatic 
decline in the number of paid jobs and salaries, and a decline in many other basic 
infrastructure needs. The country is ranked 113th in the Human Development Index 
according to the United Nations Development Program’s (UNDP) Human Development 
Report and is not able to provide jobs for the skilled population (UNDP, 2005). Over the 
past decade, approximately one and half million Tajik people have migrated to the 
Russian Federation looking for work, and 42 percent of Tajikistan’s GDP comes from 
their remittances (World Bank, 2011). While Tajikistan has achieved a relatively stable 
political situation in this decade, the country’s attempt to improve economic conditions 
remains unstable. The state still experiences industrial and technological crises, 
underdeveloped social and economic policies, a high rate of population living below the 
poverty level, and geographical isolation. Mountains cover 93 percent of the territory of 
Tajikistan, and 80 percent of the population lives in rural areas.  
 In the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union, an open and market-driven 
economy has replaced the centralized, state-run, administrative and command economy. 
The breakdown of the system and the civil war brought chaos and gave birth to illegal 
activities, such as drug trafficking, gun running and armed violence (Niyozov, 2002). As 
a result, “the socio-economic transition has provided access to unimaginable wealth for a 
few but has caused tremendous impoverishment, misery and hardship for the majority” 
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(Niyozov, 2002, p. 3). Obviously, the educational sector has also suffered from social, 
political, and economic hardships in Tajikistan. A huge decrease in funding, lack of 
trained and qualified teachers, the poor infrastructure of schools, and deprived learning 
conditions define education in Tajikistan today. According to the World Bank, 20 percent 
of the schools were destroyed during the civil war, and more than 136 schools needed 
complete rehabilitation in the aftermath. For the last decade, the amount of funding 
allocated for the educational sector in the state budget declined from 11.6 percent to 3.2 
percent (World Bank, 2005; Davlatov and Mulloev, 2000). The high educational level 
achieved during Soviet times deteriorated, access to schools and higher education became 
and remains problematic, and there is inadequate management capacity and insufficient 
funding of school facilities and shortages of teaching materials even today (World Bank, 
2011).  
 During the seventy years of its existence, the Soviet Union had achieved almost 
universal education.  George Counts argues that, “the growth of Soviet power would have 
been impossible in the absence of the phenomenal development of Soviet education” 
(1957, p. 4). The Soviet government paid immense attention to educational goals in order 
to build the socialist empire based on Marxist-Leninist ideas. Special attention was given 
in the preparation of teachers and faculty for educational institutions. Teachers in the 
Soviet Union not only taught in school, but were also agents of “change,” transforming 
Soviet ideologies and bringing Soviet ideas and ideals to people living across the country.  
In order to create a new Soviet person, the country needed educators and teachers who 
would bring Soviet ideologies to the masses. Teachers were given a high social status in 
the country and the teaching profession was one of the most respected occupations in the 
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Soviet Union. Although the Soviet Union achieved an almost universal secondary 
education level, higher education was greatly restricted, compared to the U.S. and some 
European countries (Heyneman, 2010; Zajda, 1980b). Ultimately, having a degree from 
an institution of higher education and becoming a faculty member or teacher at an 
institution of higher education in the Soviet Union was an important achievement for the 
individual. Faculty members were given high social and economic status and good 
salaries, and the professoriate enjoyed significant social and economic benefits from the 
Soviet government (See Chapters 2 and 3).  Being in the academic profession was one of 
the most prestigious careers in those times.    
The breakdown of the Soviet Union, and the resultant of financial, economic, and 
educational crises, have negatively affected the social and economic status of teachers 
and faculty members. The status of the academic profession across all the countries that 
emerged from the former Soviet Union has declined drastically. As many sociologists 
link occupational prestige to socio-economic status (See Chapter 2), the academic 
profession in Tajikistan, as well as many other post-Soviet countries, has experienced a 
significant change (Smolentseva, 2003; Androushak &Yudkevich, 2012; Kalanova, 
2012). The financial struggle educational institutions faced due to the collapse of the 
system and the civil war in Tajikistan has affected compensation of faculty members too. 
These salaries are now so low that they scarcely respond to the basic needs of a single 
faculty member.  Meanwhile, liberalization of the economy and higher education has led 
to a rise in the demand for higher education and institutional provisions. Colleges and 
universities rushed to hire less well-prepared faculty members, which led to the decline in 
quality of undergraduate and graduate teaching in the 1990s and 2000s (ERSU, 2006). 
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For the last two decades, the government’s attempt to improve the situation in education 
by adopting different educational laws, policies, and strategies remains marginal, and has 
brought about much controversy and has received criticism from local and international 
experts (OSI, 2002; Briller, 2008; UNICEF, 2009; BTI, 2014). Corruption in education in 
Tajikistan also remains one of the largest problems (BTI, 2014; ERSU, 2006; 
Transparency International, 2013; Briller, 2008). Although Tajikistan’s government 
attempts to allocate more funds to increase faculty members’ compensation, salaries are 
still not sufficient to cover their needs. Nevertheless, today’s Tajikistan higher education 
system comprises more than thirty institutions of higher education and almost 9,000 
faculty members (Ministry of Education data, 2009). In this dissertation, I will attempt to 
tell the stories of faculty members and explore their work and lives, their beliefs and 
expectations, their individual aspirations along with trying to understand what motivates 
faculty members to work in universities, why they chose to follow the path of the 
academic profession, and what challenges they face and how they deal with these 
complexities.  
 
II.2.Emergence of the Study 
This study aims to understand the meaning of the academic profession and 
explore faculty life in Tajikistan; it has arisen from both my personal and professional 
interests. For almost ten years, I have dedicated myself to working in the academy in 
Tajikistan.  I started as a graduate student (aspirant) and then worked as a faculty 
member of one of its largest universities, located in the capital of Tajikistan, Dushanbe. I, 
too, came from a family of teachers and professors where education has been, and 
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remains, a high priority. As a faculty member, I have been a part of the academic 
community and one of those who had to deal with political, economic, cultural and social 
changes facing Tajikistan after gaining independence. The civil war was a shocking and 
devastating time for all the Tajik people, and I still share the pain and sorrows of those 
who lost their loved ones in the civil war.  
All the transformations caused by the breakup of the U.S.S.R. have affected the 
lives of the people in the former Soviet Republics, including students and faculty 
members in the Tajik academy. My undergraduate study was completed in the aftermath 
of the civil war. Universities did not have electricity or heating; we experienced a lack of 
supplies, a lack of books, and damaged libraries. We missed our classes either because 
there were no lecturers, instructors, or professors, or because of a lack of electricity.  The 
education system was experiencing and still experiences serious challenges such as these.  
As a graduate student, I chose to work on issues of financing higher education in 
Tajikistan and pursued the degree of candidate of science (kandidat nauk).  Later, as a 
faculty member, I was involved in the educational reform projects in higher education, 
such as the transition from contract hours to credit hours. I was a part of the many 
“experiments” and new policies that the government and the Ministry of Education were 
trying to impose on universities. Sometimes I felt like a victim of these reforms because 
the process of reformation seemed to be based only on introducing and filling out new 
forms; faculty members were told to follow the new rules without receiving any 
explanation for these changes. Nevertheless, my colleagues and I, as educators, were 
deeply concerned with the situation and education in Tajikistan. Many faculty members 
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there have dedicated their lives to teaching, research, and knowledge despite the 
devastating national situation. 
My travel to the United States as a doctoral student has opened completely new 
opportunities for me as an individual, as a woman, and as an educator. I have started 
exploring a new culture, new people, and most importantly, a new educational system. As 
an educator, and one who participated in recent educational reforms in my home country, 
I was curious about the educational system in the United States.  The courses I took and 
my professors in graduate studies shaped my thinking and opened a new perspective on 
education. Classes, long hours of studying in libraries, departmental and college 
colloquia, seminars, conferences, debates and conversations with graduate students all 
helped me to form a new critical understanding and interpretation of events, actions, 
classrooms, student behavior, teachers and faculty, and a new understanding of 
educational policies. Choosing my research topic was a long and difficult process, as I 
had an overwhelming number of research areas I was interested in pursuing.  However, 
my most basic interest has always been in faculty life.  In my library research, I have 
found many publications on the academic profession and faculty life in the United States 
and in other countries. As I delved into this literature, it became clear to me that the 
academic profession is not homogeneous; its nature varies in different countries of the 
world, and it is a complex occupation. The invention of the university in Europe has 
allowed for the emergence of a community – a community of master and students. Within 
these European institutions and universities, academics formed special groups or 
associations of medieval masters, with a growing feeling of shared beliefs (Enders, 2007; 
Perkin, 2007; Altbach, 2005). By the 17th and 18th centuries, academics formed a teaching 
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community (Enders, 2007). The establishment of national education systems across the 
continent has allowed a growth and a diversification of the profession. For instance, in 
Europe, Scottish scholars were first to establish new disciplines with specializations 
created within departments. In 19th century, reform in German universities led to the 
concept of academic freedom, “encompassing the freedom to teach and the freedom to 
learn, as well as the ideal of “pure knowledge’ and ‘science’” (Enders, 2007, p.6).  
Teaching, research and community service are the primary responsibilities of faculty 
members. Since mid-20th century, the academic profession has experienced a major 
transformation. Higher education, especially after World War II, has opened the door to 
the masses. The growth of demand for knowledge has allowed for a rise of large 
institutions and national systems that require a more complex professoriate (Clark, 1987). 
The significance of the profession has become undoubtedly more important in the era of 
knowledge and globalization (Clark, 1987; Enders, 2007; Altbach, 2012). Enders states 
“[f]aculty are the heart and soul of higher education and research” (2007, p. 9). More and 
more nations strive to build a society of skilled population with university degrees. Thus, 
the success of universities and students depends on skilled and well-qualified faculty. It is 
vital to give faculty members a chance to express their opinions and speak about their 
concerns in this context.  
 
 
III.3. Research Questions and the Purpose of the Study 
 
The following overarching research question has driven the present study:  How 
do faculty members in Tajik higher education institutions make sense of their 
professional work and life given its low status now as compared to during the Soviet era?   
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I also had 3 secondary questions:  
1) What do faculty think about their status and their profession?  
2) How do faculty members deal with everyday challenges of their professional and 
personal lives?  
3) Why do faculty members remain in Tajik universities despite the poor quality of 
their professional life as provided by current national statistics?   
 
Although this study may not answer all these questions, I am convinced that this research 
will provide important insight into vital aspects of the academic profession in Tajikistan 
and sheds light on important aspects of faculty life and work there.   Further, although the 
Tajik higher education case is unique – due to its extreme poverty and the legacy of a 
recent civil war - this work likely speaks to issues in higher education across many post-
Soviet societies. The transition from a state-run economy to a market-driven one has 
brought unexpected, uncontrolled and devastating elements to Tajik universities as well 
as to others in the region.  As in other post-Soviet states, neoliberal economies and 
educational reforms aiming to adapt higher education to new realities caused various 
tendencies in educational spaces.  Among the issues we will hear about in detail in this 
study are the impacts of low salaries for faculty members, which no longer cover the cost 
of living in Tajikistan. This has led to the decline in undergraduate and graduate teaching 
quality, since only about thirty percent of all faculty members have degrees and the skills 
to teach in higher education institutions.  Even so, after the collapse of the Soviet Union,  
“many faculty working in higher education were equipped with the skills that are not 
demanded and no longer had relevance” (Heyneman, 2010, p.7). Thus, it is difficult today 
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to find and hire the right faculty for the educational programs in the country because of 
the low salaries offered by universities (ERSU 2006; Heyneman, 2010).  
As in other countries of Central Asia, faculty in Tajikistan struggle against 
powerful forces: state control over curricula and assessment; corruption and sale of 
grades and degrees on an informal credential market; the isolation of academics from 
supra-national professional communities; the lack of linkages between higher learning 
and avenues of social mobility; and degradation of the physical structures of educational 
institutions (DeYoung, 2011; Silova, 2011; Amsler, 2012). Academics teaching in higher 
education institutions are often forced to work in two or more institutions and to take 
other positions to survive economically. They take on additional work in international 
organizations and businesses or work as sellers in markets and bazaars (Niyozov &, 
Shamatov, 2005). Amsler argues that “It is difficult to maintain a coherent professional 
identity in such conditions” (2012, p.13). These realities would certainly seem to affect 
the status of faculty members, which has led to this research on how current faculty 
members feel about and understand their status and their profession. In my work, I also 
attempted to understand how faculty came into their profession and what alternatives they 
had career-wise then and now.  Other questions focused upon the various compensation 
and satisfaction they had with their careers; what they like or dislike about their 
profession; and how they cope with challenges and complexities of everyday life in the 
workplace.   
 It is important to note that Tajikistan, despite its Soviet Marxist-Leninist 
ideologies and programs, remained largely a poor, male-oriented, and hierarchical 
tradition-bound society even during the late Soviet period (Niyozov, 2002; DeYoung, 
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2011). One of the main priorities of the Soviet authorities was to elevate the status of 
women by providing educational, economic, political and social opportunities (DeYoung, 
2012). The teaching profession was targeted to provide women with upward social 
mobility and equality (DeYoung, 2012). Thus, the majority of participants in my study 
are women. Despite the attempt to build the teaching profession for women, there 
remains today a much less female faculty representation in higher education, and the 
percentage of women declines further in senior leadership positions. Since declaring 
independence, the Tajik government has adopted affirmative actions to enhance the status 
of women in the society; however, gender inequalities remain problematic in Tajik 
society.  
 
 
I.4. Significance of the Study 
 
A well-qualified and highly motivated faculty is critical to the quality of higher 
educational institutions. They rely on the talents and commitment of their faculty. Faculty 
presence and availability to students and colleagues are critical to producing knowledge 
and encouraging learning. Thus, it is essential to study the life of academics and 
challenges they have in their work and life in order to understand problems in the system 
of higher education. This study contributes to the field of comparative and international 
higher education, which shed lights on the dynamics of higher education and the 
academic profession in the developing world through the example of Tajikistan. With this 
study and research, I also hope to explore the life of faculty in Tajikistan and contribute 
to existing scholarship on the academic profession and faculty life worldwide. In 
addition, the process of research showed that there is a very limited literature on higher 
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education in Tajikistan, and there are very few in-depth studies in Russian, Tajik or 
English about the academic profession and faculty members in Central Asia. This study 
also contributes to the understanding of faculty life in other post-Soviet Central Asia 
contexts and those across Eurasia. 
 
I.5. Limitations of the Study  
The conducted research has several limitations. First, the study is tied to a 
particular geographical and political context, in this case, the Republic of Tajikistan. 
Moreover, the study was conducted in the capital of the Republic of Tajikistan, 
Dushanbe, and it does not include other universities across the country. Although there 
are common traits of the profession across the country, such as the state-based nature of 
universities, their structures, control over curricula, and rankings, the regional context 
and life of people living in the countryside may differ somewhat from the city of 
Dushanbe. Second, the majority of participants, as mentioned above, are women, and 
most of the data analyzed in this thesis represent women’s lives; however, some sections 
will present the views of male faculty members as well.   
 
I.6. The Structure of the Dissertation 
This dissertation consists of seven chapters including this introduction. The 
introduction presents the background and emergence of the research questions.  Here I 
attempt to describe what I hoped to achieve by doing this project. I also discussed the 
significance of my study and outlined its limitations.  
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In Chapter 2, I present an overview of the literature that gives a conceptual 
framework for the study. This part highlights the major aspects of the academic 
profession and factors that contribute to the understanding of faculty life. The literature 
traces historical, social, conceptual and comparative approaches to the study of the 
academic profession and faculty life and considers the existing western, comparative, 
Soviet, and post-Soviet literature. I begin the review with the highlights of the emergence 
of the academic profession and its definition, career paths and the status of academia and 
academics in society. I then discuss the socio-economic status of the profession, its recent 
international decline, and emerging challenges. Then I focus upon the positions and the 
status of the academic profession and faculty members in the Soviet and post-Soviet eras.   
 Chapter 3, Higher Education in the Contemporary Republic of Tajikistan, 
provides a brief overview of the history, culture, and traditions of Tajikistan to 
contextualize the present study.  Here I trace problems of higher education in Central 
Asia and Tajikistan within historical and social contexts. I also describe the current 
secondary and higher educational system in some detail, paying particular attention to the 
history of Soviet higher education, as it became the basis of the university in Tajikistan, 
and its legacies still characterize the structure of universities, rankings and definitions of 
faculty work-life.   
In Chapter 4, Research Design and Methodology, I provide a rationale for using a 
qualitative paradigm for my research. Qualitative research is widely used to examine a 
range of educational phenomena.  In my study, I use the qualitative approach by relying 
on in-depth, semi-structured interviews, which allowed me to listen to faculty members 
and gave them a chance to speak about their professional and personal lives. The 
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interviews also allowed them to express their concerns and their own explanations of 
complex interactions and issues they face in work-life. Document analysis was also used 
as another form of qualitative research to give voice and meaning to my investigated 
topic (Glesne, 2011). The chapter also describes my research sites and my sample of 
interviewees, which consists of twenty (20) female and six (6) male faculty members 
working in Tajik universities both from the sciences and humanities. Here I also highlight 
the documentation process undertaken with the Institutional Review Board at the 
University of Kentucky for permission to conduct the study in Tajikistan and highlight 
challenges related to documenting consent forms from my study participants. I used a 
snowball technique to select my informants. My interviews were recorded, transcribed, 
coded and categorized. All quotations from the interviews were translated from Tajik and 
Russian into English by the author. This chapter concludes with a discussion of my 
reflexivity and positionality as a researcher and the process of data analysis and 
interpretation.  
Chapter 5 provides real stories of faculty members that emerged from the face-to-
face interviews and begins with an analysis of how and why they got into their current 
academic pathways, and examines their reasons for entering this complex occupation. It 
explores how academics were attracted to their careers and how they got started in them.  
Most faculty members in this study graduated from the universities where they work and 
were offered or invited to stay because they were among the best students. Family 
traditions and the perception that the teaching and academic professions are designed for 
women have also impacted the career choices of Tajik academics.  I also explore how 
faculty members feel about their social and economic status within Tajik society today 
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and what factors affected the decline and the prestige of the occupation. As my research 
reveals, the decline of the wages of the professoriate has significantly affected the status 
of the profession and led to mass migration of professors from academia to other fields. 
Corruption in higher education and transformation of values within Tajik society for the 
last 20 years has also affected the status of teaching and the academic profession. In 
addition, this chapter explores how professors deal with the decline of their 
socioeconomic status and illustrates faculty survival strategies in the harsh economic and 
financial situation in Tajikistan.  
Chapter 6 mainly focuses on challenges faced by the Tajik professoriate in their 
workplace and in their professional and personal lives. I explore the reasons for the 
decrease in the number of faculty members with the degrees of kandidat and doktor nauk, 
which qualify them to teach in higher education institutions, as the decrease of post-
graduate degree holders in Tajik universities seems logically one of the reasons for the 
deteriorating quality of undergraduate and graduate education in Tajikistan (ERSU, 
2006). The impossibility of forming dissertation committees after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union has become a significant barrier for faculty members to conduct their 
research and defend their dissertations. The deterioration of financial resources and 
research facilities and limited access to the existing research and scholarship has also 
been an influential part of the decline of completed and submitted research projects. This 
chapter also discusses how faculty members feel about their students and how they 
interact with them. Many professors in my interviews compared students during Soviet 
times with students now and voiced the opinion that the preparedness of students for 
colleges and universities was much better previously than it is at present. This chapter 
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also highlights challenges linked with working conditions and professional development 
of the professoriate and challenges they face in relationships with administrators and with 
state policies imposed by administrators. Often Tajik faculty members have to perform 
tasks that lie beyond the scope of their direct responsibilities of teaching and advising 
students.  
 In Chapter 6, I also attempt to interpret faculty motivation and satisfaction with 
their jobs and lives, and what - in spite of the challenges - keeps them working at Tajik 
higher educational institutions.  My informants provided a variety of answers; many of 
them expressed positive feelings regarding teaching and working with students and 
youth. It introduces the idea of “prizvanie, a mission or a calling to become teachers and 
teach in higher educational institutions and a belief that teaching is a giving and a noble 
occupation. In addition, the chapter discusses the generational “gap” or generational 
differences between older and younger faculty members in their motivations to work in 
higher education institutions. Lastly, it details professors’ wishes for improvements in 
their future lives as faculty members and as individuals. The chapter concludes with a 
special comment regarding the status of Tajik faculty members in national laws and state 
policies. I bring to attention a discrepancy in laws, which highlight the rights and 
responsibilities of faculty members as employees of universities and universities as 
employers in the Republic of Tajikistan.  
In Chapter 7, Conclusion and Discussions, I discuss my findings and implications 
of my research; I will offer some avenues for further research, and present my final 
thoughts about the study.  
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SUMMARY 
 
In this chapter I have attempted to describe the social and historical context of my 
research as well as the emergence of my interests in the questions I posed. I provided an 
overview of my main research questions and the significance of my study. I presented an 
outline of this thesis and briefly described the content of each chapter. The next chapter 
will provide my overview of the literature relevant to my study.   
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Chapter Two: 
Overview of the Literature 
This chapter provides a literature review applicable to my study and consists of 
eight sections. The chapter examines different research perspectives on understanding, 
definition, meaning, and study approaches relevant to the academic profession and 
faculty’s work and life. The purpose of this review is to demonstrate how the existing 
literature enlightens my study. I also provide comparative perspectives in revising the 
existing scholarship. The chapter starts with the definition and characteristics of the 
academic profession as well as describes some historical facts and challenges in its 
formation. As a result, the academic profession has become a more complex occupation. 
Thus, section one attempts to explain the nature and characteristics of this multifaceted 
occupation. 
 In section two, I provide a review on career tracks taken by individuals that lead 
to academia. The literature suggests that the entrance to the academic profession 
worldwide starts with an attraction to the discipline and getting into a prestigious 
occupation. A concept of role models, previous work as teaching or research assistants, 
and the influence of families play an important part in the career choice of academics.  
Section three of the present chapter deals with institutional definition of the academic 
profession and its structure within colleges and universities. Although the system of 
rankings is diverse, it is very important in the understanding of the academic career. In 
section four, I attempt to explore the social and economic statuses of the profession, 
which is also vital in exploring and studying academics’ and faculty members’ work and 
life.  
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For the last few decades the literature on the professorate presents it as one in 
decline, crisis and/or in peril (Bowen and Shuster, 1986; Altbach, 2003; Enders, 1999). 
Many researchers argue that the nature of the academic profession is changing and 
deteriorating. If some time ago, the lives of faculty were a source of public admiration, 
nowadays the admiration and prestige of the profession has shifted downwards. Thus, 
section five provides some factors that contributed to the decline of the status of the 
profession around the globe.   
One of the important parts in the literature on the academic profession and life of 
faculty members is gender inequalities within the profession. Section six is dedicated to 
the revision of the current tendencies in gender representations in the academic 
profession. Research shows a disproportionate number of women represented in higher 
education in every country of the world, even in the developed countries such as the 
United States, Australia, and Europe. The percentage of gender disparities in higher 
education increases in Asian, African, and Middle East countries, where the number of 
women represented in higher education is much lower than their male faculty 
counterparts. The representation of women in Tajikistan higher education is decreasing as 
well due to re-emergence of patriarchal society after the collapse of the Soviet Union 
(Silova & Abdushukurova, 2009; DeYoung, 2012).  
The review of job satisfaction among faculty members in section seven highlights 
the concept of the quality of faculty work and life that contributes to my study in 
examining faculty life in the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan. The literature suggests 
that improvements in quality of work life will have direct effects in quality of life, and 
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any change that decreases quality of work life would probably reduce the level of life 
satisfaction overall (Near & Sorcinelli, 1986). 
The overview of the literature concludes with the review of the Soviet and post-
Soviet academic profession and its main characteristics, which significantly differ from 
those of European professors. The Soviet academic profession was always part of the 
Soviet state rather than an autonomous profession and has remained so after the 
breakdown of the U.S.S.R.  
 
II. 1. Definition and Characteristics of the Academic Profession 
 The study of the academic profession and faculty life has been presented for 
nearly sixty years.  Scholars have been examining the concept of the academic 
profession, its values and morale, culture and behavior, work and home life of faculty as 
well as factors contributing to their job satisfaction (Wilson, 1979; Bowen and Shuster, 
1996; Clark, 1987; Altbach 1996, 2003, 2005, 2012; Shuster and Finkelstein, 2006; 
Johnsrud, 2002; Johnsrud and Tosser, 2002; Near and Sorcinelli, 1986; Welch, 2005, 
Slaughter, 2011). Burton Clark and his colleagues conducted one of the important studies 
of the academic profession in the United States in 1987. Clark argued that the academic 
profession is an odd occupation “composed of many disciplines. Its alphabet of 
specialties stretches from anthropology and astronomy to Western civilization and 
zoology, encompassing along the way all the natural sciences, social science, humanities, 
and many of the arts” (1987, p, xxi).  The academic profession also operates as a training 
ground for other professions and includes doctors, lawyers, architects, engineers and 
members of professional occupations (Clark, 1987).  The professoriate, undoubtedly, is a 
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vital part of colleges and universities. It is hard to imagine any higher education 
institution without well-qualified faculty members that teach and mentor students in their 
future life and profession. According to Altbach, “Faculty work is, in essence, the 
university. Everything else – administrative structure, laboratories, libraries – exists to 
assist the academic profession in the basic tasks of teaching and research” (1991, p. 23). 
Today, in the era of the knowledge economy, the study of the profession and lives of 
those who constitute a very important part of this economy has become vital.   
Once this profession was simple and was accommodated in very few educational 
settings and among a limited clientele (Clark, 1987). The first center of academic work in 
American colonies arose with the creation of colleges like Harvard. These early colleges 
followed the English tradition with its emphasis on the moral, religious and the 
intellectual development of its students (Altbach, 2005; Clark, 1987). They were 
organized primarily under the auspices of religious institutions and they hired resident 
tutors to teach approved subjects. There was no concept or image of professors as a high 
status group or of the “professoriate” itself (Clark, 1987). As in Europe, the development 
of “permanent faculty” started in the last half of the 18th century when tutors were 
supplemented by professors. Harvard and Yale awarded professorships to their 
“permanent faculty” who served more than forty years (Finkelstein, 1997). The 
socioeconomic characteristics of both professors and tutors were somewhat similar. They 
came from the higher socioeconomic strata of colonial and post-revolutionary society, 
and their fathers mostly served in the ministry, law, or medicine (Finkelstein, 1997).  
During the past century, the situation has changed dramatically. The demand for 
knowledge has led to the creation of new public and private institutions funded by 
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endowments and charitable trusts in the American system (Clark, 1987; Altbach, 2005). 
In the period after the Civil War, American higher education was influenced by the 
German system, which emphasized the university’s mission in providing research and 
knowledge to address the needs of society (Altbach, 2005).  Expanding conceptions of 
the relationship to knowledge made available through the university have contributed to 
the development of the academic profession, by “opening up the curriculum, entrenching 
the ideas of academic freedom, and ensuring the domination of the professoriate over the 
curriculum” (Altbach, 2005, p. 148).  
The expansion and the complexity of the profession were extended with the 
growth and development of colleges and universities over time (Enders, 1999; Altbach, 
2005; Clark, 1987; Wilson, 1979). The first American universities were created long after 
European ones like the University of Bologna, Oxford or Paris.  Pedro (2009), however, 
argues that the concept of an academic profession was initiated in the United States, 
where people working as teachers in higher educational institutions enjoyed work in a 
relatively free labor market as compared with most European countries. The professoriate 
in European countries has been traditionally linked with some form of civil service and 
thus more strictly and publicly regulated. Undoubtedly, autonomy and academic freedom 
lay at the core of the academic profession during the 20th century. Traditionally, 
academics came to believe in and demand autonomy and the ability to define their own 
goals. Faculty members also appreciate the opportunity to construct most of the 
curriculum they teach, to define students’ learning goals and to participate in the 
governance of the university (Altbach, 1991).    
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There are debates in the literature concerning the utility of the concept of the 
“profession” to describe the work of academics. A professional group is characterized as 
“one that regulates itself through systematic, regulated training and collegial discipline; 
that has a base in technical, specialized knowledge and that has a service rather than 
profit orientation enshrined in its code of ethics”(Clark, 1987, p.xxiv). Indeed, academics 
emphasize their training, knowledge and scholarship; however, a deep look inside all 
facets of the profession forces us “to view the profession as something other than 
isomorphic in its underlying tendencies…”, and “the logic of the academic profession 
may be diametrically opposed to the logic of the notion of ‘profession’ in general” 
(Clark, 1987, p.xxiv). Thus, the academic profession is a more complex concept. While it 
once emphasized only teaching, today the work of faculty members is often comprised of 
multiple objectives and obligations. Teaching, research, community service, advising, 
publications, participation in conferences and professional associations are among the 
other duties and responsibilities of an academic; yet not all of these are under the 
complete control of the faculty in a modern university.  
 Clark, in the same study, argues that academic life consists of “small worlds” and 
“different worlds” divided by discipline and the type of institution where one works. The 
diversity of American higher education also defines the work, status, social and personal 
life of a faculty member. For instance, as Altbach notes, “the life of a professor of 
biology at a major private research university in the East is very different from that of an 
assistant professor of history at a public comprehensive college in the Midwest” (2005, 
p.148). However, this diversity cannot be seen in all parts of the world. For instance, in 
some countries of Europe, China, and the former Soviet Union, the system of higher 
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education was extremely centralized, a situation that also defined the status and role of 
academics, but much more rigidly than in the United States.  Nevertheless, there are 
common features among the academic profession in all these regions, e.g., doctoral study, 
the practice of teaching and undertaking of research (Altbach, 2005).  There is a common 
commitment of professoriate to teaching and to the creation and transmission of 
knowledge (Altbach, 2005). Altbach and Vasutova expand upon Clark’s description of 
the professoriate as professional noting several additional characteristics:   
‐ a high level of prestige in society; 
‐ autonomy and academic freedom; 
‐ academic hierarchy (teaching assistant, assistant professor, associate professor, 
professor); 
‐ a high level of scientific and intellectual expertise; 
‐ activity that gives a rise to scientific, technical, and cultural discovery; 
‐ delivery of the new knowledge resulting from discovery to the young generation 
(Altbach, 1991, Vasutova, 1998).   
Today, the American professoriate comprises more than 1.5 billion faculty members and 
many more professors around the world. They work in thousands of private and public 
institutions, small, liberal art and community colleges and in research institutions. Faculty 
members are an essential part of the system of knowledge, education, and economic 
development. They pass through various stages to become part of the intellectual and 
academic community and go into “a profession of professions” (Clark, 1987).   
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II. 2. Entrance to the Academic Profession and Academic Career  
The existing literature on the academic profession and careers suggests that 
individuals take diverse paths to enter the academic community.  Clark (1987) claims that 
research on academic careers in the United States has always been incomplete and 
confused, leaving much to explore. Sociologists, he argues, attempt to investigate how 
social background, sponsorship, and institutional status influence individual choices and 
prestige; however, such works leave many questions that merit investigation (Clark, 
1987). In his view, American academics approach their career in very different ways. 
Some of them come from the trades, from business and from the military. Many also 
come directly from an educational setting where they discovered an attraction to the 
particular discipline or a profession at large (Clark, 1987).  Entry into the world of 
academe in the United States and in most European countries typically begins with a 
choice of discipline made as an undergraduate when students have to choose majors and 
minors, which later leads them to pursue Master’s and doctoral degrees (Wilson, 1979; 
Bowen and Shuster, 1986; Clark, 1987). At the graduate level, they typically take their 
coursework and become research and teaching assistants. Doctorates then lead usually to 
a job and a career (Clark, 1987). Intellectual interests are also a key factor in obtaining a 
Ph.D. and continuing into a related field. Creager’s study found that almost 96 percent of 
Ph.D. aspirants want to continue intellectual growth and make significant contributions to 
the knowledge in their fields upon graduation (cited in Wilson, 1979). Most students also 
indicate intrinsic interest in the field, preparation for an academic career, satisfaction with 
job requirements and getting into a prestigious occupation (Wilson, 1979). 
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Finnegan investigated the academic labor market in the United States, and 
contends there have been three distinct periods in its formation. The first cohort, as she 
calls them “Academic Boomers,” was hired prior to 1972 during a period of significant 
university expansion. The second cohort, which she terms “Brahmins,” was hired 
between 1972 and 1982 during an academic recession, and finally, the third cohort, the 
Proteans, describes the cohort that was hired after 1982.  
The expansion of higher education in the 1960s created many new university 
positions (Finnegan, 1993; Wilson, 1979). The number of graduate students pursuing 
Master’s and doctoral degrees thus increased, which, in turn, led many higher educational 
institutions to recruit more staff with graduate degrees. Many in the first cohort of faculty 
members were appointed primarily to teach. They taught their specialties, even as they 
labored to develop new and more diversified curricula (Finnegan, 1993). Finnegan argues 
that half of this cohort was college-teaching hopefuls. They were attracted to the 
profession either by role models or from their experiences working as teaching assistants. 
At some point, they returned to graduate school to get their doctorates in hope of 
returning to teach at the graduate level as well. Another half of the first cohort, according 
to Finnegan, aspired to teach in secondary schools, not in colleges; however, their 
mentors or advisors recruited them to teach at the college level.  As the labor market 
expanded, the qualification requirement for faculty members also increased. Higher 
educational institutions started to hire either Ph.D. candidates or people with doctorates. 
As the number and diversity of colleges and universities increased, those in the early 
cohort primarily taught and provided service to their institutions.  Research and 
scholarship at the time, claims Finnegan, was less important for promotion or retention. 
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After 1972 the competition to enter the profession increased. Faculty members hired after 
that time were extremely interested in the research that they had conducted in graduate 
schools. For most of the second cohort, research and scholarship was a primary interest; 
however, getting a tenured position for the second cohort was much harder than for the 
first cohort.  As for class background, the second cohort was from either business or 
professional families or families that encouraged upward mobility through education. 
For the Proteans - those who were hired after 1982 - getting a position in a 
university had become much harder than it had been previously. The Proteans were 
willing to go anywhere, even for temporary positions, in order to stay in their disciplines 
(Finnegan, 1993). The number of part-time faculty substantially increased too. 
Institutions strengthened their requirements for faculty members by strongly emphasizing 
teaching and research. The difference between the third cohort from the first and the 
second was that Proteans were active scholars and teachers, and their work was not 
limited primarily to theory (Finnegan, 1993). Finnegan concludes that the experiences of 
entering the academic profession between the cohorts significantly differed because of 
the expansion of higher education institutions and competition between them, as well as 
the demand to recruit faculty members for both teaching and research.   
 Although the abovementioned studies do not specifically examine the reasons or 
alternative career choices among faculty, one can conclude that an interest to enter the 
academic profession starts with an attraction to the discipline and obtaining a prestigious 
occupation. Finnegan also discusses the factor of role models or previous work as 
teaching or research assistants. The influence of families was also significant, as most of 
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their families valued education and understood upward mobility through education, and 
saw the academic profession as a respected and prestigious one.  
 
II. 3 Institutional Status and Rankings  
The system of faculty ranking in a university or college is somewhat diverse, but 
is critical to understanding academic careers. In most countries, one who aspires to enter 
a career in academia must climb a vertical hierarchy (Clark, 1987). Clark (1987) argues 
that the ranks within institutions also define basic status, tenure, and monetary rewards. 
Additional benefits may also include a larger office and greater access to administrative 
and clerical help.  In this profession, careers are openly and significantly defined by rank, 
which is somewhat atypical in the horizontal authority structure of other professions 
(Clark, 1987).  As teachers and researchers, faculty members have to face an 
occupational hierarchy (Wilson, 1979; Clark, 1987). The occupational hierarchy in the 
United States typically consists of four types. Usually, after entry to the profession, the 
recent Ph.D. holder in the United States is hired as Assistant Professor, later making a 
career climb to Associate and Full professor (Wilson, 1979; Clark, 1987; Bowen and 
Shuster, 1986). Each higher education institution in the United States has its own policies 
and procedures required in order to move from one position to another. For example, in 
American research universities, to be awarded the position of an Associate Professor, one 
must have teaching and research experience, publications, and service to a community. 
The procedure also involves evaluation by a department committee, letters of assessment 
from specialists outside one’s own university, a vote of tenured department faculty and 
approval by the campus administration (Clark, 1987). The significant difference of 
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American academic ranking from other countries is the system of tenure. American rank 
structures also depend on the type of institution where one is employed; the standards are 
different for example, in research universities than in community colleges. In addition, 
the requirements for teaching in a research university significantly differ from those in 
other countries, where having a doctoral degree is not required.  In the United States 
today, having a Ph.D. degree is critical to enter university teaching.    
In Western Europe, there are three main categories that identify the academic 
career (Pedro, 2009). The first category is that of the assistant professors, who have an 
aspiration to be full professors and who have mostly teaching duties and perform as 
assistants to full professors. In these lower ranks, the teaching load is usually very heavy. 
The second category comprises of those who perform between the assistants and the 
professors. The significant characteristic of this position is the level of autonomy they 
have in teaching and research. Pedro states that their research and teaching are strongly 
supervised by department chairs; however, they can perform some managerial tasks in 
the department too. Finally, full professors or simply professors represent the highest 
rank in the academic career. This position gives the highest degree of autonomy in 
research and teaching. Pedro states, that  
The professor is, above all, a person with a consolidated investigator’s status, with 
a certain level of international recognition. Secondly, a professor is, in terms of 
institutional micropolitics, the representative of the academic profession par 
excellence, the one who represents the voice of the academy by definition and, 
accordingly, the one who expects to be well served by the institution (2009, p. 
413). 
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The academic ranking in Eastern Europe (Slantcheva, 2003; Kwiek, 2003) or Asian 
countries (Postiglione and Li, 2005) often differs from both their American and European 
counterparts. Entrance to the profession starts with the position of instructor or 
department assistant where the main responsibilities involve a heavy teaching load. 
Instructors do not necessarily have a doctoral degree and teach undergraduate classes 
under the direct supervision of department chairs.  
 A significant characteristic of the American professoriate today is the low degree 
of guidance by government (Clark, 1987). Historically, American academic institutions 
did not depend on the government. They worked within a system of a board of trustees 
that made financial and managerial decisions. With the emergence of the private element 
in higher education, coordination was provided more by the market than by the state 
authority (Clark, 1987). Thus the effect on the professoriate “was profound: it was bred 
outside of central government” (Clark, 1987, p.62).  
 In contrast, the professoriate in Europe and Asia generally do not see faculty 
members and their occupation as an independent profession because faculty members are 
viewed as part of the state (Clark, 1987; Altbach, 2012). Clark argues that faculty 
members, “are funded, employed, and given status as one or more ‘corps’ rooted in 
departments of government and in national civil service” (1987, p.62). Institutions of 
higher education in other countries are a part of the official structure and usually are 
supervised by one or more ministries (Clark, 1987; Altbach, 2003). Clark also states that 
“distance from government is the central difference between an academic estate in 
Europe and the academic profession in the United States” (Clark, 1987, p.63). This 
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characteristic is inherent for not only European countries, but also many other countries 
of Asia and Africa, where faculty members are defined as public or state employees.  
 Regardless of one’s status or rank within universities, the common characteristic 
of the profession is teaching. Each faculty member dedicates a significant amount of time 
to the classroom. According to an international survey, teaching is a primary activity of 
the profession. On average, faculty members in various countries spend approximately 
twenty hours a week on teaching. For example, it varies between twenty-two hours in 
Australia and Korea to seventeen hours a week in Mexico and Sweden (Altbach, 1996). 
At the same time, surveys show that faculty members have a strong commitment to 
research in countries like Japan, Sweden and the Netherlands. In the United States, 
faculty in research universities may obtain some credit for research that partly covers 
their salaries and minimizes the teaching load. However, interestingly, according to 
Altbach, “it is significant that in the United States, where there has been so much 
criticism recently of an overemphasis on research by American academics, the majority 
indicate that their primary interest and commitment is to teaching” (1996, p.20).  Again 
the teaching and research load varies among institutions in the United States. According 
to a survey conducted by the Carnegie Foundation, faculty members in Research I 
universities spend fewer hours of undergraduate teaching than those in two-year colleges 
and institutions (the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1984 
Faculty Survey). Clark (1987) argues that teaching loads increase as institutions shift 
from research universities to non-research universities; moderate teaching loads are 
characteristic of private liberal art colleges, and the teaching load is significantly higher 
in community colleges.  
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II.4 Socio-Economic Status of the Academic Profession 
 One of the characteristics inherent to the academic profession identified by 
Altbach as well as in public surveys is a high level of social prestige. This was 
demonstrated by Creager’s study showing that the majority of graduate students pursue 
Ph.D. degrees to get into a prestigious occupation (Wilson, 1979). Indeed, in keeping 
with occupational prestige theory, being a college professor is one of the most prestigious 
jobs in the United States, according to the General Social Survey of 1972 and 1989 
(Ingersoll & Merrill, 2011). Sociologists generally associate prestige with the three main 
themes (Blaikie, 1977). First, occupational prestige is linked with a reward like income, 
and people are motivated to fill positions that bring the most income or the sum of all 
rewards (Blaikie, 1977). The second is related to an occupation that indexes social status 
or social rank. And the third, according to Blaikie, “is seen to be as the consequence of 
combination of work and work situation attributes” (1977, p. 106). In addition, there are 
two main characteristics pointed out by some sociologists as Barber who identifies 
knowledge and responsibility as indicators of occupational prestige (Blaikie, 1977). It is 
clear that knowledge-based occupations have always been prestigious whether in the 
United State, Europe, Asia or Africa. Many sociologists link occupational prestige to 
socio-economic status arguing that,  
there is a mounting evidence in the US and elsewhere that hierarchical structure 
underlying occupational roles is largely socio-economic…Despite the evidence 
that occupational prestige rests upon a collection of dimensions, the common core 
and dominant dimension of occupational status is socio-economic in nature 
(Featherman et al. cited in Blaikie, 1977, p. 108).   
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Another group of researchers do not share this view, stating that the prestige of a 
profession lies not only in economic factors, but in a number of other factors as well 
(Blaikie, 1977).   
In 1979, Wilson conducted a study on the economic status of American 
academics and argued that, although academics are not engaged in their profession for the 
primary purpose of making money, they are no less interested in their income than those 
in other professions. In order to understand the economic status of faculty members, 
many researchers have conducted studies and surveys on monetary rewards in academe; 
how academic salaries compare to compensations of other professions; how academic 
salaries differ in different types of institutions and other countries; and how significant is 
additional income to them; etc. (Wilson, 1979; Altbach, 1996, 2012). Wilson argues that 
faculty compensation in the American higher education system varies significantly 
among its heterogeneous institutions. Howard Bowen noted that,  
The measurement of faculty salaries or incomes is complicated because of 
ambiguities arising from nine-month versus twelve-month appointments, part-
time service, supplemental payments for special services, opportunities for 
outside income, and variations in types of institutions. Also, the term “faculty 
members” includes a wide variety of qualification, abilities, and responsibilities 
(cited in Wilson, 1979, p. 174).   
 Nevertheless, studies conducted in the beginning of the twentieth century showed 
that, for example, the average annual salaries of college-level teachers were higher than 
public school teachers, but they were lower than the average annual net incomes of non-
salaried lawyers, physicians and dentists (Wilson, 1979). Since the 1970s, the American 
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Association of University Professors (AAUP) has published annual surveys of average 
salaries for academics. They reported that in 1976-1977 across all institutions having all 
ranks, the average was from $11,920 for instructors to $23,930 for professors (Wilson, 
1979). In 2012, according to AAUP, the salary of faculty members was much higher:  
University of Chicago ranged from $ 60,000 to $198,000 (Chronicle of Higher 
Education, 2012). As for social status, Clark (1987) and Wilson (1979) argue that, after 
World War II, the American higher educational system expanded to include many 
individuals from different social backgrounds. Later, the openness of the system also led 
women and minorities to enter the profession. Wilson also states that, “in the open-class 
system of American society, there is comparatively little social inheritance of 
occupational status, and this is certainly the case for academics” (1979, p.193). 
 
II. 5 Decline, Crisis, and In Peril 
  For the last few decades, the literature on the professoriate presents it as one in 
decline, crisis and/or in peril (Bowen and Shuster ,1986; Enders, 1999; Altbach 2003). 
Many researchers argue that the nature of the academic profession is changing and 
deteriorating. If some time ago the lives of faculty were a source of public admiration, 
nowadays the admiration and prestige of the profession have shifted downwards. The 
general perception is that the prestige of the profession may have reached its highest 
point in the 1960s and has been losing ground ever since (Bowen and Shuster, 1986). 
Observers argue that the academic profession faces significant challenges worldwide, due 
to factors such as globalization, massification, privatization, financial problems, all of 
which affect the working conditions of faculty members.  In the United States, there is a 
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concern about growing number of part-time non-tenured faculty members and over their 
level of satisfaction (Clark, 1987; Johnsrud, 2002). The traditional high status of the 
professoriate has also been weakened by criticism in the media and other sources 
(Altbach, 2005). Reductions in financial resources have been combined with increasing 
student enrollments, and it is more difficult to get research funds (Altbach, 2003). There 
is also a changing mix of faculty work responsibilities, which now more heavily 
emphasize teaching (Shuster, 2011). Academics themselves argue that competition 
among top-tier universities where research is emphasized compels many institutions to 
create second-class academics by hiring non-tenure-track faculty (Geiger, 2011).  
Moreover, economic downturns have put downward pressures on salaries as compared to 
other professional occupations. Many faculty members in some states have actually 
experienced salary reductions (Altbach, 2005; Welch, 2005). The tenure system is also 
under critique. In addition, the American academic profession that traditionally enjoyed a 
high degree of autonomy and academic freedom faces challenges due to public and state 
demands for increased accountability (Altbach, 2005; Slaughter, 2011).  
 A similar decline of the status of the academic profession is seen in many 
countries of the world. The challenges of globalization, massification, and privatization 
of higher education make a major shift in the nature of academic profession. (Altbach, 
2003). If these challenges occur in the developed countries like the United States and 
United Kingdom, they are even more severe in developing countries where financial and 
other resources are less adequate (Welch, 2005; Altbach, 2012). The working conditions 
of faculty members as well as deterioration of salaries and threats to job security make 
the academic profession less attractive to young scholars in some countries (Altbach et. al 
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2012; Heyneman, 2010). The concern for compensation and rewards has become a 
central part of the latest research. Obviously, without good salaries and good working 
conditions for faculty members, the academic profession is at risk. In some countries, 
faculty members work in other jobs to add income to their base salary from the university 
(Altbach et al, 2012). According to one study conducted in 28 developed countries, 
academic salaries are less than competitive given the education required to obtain them, 
when compared to previous eras (Altbach et al, 2012). Altbach states that, “countries 
including Japan, Germany, Israel, and the United States will find it harder to attract 
young talent in the future, unless salaries at the lower end of the hierarchy improve” 
(Altbach et al., 2012, p. 29). According to the same study, in Kazakhstan, academic 
salaries are half of the salaries of peers with similar qualifications who work in other job 
sectors; in Russia, young faculty members make approximately 70 percent of the average 
income in comparison to other fields (Altbach et. al 2012). 
In order to earn enough to live, many faculty members must seek additional 
employment. In many countries, academic staff agree to teach more for supplementary 
income. The research showed that some of them teach at the same institutions beyond the 
specific hours outlined in their contracts, mostly in summer programs, seminars or in 
other special sessions. Some academics teach in different colleges and universities. 
Others work as consultants in industry or in government; they hold positions in research 
institutes or think tanks or have parallel careers as accountants, lawyers, or information-
technology professionals (Altbach et al, 2012).  There are ongoing debates over 
additional employment by academics. Certainly, some activities contribute to teaching 
and advising in the classrooms; however, if faculty members work purely for economic 
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survival, their energy and attentions will be divided, and it is unlikely that this situation 
contributes to quality work at the university (Altbach et al., 2012).  
 
II.6 Gender and the Academic Profession  
The discourse over gender, gender disparities and gender roles has an important 
position in the literature of the academic profession and faculty life as well. Research 
shows a disproportionally low number of women represented in higher education in every 
country of the world. Even in the United States, despite significant progress made by 
academic women, they comprise only one third of faculty nationwide and remain 
underrepresented in prestigious institutions and at the higher faculty ranks (Sax et al, 
2002). The careers of men and women in academia drastically differ where more women 
devote time to teaching and advising and serve in part-time positions than men do (Sax et 
al, 2002).     There is  
 The representation of women in the European professoriate is considerably lower 
as well, e.g., under 15 percent in Germany, Ireland, Belgium and the Netherlands (Pedro, 
2009). Moreover, the proportion of women in the senior positions represents less than 10 
percent in Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, Austria and the UK. In contrast, Sweden 
and Finland seem to be in the best position with more than 30 percent of female faculty in 
the academic profession, but still less than 20 percent at the highest rank (Pedro, 2009). 
Pedro argues that, “This is a real paradox, taking into account that more women than men 
have been participating in higher education in the EU in the past fifteen years. In 1999, 
women already accounted for 52 percent of the new entrants into European higher 
education institutions. Nevertheless, in doctorates, which may be considered as the 
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entrance door to the academic career, women are still underrepresented” (Pedro, 2009, p. 
417).  
Many people still see the teaching profession as a female profession. Coffey and 
Delamont note, that “while teaching is a good job for a woman, it is a career with 
prospects for a man” (2000, p.44). They also note that there are more women in teaching 
than men, and the number of women in the teaching profession is increasing; however, 
they stress, “In principle, teaching is a career in which women and men enjoy equal 
opportunities. However, the number of women securing senior teaching posts is 
disproportionally and disappointedly low” (2000, p.45).  Women also continue to be 
disproportionally situated in two-year colleges (Shuster and Finkelstein, 2006).  
Despite the effort made by governments through affirmative action, gender 
discrimination in higher education persists in African and Asian countries.  Morley shows 
that, in Nigeria, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Tanzania and Uganda, “women experience a 
range of discriminatory practices, gendered processes and exclusions within higher 
education through highly gendered organizational culture” (2006, p. 543). In these 
countries, national policies promote women’s rights and discourage gender 
discrimination; however, these macro policies are not always applied at the micro level. 
Women faculty and students feel gender discrimination that limits their career 
development and academic opportunity.  
In many eastern countries, the teaching profession is also perceived to be a 
profession for women. For example, in Turkey, higher education is seen as a female 
career choice. As Healey et al. explain, "Academic careers were historically and socially 
constructed and sex-typed as ‘safe’ and ‘proper’ choices for graduate women in Turkey. 
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Women were socially encouraged to take up professional employment, as opposed to 
entrepreneurial or commercial careers, since these were considered harmonious with the 
potent image of ‘a respectful Turkish woman’" (p. 253). This social construct applies to 
many other eastern countries like the Muslim countries of the former Soviet Union, such 
as Tajikistan, where elevating the status of women was an intentional objective of the 
USSR and was built through the promotion of teaching as a profession (DeYoung, 2012).  
  
II.7 Exploring Quality of Faculty Work and Life 
 In examining the concept of the quality of faculty “work-life” Linda Johnsrud 
(2002) suggested that there are three conceptual dimensions to be analyzed. The first 
dimension includes outcomes that may differ relative to individual characteristics or 
organizations. For example, this includes studies conducted to find out how perceptions 
of work-life differ by sex or race or rank position, institutional size and type, or the 
impact of resources assigned to the particular institution, departments or other units. The 
second dimension includes studies the quality of work-life as a predictor of attitudinal 
outcomes such as satisfaction and morale. Finally, the third element includes behavioral 
attitudes or outcomes such as performance or intentions to leave.  
Over the years, faculty members have often been asked about the quality of their 
work and life through surveys, questionnaires and interviews. Quality of work life and 
levels of satisfaction have frequently been correlated. Indeed, having satisfied faculty 
members would seem vital for any higher education institution. Many national and 
international surveys have been conducted with faculty members to investigate the level 
of satisfaction with their work starting from their salaries to their role in the governance, 
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working conditions, level of autonomy, academic freedom and so on (Shuster and 
Finkelstein, 2006; Clark, 1987; Altbach, 2012; Slaughter 2011). A Carnegie survey 
conducted in 1984 found that most of faculty members were satisfied with their 
professions. Clark states, “when asked, ‘If I had it to do over again, I’d not become a 
college teacher’, only one in five agreed even mildly” (Clark, 1986, p. 217). Boyer, 
Altbach and Whitelow’s (1994) international analysis showed that faculty members in 
general like what they do and would choose the profession again, but they are often 
deeply dissatisfied with their institutions and working conditions.    
 Researchers studying the job satisfaction of the professoriate found that many 
factors can predict faculty job satisfaction, including both internal as well as external, 
institutional factors. Such studies generally find that faculty report their highest source of 
satisfaction includes the degree of autonomy they have in their work; the intellectual 
challenges of their research and teaching; and support from their administrations to do 
their jobs (Tack & Patitu, 1992; Magner, 1999 in Rosser, 2004). Other important 
concerns focus upon the quality of benefits and services such as salary and working 
conditions and the resources available to accomplish assigned tasks. Other support 
services such as access to research materials, clerical help as well as computer and 
technological support are also vital to the quality of work of faculty members (Rosser, 
2004).  
 Unfortunately, for the past decades the level of work satisfaction and quality of 
faculty lives appears to be deteriorating. Despite of the fact that faculty members would 
choose their career again, the Carnegie Foundation survey showed that “when asked if 
‘this is a poor time for any young person to begin the academic career’, half of the total 
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faculty members agreed” (Clark, 1987, p.220). Clark’s study clarified that the major 
causes of dissatisfaction among faculty include money and poorly prepared students. 
Faculty members noted that they are not paid enough (Clark, 1987). However, the studies 
conducted in the United States do not show salaries to be a primary factor in the job 
satisfaction of faculty members or their intentions to leave the institution of higher 
education (Ambrose et. al, 2005; Johnsrud and Rosser, 2002). In comparing 
compensations between the developed and developing countries, Altbach notes that, “In 
most industrialized countries, it is possible for academics to achieve a modest middle-
class standard of living on their salaries. There are variations by country, discipline, and 
rank, but generally, academic salaries are sufficient to live on in the North” (2003, p. 18).  
In contrast, the literature suggests that salaries and compensation play a major 
role in developing countries, and they define not only the level of satisfaction, but are 
vital in sustaining the academic profession in these countries. Surveys conducted in 
developing countries show that working conditions and levels of wages of professoriate 
are often insufficient. Altbach (2003) states that, in developing countries, “involvement in 
institutional governance is often very limited, and the autonomy to build both an 
academic career and academic programs in the university is often constrained” (p.1). In 
addition, Altbach argues,  
In many developing countries, a full-time academic salary cannot support what is 
considered a middle-class standard of living. This is almost universally the case 
for junior academics, but is also true of senior professors in many countries. Thus, 
in many countries, academics must hold more than one job. Their main 
appointments provide a portion of their income, but they must earn additional 
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income from teaching at other universities, consulting, or even holding jobs in 
business or in service occupations unrelated to their intellectual work. In many 
countries, academics provide tutoring or other ancillary teaching in order to boost 
their income, even when such activities are proscribed by the university (2003, p. 
18). 
  Factors related to the personal lives of faculty are also prominent in the research. 
Researchers argue that the extent to which work interfered in one’s personal life was a 
primary factor in influencing overall dissatisfaction as well as satisfaction among faculty 
members (Near & Sorcinelli, 1986). The study conducted by the Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of Teaching shows that one-fourth of the most satisfied faculty 
members find their jobs a source of “considerable personal strain.” Researchers that study 
work and family relationships have found that any changes in family-related or personal 
circumstances have significant effect on job satisfaction. This cause may affect more 
females rather than males, but regardless of gender, family-related circumstances affect 
job satisfaction scale in general (Johnsrud, 2002). Near and Sorcinelli (1986) show that 
improvements in the quality of work life will have direct effects in quality of life and any 
change that decreases quality of work life would probably reduce the level of life 
satisfaction overall. 
 
II. 8. Soviet and Post-Soviet Academic Profession 
 The first university in Russia – Moscow State University – had been established 
in 1755, which led to the development of other universities across the country. According 
to Smolentseva (2003), higher education in Imperial Russia was oriented toward the 
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needs of the state since the beginning and did not encourage universities to be a source of 
academic freedom. Nevertheless, at the end of 19th century Russian universities were 
among influential centers of science and education in Europe and had formed solid 
traditions in Russian higher education. The image of the professor, according to 
Smolentseva, “was characterized by wide erudition, great teaching and research skills, 
freethinking, academic ambitions, and tolerance” (2003, p.393).  
 The formation of the Soviet academic profession began in the 1920s after the 
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. One of the main purposes of Soviets and Bolsheviks was 
reformation of education in Russia. They started to take over universities, replacing and 
changing their leaderships. Lenin, in his many speeches, strongly opposed university 
autonomy arguing that it was the leftover of “bourgeois” thinking, which was 
unacceptable in the “dictatorship of the proletariat” (Avrus, 2001). In order to create 
Soviet universities, the authorities needed a professoriate that would be loyal to their 
ideology; however, at the beginning of 1920s the Bolsheviks faced opposition from the 
professoriate, which did not support the ongoing changes and the Soviet system overall. 
They “regarded the new regime with deep hostility” (Fitzpatrick, 1979, p. 64) as the 
Russian professoriate, prior to 1917, was represented by the members of higher 
socioeconomic strata of the country, which were loyal to the tsarist regime.  
 The most important conflict between the professoriate and the new government 
occurred at Moscow University (Fitzpatrick, 1979).  Professors insisted on the autonomy 
of universities and demanded that the Soviet government not interfere in decision-making 
within universities. However, the Soviet government continued to adopt decrees and 
normative acts, such as the VUZ [Institution of Higher Education] constitution of 1921, 
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which eliminated autonomy and academic freedom in higher education (Avrus, 2001; 
Fitzpatrick, 1979). Later, in order to create a new professoriate that would be loyal to the 
new regime and Soviet ideology, the Soviets created the Institute of Red Professors, 
which aimed to prepare mainly social science academics to teach in institutions of higher 
education across the country (David-Fox, 1997; Kozlova, 1994). Gradually, the Soviet 
government was able to create a professoriate loyal to the system and accorded a high 
status and prestige to the profession. Naturally, the academic profession was not an 
autonomous occupation, but rather a part of the state and its ideology. It represented the 
extreme case of European academia that worked to accomplish the needs of the state.  
The Soviet government and Soviet university established a ranking system that 
included: Assistant Kafedri (Department Assistant), Starshii Prepodavatel’ (Senior 
Lecturer), Dotsent (Associate Professor), and Professor. The government also established 
a system of degrees including kandidat nauk and doktor nauk (See Chapter 3). Despite 
the challenges faced by the professoriate during the period of Stalin’s repressions, World 
War II, Khrushchev’s reforms, and Perestroika and Glasnost’, the academic profession 
became one of the most prestigious professions within the Soviet Union (Avrus, 2001; 
Chudinov, 2013). It attracted the most talented people and provided them with rewards, 
good compensation and benefits such as advantages in the allotment of housing and other 
resources. Usually outstanding graduates of higher education institutions were 
encouraged to stay in universities, continue their education in graduate schools and join 
the academic profession. The salary of a professor was 550 rubles per month, which 
allowed one to support a family, pay for one’s apartment as well as to have a “dacha” (a 
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small house outside the city). The state also provided a good pension after retirement 
(Chudinov, 2013).   
 After the breakdown of the Soviet Union and during the years of transition, the 
situation in higher education changed drastically. The sharp decline in finances caused 
unfavorable conditions for the profession. Since it was almost impossible to maintain 
living standards, many qualified faculty members left academia and migrated either to 
Europe or the United States or began working in private businesses, became private tutors 
or sellers in markets or janitors (Niyozov & Shamatov, 2005). Moreover, according to 
Androushchak and Yudkevich, “These issues not only contributed to a decline of the 
prestige for academic jobs but also undermined the self-esteem of the profession and 
weakened academic standards” (2012, p. 265). Although the socioeconomic status of the 
profession had changed dramatically, the status of faculty members in relation to the state 
remains unchanged. Faculty members in many post-Soviet countries are part of the state 
rather than part of an autonomous occupation, despite the democratic rhetoric of state 
policies.     
 An overview of the literature reveals that most research on academic profession 
has focused on Russia. Consequently, little is known about the professoriate in Central 
Asia before and during Soviet times; however, it is widely known that ancient states, 
before the formation of the present Central Asia, were the homeland of famous poets, 
philosophers and early scientists as Avicenna, Rudaki, and Firdawsi, who were educated 
in madrassas (Islamic schools) and were teachers there as well (Gafurov, 1980). 
Madrasas in Bukhara and Samarqand were famous educational institutions in ancient 
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Persia. These educational institutions produced many scientists and philosophers who 
contributed to the “knowledge of the world” (Ubaidulloev, 2003).   
 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided a literature review and theoretical context relevant to 
the academic profession and faculty life that will play a role in my research. The review 
of the literature has revealed that the concept of the academic profession is a complex 
one. The review discussed some characteristics of the academic profession, which 
included a high level of prestige in society autonomy and academic freedom; academic 
hierarchy (teaching assistant, assistant professor, associate professor, professor); a high 
level of scientific and intellectual expertise; activity that gives a rise to scientific, 
technical and cultural discovery; and delivery of the new knowledge resulting from 
discovery to the younger generation. However, the prestige of the profession, according 
to scholars, has declined over the decades; autonomy and academic freedom have also 
been challenged due to the increased amount of accountability. The socioeconomic status 
of the profession is declining as well due to massification, globalization, and financial 
and economic crisis. Compensation, salaries and working conditions are much less 
acceptable in developing countries compared to academia in the West, which has 
significantly influences the life of the professoriate. The review also discussed some 
demographic characteristics such as gender representation in academia. Although 
representation of women in higher education and the academic profession increased 
during the mid-20th century, the proportion of women is still much lower than men.   
The review also revealed that there is a lack of literature on the academic 
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profession and faculty life in Central Asia, though the recent studies uncover some 
dilemmas in post-Soviet countries, such as in the Russian, Kazakh, and Armenian 
academic profession. My study will attempt to shed similar light on the characteristics 
and status of the academic profession and the lives of faculty members in the 
contemporary Republic of Tajikistan.   
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Chapter Three: 
Higher Education in the Contemporary Republic of Tajikistan 
The aim of this chapter is to provide a broad portrait of the cultural, political, and 
socioeconomic background of the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan. In order to 
contextualize my study, I first will give brief historical background of the country, 
discuss its geographical location and of the culture of Tajik people. According to 
historians, the present Republic of Tajikistan was a homeland of ancient nations and has 
ancient cultural roots. The Tajik people are Persian speakers of Central Asia whose 
ancestors have inhabited Central Asia for centuries (Gafurov, 1955; Curtis, 1996).  
Although Tajikistan has a long heritage, it has existed as a state only since 1929, when it 
became part of Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R). The creation of Soviet 
republics, including the Tajik Soviet Socialist Republic (Tadzhikskaia Sovetskaya 
Socialisticheskaya Respublika), was the result of the Soviet policy of giving political 
representation to minority nationalities in Central Asia. The collapse of the Soviet Union 
in 1991 resulted in enormous upheaval in people’s lives, in the economy and in 
education. Thus, section two provides a brief overview of the challenges faced by the 
former Soviet Union countries, including Central Asia and Tajikistan.  
In section three, I describe the system of education built during Soviet times. 
Education was one of important tasks for Soviets, because political and ideological 
indoctrination of the people was essential to creating “the new socialist person.” Thus, 
education had to serve the needs and interests of the Soviet state directly. Section four 
highlights post-Soviet higher education, which has experienced tremendous challenges 
due to the discontinuation of centralized funding, stagnating curricula, and a shortage of 
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instructors and academics and for many other reasons. Tajikistan’s system of higher 
education also continues to experience problems due to the consequences of the civil war, 
economic and financial crises, and the legacy of Soviet educational policies (see section 
five). In the final sections, I will describe the organizational and legal frameworks of 
institutions of higher learning in the Republic of Tajikistan today, the institutional 
definition of the Tajik academic profession, and the structure of degrees, rankings, and 
teaching loads of the Tajik professoriate (sections six and seven).  
 
III. 1. Brief History, Geography, and Culture of Tajik People 
The Republic of Tajikistan is located in the Central Asia and has a long history 
and a rich culture. Tajikistan is the homeland of Tajiks, a nation of Persian descendants 
or Iranian Tajiks (Gafurov, 1955; Gafurov, 1980; Curtis, 1996; Frye, 1975; Soviet Tajik 
Encyclopedia, 1976-1987). Arabs invaded the territory of current Central Asia at the end 
of the 8th - beginning of the 9th century, and replaced the religions, including Zoroastrism, 
practiced by the majority of Persian descendants, with Islam (Gafurov, 1955; Gafurov, 
1980; Bekhradnia, 1994; Curtis, 1996). The Samanid dynasty, which ruled from 810 to 
1005, was one of the first purely indigenous dynasties to rule in Persia after the Muslim 
Arab conquest (Gafurov, 1955; Gafurov, 1980; Soviet Tajik Encyclopedia 1976-1987, 
Curtis, 1996). They established the state of Samanids with the capitals of Bukhara and 
Samarqand, which became centers of art and Persian culture. This territory is home to 
famous poets, philosophers, and scientists such as Rudaki and Avicenna (Gafurov, 1955; 
Gafurov, 1980; Curtis, 1996; Frye, 1975) 
The word, Tajikistan is constructed from the word for the Tajik language and an 
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Arabic suffix, -stan, that means “place.” The Russian Empire first invaded the territory in 
the 19th century (Curtis, 1996; Gafurov, 1955, Gafurov, 1980; Becker, 1968). At that 
time, Russia’s officials reported that the majority of the population of the territory that 
later formed Tajikistan were Aryans who spoke a dialect of Persian; however, large 
populations of Turkic groups also lived in the area (Coates & Coates, 1951 cited in 
Whitsel, 2002). Russia’s interests in Central Asia were motivated by economic benefits, 
such as a thriving cotton industry and developing trade routes contingent upon the 
famous Silk Road (Gafurov, 1955; Curtis, 1996; Rakowska-Harmstone, 1970).  Imperial 
Russia was able to extend these routes to send cotton to other regions and developed 
extended international partnerships in this way (Becker, 1968; Curtis, 1996; Gafurov, 
1955)   
 After the revolution of 1917 in Russia, there was a protracted local fight against 
the Bolshevik ascendance in Tajikistan.  This revolt failed, and Tajikistan was included in 
the Soviet Union and proclaimed the Tajik Soviet Socialist Republic in 1929. The Soviets 
brought extensive economic, political and social change to Tajikistan. During Soviet rule, 
Tajikistan experienced the growth of industrialization, and thousands of kilometers of 
roads were built between cities and other territories of the Soviet Union (Gafurov, 1955; 
Gafurov, 1986). One of the largest projects was building hydroelectric stations that aimed 
to provide electricity for Tajikistan and other Soviet republics. In 1975, the world’s 
largest aluminum plant was built near Dushanbe; however, Tajikistan always remained 
primarily agricultural, with a heavy emphasis on cotton production and less development 
of industry as compared to other republics. Despite increased industrialization and 
agricultural output, Tajikistan remained the poorest republic in the Soviet Union, 
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receiving up to 40 percent of its GDP in subsidies from the central government in 
Moscow (Curtis, 1996; Kanji, 2002; Niyozov, 2002).  
 Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, Tajikistan proclaimed its 
independence in 1991, but then endured a five-year civil war. The interpretation of the 
civil war in the literature is very diverse; as in many armed conflicts, the interests and 
actors that joined forces to fight the war were complex. However, the institutionalized 
regionalism of the Soviet period that led to unequal development of the country played a 
significant role in the war (Olimov and Olimova, 1996; Akiner & Barnes, 2001). 
Approximately 50,000 people died in the fighting, over 600,000 people were displaced 
internally, and over 60,000 people fled as refugees to neighboring Afghanistan (Curtis, 
1996; World Bank, 1998; International Crisis Group, 2001; Akiner and Barnes, 2001). 
The country’s infrastructure, including its educational institutions, was damaged.  In 
1997, a peace agreement between the warring parties was signed. Although the country 
was able to achieve a relatively stable political situation, the economic and financial 
struggles persisted. The civil war and the unexpected collapse of the Soviet Union 
severely damaged Tajikistan’s economy. Tajikistan’s GDP declined by almost sixty 
percent, placing Tajikistan among the poorest countries of the world in 2000 (World 
Bank, 2000; UNDP, 2005; US Dept. of State, 2013). Real salaries of workers declined 
sharply, and the unemployment rate doubled. Many workers, including teachers, 
experienced severe disruption in wages (UNDP, 2005; Niyozov, 2002).    
Tajikistan is situated in Central Asia and borders Afghanistan, China, Uzbekistan, 
and Kyrgyzstan. Most of the territory (93%) of Tajikistan is mountainous and less than 
10 percent is arable land. The mountains of Tajikistan are some of the highest in the 
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world and divide the country into valleys. Administratively, Tajikistan consists of four 
provinces called Viloyat, including Sughd, Khatlon, the Mountainous Badakhshan 
Autonomous Province, and Districts of the Republican Subordination, which includes the 
capital of Dushanbe (See the Map, Annex 1). The country is also the homeland of two 
branches of Islam: Sunni and Ismaili Shiite. While Sunni Muslims live in Sughd, Khatlon 
and other districts of the Republican Subordination, the Ismaili Shiite are mostly 
inhabitants of the Mountainous Badakhshan Autonomous Province (Niyozov, 2002; 
Keshavjee, 1998).  
 
III.2 Independent Tajikistan 
Like other countries of the former Soviet Union, Tajikistan has attempted to 
establish its national identity through different policies and laws, although many western 
academics and politicians have deemed the former Soviet Union a likely place for the 
propagation of Western values (Silova, 2011; Silova 2008; Mac-Farlane, 1999).  
Certainly, many post-communist countries have tried to adapt their constitutions, laws, 
and policies toward democratic principles and a free market economy, efforts which have 
succeeded to some extent in the countries of Eastern Europe and the Baltic states (Silova, 
2011; Gilbert et. al, 2008; Philips, D., & Oancea, A, 2005). However, not all the regions 
and countries of the former Soviet Union have had the same level of success in reforming 
their political, social and educational arenas. Despite adopting the rhetoric of democracy 
and market economy, the Central Asian countries have each “chosen” different means to 
establish governance. All five countries of Post-Soviet Central Asia—Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan—have had somewhat different 
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challenges in the transition period. According to the reports of many international 
organizations (Freedom House 2013; Amnesty International 2005; US Department 
Report on Human Rights, 2006), these countries have established “a certain degree of 
authoritarianism and state involvement in political, economic, and social life” 
(Karatnycky, 2000 cited in Silova, 2011, p.2). Moreover, the collapse of the Soviet Union 
has forced inhabitants of Central Asian countries to reconsider their political, religious 
and ethnic identities (Merrill & Dukenbaev, 2011; Johnson, 2004).  
Since independence, Tajikistan has adopted a number of laws, strategies and 
regulations on education. The first “Law on Education” was adopted in 1993 and has 
been changed several times since then. Improving education has become one of the most 
high priority tasks for the government; however, many international academics and 
researchers discuss the continuing problems that education in Tajikistan faces today.  
They highlight major problems such as state control over all institutions of higher 
education, unequal access to higher education, accreditation and licensing, and corruption 
during the transition period (ERSU, 2006). Consequences of the transition from an 
administrative to a market economy and neoliberalism have also harshly affected 
education. Many academics argue that new educational policies adopted since 
independence “had far more severe negative effects in the distinctive condition of post-
Soviet societies, because both the legal and formal political systems were too weak…” 
(Johnson, 2008, p. 160).  
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III. 3. Education in the Soviet Union  
The collapse of the Soviet Union was one of the most dramatic events in the 20th 
century. The Soviet Empire declared its dissolution in 1991, and fifteen republics 
pronounced their independence. The transition from the old command and administrative 
system to a free and democratic scheme brought many challenges to these newly 
independent countries. During seventy years of socialist governance, the Soviet Union 
had been able to build an organized education system that embraced “the entire cultural 
apparatus, all of the agencies involved in the molding and informing of the minds of both 
young and old” (Counts, 1957, p. 5).  Educating people was one of the highest priorities 
in the Soviet Union, as most of the population living in Russia and its periphery had been 
illiterate at the end of the 19th century. The Bolshevik policy of “Enlightenment” aimed to 
educate people and bring socialism to the country through education. They promised to 
give equal rights to all citizens and education to all children. Lenin and other Bolshevik 
leaders stressed that Russia was a peasant country and one of the most backward 
countries in Europe (Counts, 1957). The Bolsheviks, therefore, waged a war on illiteracy, 
to fight against backwardness, and to educate people in order to create the new Soviet 
person (DeYoung, 2012). Lenin and Stalin further considered education to be an 
instrument of industrial development and building socialism, and the school was thus the 
site both for socialist enlightenment as well as creating a labor force for economic 
expansion.  
Huge losses in central funding brought about by the Revolution in 1917 and the 
civil war posed challenges to both socialism and the construction of the best educational 
system. Furthermore, Stalin’s purges and mass arrests of teachers and professors 
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weakened the economic and educational systems. World War II brought more challenges; 
twenty-seven million people died, and most of the cities, industries, schools, universities 
and other buildings were destroyed. Despite these challenges, the Soviet government 
continued its efforts to transform education. Total enrollment in elementary and 
secondary schools increased from twelve million to twenty-one million children (Ewing, 
2002).  The victory in World War II motivated the citizens of the Soviet Union to build 
new cities, to rebuild the country’s industry, and to construct new schools and education 
facilities. Counts argues that, “the growth of Soviet power would have been impossible in 
the absence of the phenomenal development of Soviet education” (1956, p. 4).  
Certainly, the rise of the higher education system in the Soviet Union was 
inevitable under these pressures.  In 1914, tsarist Russia had only one hundred and five 
educational institutions, including eight universities.  These were mostly located in the 
major cities of European Russia. By 1959, there were seven hundred sixty-six institutions 
all over the country. For example, in Tajikistan, there was no formal higher education 
institution (university) before 1917.  At the time of the Soviet Revolution, only madrasas 
existed.  They taught Quran and fields such as astronomy, geography, mathematics, and 
geometry.  However, madrasa education was not acceptable in Soviet times, due to their 
religious connections, and they were closed in favor of a newly developed public and 
post-secondary schools.  By 1979 Tajikistan had thirty-three specialty and technical 
schools, eight institutions of higher education, and an Academy of Sciences (Grant, 
1979). As Grant notes, “In 1917 the more backward areas generally (Siberia, Central 
Asia, and the Far East) typically had four higher education institutions.  In 1979, with 
over 200 (Union-wide), they account for about a quarter of the country’s output of 
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graduates” (Grant, 1979, p. 124). State support and massive public investments meant 
that Soviet secondary and higher education witnessed some of the most rapid growth in 
the world (Johnson, 2008). Soviet higher education grew to become one of the largest and 
most comprehensive systems of higher education and research in the postwar era 
(Johnson, 2008). The rise of higher education was also shaped by the expansion of access 
to postsecondary education, especially for peasants, working-class young people, women, 
and national minorities (Fitzpatrick, 1979; Johnson, 2008).  
According to statistics gathered in 1989, ninety percent of the population in the 
Soviet Union, including in Central Asia, was literate. Secondary, vocational and higher 
education was organized in a way that responded to the social, political and economic life 
of the country (Johnson, 2004; Smolentseva, 2003; Heyneman, 2004; DeYoung, 2004). 
For instance, the Law on Higher Education of the USSR outlined objectives such as: 1) 
the training of highly qualified specialists educated in the spirit of Marxism-Leninism 
well-versed in both the latest achievements of science and technology, at home and 
abroad, and in the practical aspects of production, capable of utilizing modern technology 
and of creating the technology of the future; 2) carrying out research that will contribute 
to the solution of the problems of building communism; and 3) providing advanced 
training for specialists with higher education working in various fields of the national 
economy, the arts, education, and health services (Zajda, 1980b). Higher education, 
professional training, research, and science, alongside the priorities of the Communist 
Party and Soviet leadership, became closely associated with the planned economy and 
technological development (Johnson, 2004; Johnson, 2008).  
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The educational system of the Soviet Union consisted of primary, lower and 
secondary education. Primary education included first to forth grades, lower education 
included forth to eighth grades (after 8th grade a student could enter technikum [technical 
school] or continue education in the lower school), while secondary education included 
eighth to tenth grades. General educational schools came in part-and full-time varieties, 
some offering only primary classes, some primary and lower secondary, and some all 
three levels. In time, schools offering all three levels predominated (Gerber and Hout, 
1995). The emergence of Soviet universities and other higher educational institutions 
started in the 1920s and continued through the 1930s, when Stalin, as a part of his 
industrialization policy, opened so-called rabfaks (workers’ colleges) that prepared 
workers for industry. Rabfaks basically prepared low-level workers with basic training in 
engineering. Later, they were replaced by technikums that could be entered by students 
after the eighth grade. According to Counts, “the technikum was developed to prepare 
youths for occupations of middle qualification or semiprofessional grade in ‘various 
branches of industry, construction, transport, communications and agriculture’” (Counts, 
1957, p. 158).  
 Higher education took place in universities and more specialized institutions, 
called "VUZ" (vysshee uchebnoe zavedenie). Soviet institutions of higher education were 
divided by specialties, unlike most other higher education systems worldwide, where one 
university can accommodate many specialties. Universities, technical institutes, 
agricultural institutes, medical institutes, institutes of economics, law and art, as well as 
pedagogical institutes were established; each of these schools prepared students for 
different specialties. For example, technical institutes (polytechnics) offered courses in 
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technological subjects such as electrical engineering, metallurgy, energy and chemical 
engineering. Agricultural institutions prepared specialists in agronomy, veterinary 
medicine and agricultural subjects. Institutes of economics prepared economists needed 
for the planning and management of the country (Grant, 1979).  The subjects varied from 
political economy to finance and transportation. Certainly, the curricula of the economics 
subjects were based on Marxist ideas of economy and management. Admission to a 
university or to an institute was based on entrance examinations that were partly written 
and partly oral. To enter a university, a student had to pass the examinations required by 
this particular university. Courses in higher education usually lasted for five years 
(Counts, 1956, Grant, 1979). After completing one's education at a higher education 
institution, a student was given a Diplom [diploma] that confirmed his/her graduation. 
The Soviet system did not have any liberal arts focus, and all the colleges in the 
higher education institutions prepared students for professional careers. The conception 
of preparing a “socialist person” was based on several principles that included 
classlessness, which meant that the school should be built as a structure to fight against 
any signs of the class system; and gender equality, so that girls and boys attended the 
same school and were to be taught in the same way. The third principle focused on 
equality of the races and nationalities; different treatment of Russians, Ukrainians, 
Kazakhs or any other nationalities living in the territory of the Soviet Union was to be 
abandoned. Finally, the fourth principle included one’s “world view,” where the Soviet 
Union welcomed all nations of the world to become socialist and pursue Soviet education 
(Zajda, 1980a). 
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The administration of higher education in the Soviet Union was under the 
supervision of the Ministry of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education. The 
Ministry was responsible for all curricula, syllabi, textbooks, entrance examination 
requirements as well as the planning of professional training. Some universities had 
governmental partnerships; for example, the medical university was coordinated with the 
Ministry of Health, and the Ministry of Agriculture supervised agricultural institutes. The 
Ministry of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education regulated academic standards 
and conducted regular inspection tours that “ensured directives, regulations, and laws are 
being observed and fulfilled and that lecturing and academic qualifications of lecturing 
and academic qualifications of lecturers are of a required level” (Zajda, 1980a, p. 95, 
Counts, 1957, Gerber and Hout, 1995).  
Although the system of education and the rapid development of higher education 
contributed to the Soviet Union’s economic development, bureaucratic control and tight 
policy arguably became both a strength and a weakness of Soviet higher education. For 
instance, the control over education inherent in the state socialist higher educational 
system allowed for no private institutions or alternative models of education in the Soviet 
Union (Johnson, 2008). Soviet higher education and research directly served the Soviet 
system’s goals of economic and ideological development. A number of characteristics 
contributed to the weaknesses of higher education, such as: restrictions on fields like 
history, linguistics, genetics, and sociology; poor management of financial and human 
resources; and narrow and rigid vocational and professional curricula (Johnson, 2008; 
Anderson, Pomfret & Usseinova, 2004). The Soviet Union was also characterized by 
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massive militarization that meant that almost 70 percent of research funding was directed 
to the development of military priorities (Johnson, 2008; Smolentseva, 2003).  
 One of the most prominent features of Soviet higher education and research was 
the establishment of the Academy of Sciences. Research in the Soviet Union was 
conducted not only at universities, but also primarily at institutions under the auspices of 
the Academy of Sciences. Basically, research and higher education differed from most 
western institutions, because research was emphasized in institutions belonging to the 
Academy of Sciences, while universities focused on teaching (Smolentseva, 2003; 
Johnson, 2008). According to Smolentseva, “members of the Academy of Sciences were 
involved primarily in research, while university faculty were involved in teaching and 
played no part in the production of knowledge” (2003, p. 394).  According to Johnson, 
“this system had both strength and weaknesses. Many Academy research institutes 
sponsored world-class scholarship, even if the results of that work were only sporadically 
integrated into university teaching or even faculty preparation” (2008, p.164). 
Smolentseva argues that, during the Soviet era, it was more prestigious to work in the 
Academy of Sciences than at higher educational institutions, because the Academy 
institutions were the place for research and innovation, while the university primarily 
emphasized teaching. Those who wanted to devote themselves to research were attracted 
by the Academy (Smolentseva, 2003). However, salary levels at the Academy and its 
research institutes were approximately the same as those at higher educational institutions 
(Smolentseva, 2003).  
Although research was predominantly conducted at the Academy of Science 
institutes, they also offered graduate education, aspirantura.  If someone wanted to get a 
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Candidate of Science degree (kandidat nauk), s/he would enter aspirantura. The highest 
degree was doktor nauk, which could be received only after kandidat nauk. Both degrees 
required advanced study and original research. The degree of kandidat nauk required 
three years of study after graduation from a university, writing a dissertation, and 
required a final examination. In addition, a student [aspirant] had to publish several 
publications and later defend his/her dissertation. Usually aspirants of universities were 
hired at lower teaching positions and had to teach several subjects. The degree of doktor 
nauk was considered an extremely advanced academic degree. In order to become a 
doktor nauk, a person not only must have held a kandidat nauk degree, but also to have 
worked for several years, have been engaged in research and have published major 
works, including monographs and books. The Ministry of Education did not give these 
degrees. In the Soviet Union the Visshaya Attestacionnaya Kommissiya [Higher 
Attestation Commission] reviewed and approved these degrees. Although higher 
educational institutions in the Soviet Union were engaged mostly in teaching, faculty 
members were encouraged to spend some hours on their research. Having a kandidat 
nauk and doktor nauk degrees provided better salaries both in universities and in 
Academy institutions.  
 
III.4. Post-Soviet Higher Education 
Higher education across the former USSR has experienced dramatic 
transformations since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The former Soviet 
republics strived to establish their national identities through economic and political 
policies, organizational and institutional changes. Educational institutions in all post-
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Soviet countries have experienced sharp declines in funding, but at the same time they 
have attempted to adapt the educational system to new market and neoliberal 
relationships (Heyneman, 2004a; Anderson, Pomfret & Usseinova, 2004; Mertaugh, 
2004). Over last twenty years the countries have been adopting educational reforms to 
respond to economic, and political changes, related not only to internal transformations, 
but also to worldwide trends in higher education (Silova & Steiner, Khamsi, 2008; 
Silova, 2005; Dailey & Silova, 2008).  Educational reforms saw some decentralization of 
higher education and the provision of more autonomy to educational institutions. This 
allowed private colleges and universities to open, not only in Russia, but also in other 
former Soviet countries, such as Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Georgia. After 
independence, reforms in higher education across the region were more or less similar 
(Johnson, 2008; Silova & Steiner-Khamsi, 2008). They included reforms in the structure 
of higher education, curricular content, governance, admission procedures, and changes 
in faculty (Heyneman, 2010). For instance, Heyneman notes that changes in structures 
included the privatization of educational property and the introduction of tuition fees for 
students. During the Soviet era, the state had provided free higher education to all citizens 
of the Soviet Union who were deemed to be qualified.  Reforms were also associated 
with the changes to the curriculum taught in higher educational institutions. The 
curriculum was found wanting in post-Soviet countries, especially in the fields of history 
and political science. Subjects like dialectical materialism, the history of the Communist 
Party, and the study of Marxism and Leninism were considered useless (Heyneman, 
2010). While striving to establish national identities, many republics have also adopted 
language regulation policies in an effort to raise the status of national languages within 
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the countries, which has had an effect on higher educational systems as well (Korth, 
2004; ERSU, 2006)  
Unfortunately, the changes have not been smooth and have brought various 
outcomes in different countries of the former Soviet Union.  Researchers have reported 
deteriorating educational quality, underdeveloped curricula, and weaknesses in the 
establishment of transparent financial mechanisms (Heyneman, 2010; UNICEF 2007; 
OSI, 2000).  One of the most serious problems facing post-Soviet higher education was 
inadequate state funding, which led to a sharp decline in salaries and resources for 
teaching and research and poor working conditions. It was hard to maintain laboratories 
and necessary equipment.  The media and NGOs constantly reported about corruption in 
educational institutions, namely bribes for grades and admission to universities 
(Heyneman, 2010; Heyneman, 2004; Transparency International 2013; eurasia.net, 2011, 
UNDP, 2010). Many academics argue that, although different educational rhetoric has 
been adopted by the government, e.g., student centered-learning, liberalization of 
textbook publishing, privatization, and decentralization of higher education, this rhetoric 
has been used to legitimatize the maintenance of their authoritarian regimes and includes 
ideological indoctrination in schools (Silova, 2005; Silova, 2011).  In addition, according 
to Johnson, “the absence of state regulatory power, adequate mechanisms for political 
accountability and chaotic privatization contributed to the ways undermined the ability of 
Post-Soviet states to sustain and reinvent the rule of law, social institutions, social 
cohesion, and social trust” (2008, p. 166). Many post-Soviet countries experienced a 
massive “brain drain” in the aftermath of the collapse. Huge numbers of intellectuals, 
faculty members and researchers migrated to developed countries, resulting in a loss of 
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human resources that seriously affected education (Heyneman, 2010, ERSU, 2006, 
Niyozov, 2002). 
Many analyses of the region show the unpreparedness of the system to face the 
change. The Soviet model of higher education and research that was tightly dependent on 
centralized policy coordination and public investment seemed to adapt poorly to the rapid 
shift towards market-based economies (Johnson, 2008; Amsler, 2012.). Post-Soviet 
countries often implemented policies of “borrowing and lending” that were not 
thoroughly assessed and brought uncontrolled consequences to higher education (Silova, 
2005). Perhaps the most profound policy change in the higher education system of post-
Soviet countries was the response to globalization and worldwide higher educational 
trends as well as the inclusion some of post-Soviet countries into the Bologna Process or 
European Higher Education Area (EHEA) (Tomusk, 2011; Jones, 2011; Merrill, 2011). 
The Bologna process initially was designed to harmonize the educational systems of 
European countries, but soon widened its borders to include the Central Asian states. 
Higher educational reforms, according to the Bologna principles, included changes of 
degrees that were inherited from Soviet higher education (specialists, kandidat and doktor 
nauk) into Bachelor, Master, and Ph.D. degrees (Tempus, 2010; Merrill, 2011). They also 
emphasized the improvement of educational quality through independent accreditation 
and licensing organizations, recognition of degrees, and student and academic mobility. 
In order to eliminate corruption post-Soviet higher education adopted standardized testing 
for admission to universities coordinated by National Testing Centers (Drummond & 
DeYoung, 2004; World Bank, 2009;  McGinn, N., Moussavi, M., 2010) 
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Since 2000 the more economically dynamic countries, especially Russia, 
Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan, have been able to invest more funds in higher education and 
research, while some other countries, such as Moldova, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan still 
experience financial and economic crises and face the stagnation of higher education 
(DeYoung, 2011; Johnson, 2008). The globalization processes and the rhetoric of the 
knowledge-based economy are constantly emphasized in post-Soviet countries; however, 
strong challenges remain in the process of these transformations.  
 
III.5. Tajikistan Higher Education and its Soviet Legacies 
The current educational system in Tajikistan consists of secondary and higher 
education, and the situation at both levels remains miserable. Social, economic, and 
educational crises have led to contradictions between rhetoric on post-Soviet educational 
policies and present-day reality (Niyozov, 2002). Niyozov argues that while Soviet 
Marxism-Leninism spoke of empowerment, human agency, equity, freedom, and 
democracy for all nations, there were fundamental flaws with practice. The Soviet 
authorities and the Communist Party leadership promoted dependency, colonial bias, 
indoctrination, and the reproduction of status quo by implementing “a monistic, 
ideological, and reductionist interpretation of reality”.  Niyozov, based on Belkanov 
(1987) and DeYoung and Suzhikova (1996), argues that, “the Soviet teachers, for 
instance, regardless of their high social status and broader political and professional roles, 
were trained to the role of obedient servants of State and Party” (2002, p. 41).  These 
approaches have also proved ineffective and unsustainable in contemporary Tajikistan, 
where it seems almost impossible to sustain the achievement in education that was gained 
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during the Soviet period. According to the Open Society Foundation and UNICEF, in 
Tajikistan, as in other Central Asian countries, pre-school enrollment has declined 
catastrophically, threatening the health, nutrition and school-preparedness of children 
who no longer have access to these services (OSF, 2002; UNICEF, 2007). Primary and 
middle school level enrollment has also declined by over half the enrollment rate for the 
15-18 years old group.  Compared with the rest of the former Soviet Union and Eastern 
and Central Europe, the Central Asian republics have some of the lowest student 
enrollment rates in secondary education. In addition, there is a growing dropout rate due 
to the poverty level and decline in family income, so that they cannot afford current high 
costs associated with education (ADB, 2006; World Bank, 2011).  Dropout rates are 
especially high for girls, who often do not finish obligatory nine years of school due to 
the reemergence of traditional female roles in Tajik society (Whitsel, 2009; DeYoung, 
2012; Silova & Abdushukurova, 2009). According to the Asian Development Bank study 
of 2000, there are 63 girls for every100 boys in secondary education. This report also 
states that, due to material hardships, many people, particularly in the countryside, cannot 
provide equal educational opportunities for all their children and traditionally make a 
choice in favor of sons (ADB, 2006; Harris, 2004). Girls often stay at home to care for 
their younger siblings and the household, which limits their educational opportunities. As 
in other countries of the former Soviet Union, the Ministry of Education, in collaboration 
with international organizations, has implemented curriculum reforms. Many reports by 
international organizations state that,  
current curricula still pay tribute to curriculum practices dating back to Soviet 
times: they are still excessively encyclopedic; knowledge-, content- and 
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information-centered, instead of aiming at developing students’ critical thinking 
skills, self-reliance and an attitude of ‘learning to learn and pay no attention to the 
skills and knowledge required by students to be successful in the 21st
 
century 
(OSI, 2002, p. 14).   
A shortage of teachers remains the most problematic issue in Tajikistan. The 
challenges brought by the collapse and the civil war have affected their lives. Many left 
the schools because of very low wages. They became sellers in markets (bazaars) or 
manual laborers (Niyozov and Shamatov, 2005). Those who stayed in the profession felt 
contradictions in ideologies they were trained during Soviet times, and experienced the 
harsh realities afterward. They are searching for other opportunities to bring income, but 
some at the same time, continue teaching because they love their profession and their 
students and care about their community and its identity (see Niyozov, 2002). However, 
the latest statistics of the Ministry of Education of Tajikistan show that many of the 
graduates of pedagogical universities do not teach in school; 4,500 teachers working with 
Tajik schools have only a secondary education. The Ministry states that the number of 
teachers is decreasing every year and that there are over 1,200 teaching vacancies in 
Tajik schools (Ministry of Education, 2012) 
The situation in higher education in Tajikistan has significantly transformed in the 
past twenty years too. As in other post-Soviet countries, the liberalization of the economy 
has led to a rise in the number of higher educational institutions and in the number of 
students. Although the Soviet Union had achieved almost universal secondary education, 
the higher educational system remained restricted (Heyneman, 2010; DeYoung, 2011). 
Therefore, after the collapse and transition to a free market economy, the number of 
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higher education institutions doubled, tripled, and even quadrupled in some countries. In 
Tajikistan, both the number of students and the number of institutions has doubled since 
independence. According to 2006 data, thirty higher education institutions were 
functioning around the country (ERSU, 2006; Ministry of Education, 2005). The number 
of students has doubled as well, increasing from sixty nine thousand students in 1991 to 
one hundred and eight thousand in 2005 (ERSU, 2006; Ministry of Education, 2005; 
Davlatov & Mulloev, 2000).  
The primary document regulating the education system in Tajikistan is the 
Constitution of the Republic of Tajikistan, which promise equal rights to education to all 
citizens. In addition, the government of Tajikistan adopted the “Law on Education” and 
the “Law on Higher and Professional Education.” The latter document regulates and 
declares state policies in higher education. The Republic adopted a number of 
international conventions and documents as well. According to the study conducted by 
Education Reforms Support Unit (ERSU), all documents are “aimed at ensuring the 
constitutional rights of the citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan to quality education 
regardless of nationality, race, religion, sex and language” (2006, p. 23). Within this 
document, education itself is defined as “a process envisaging the welfare of an 
individual, society, state and culture” and ‘an educated person’ is someone “who is 
brought up with regard to the traditions of one’s nation, national culture and human 
values” (ERSU, 2006, p.23). The government adopted documents outlining the main 
policies in higher education such as the State Standard of Higher Education, the 
Government Decree on Evaluation, Accreditation and Licensing of Educational 
Institutions, National Concept of Education, and the Concept of Financing Education for 
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2005-2015 years. The official state policy in higher education outlined in most 
documents includes: 
- Providing equal access to education with regard to individual abilities; 
- Ensuring accessibility for women; 
- Identifying priorities for the development of science, engineering, and 
technologies as well as training and retraining of specialists and professional 
development; 
- Civil education; 
- Maintaining and developing traditions of higher professional schools, and 
- Integration of the system of higher education and postgraduate professional 
education into the scope of world education. 
Although the abovementioned documents were adopted to create favorable conditions for 
higher education, these laws do not provide for the needs of the system (ERSU, 2006). 
One survey shows that teachers believe that “adopted laws, normative legal acts and 
standards need to be changed and amended in conformity with modern requirements of 
training of specialists and the development of higher education institutions” (ERSU, 
2006, p.30).  
As in other post-Soviet countries, one of the priorities set by Tajik leaders was the 
recreating and reestablishment of the Tajik language as a part of in the formation of 
national identity. The issue of national languages rose during Gorbachev’s perestroika, 
and the “Law on Language” was adopted in 1989 when the Soviet Union still existed. 
The law recognized Tajik as the state language and Russian as the language of 
international communication. However, after the adoption of the law, the country has 
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faced challenges with its implementation (ERSU, 2006). During Soviet rule, the 
curriculum and textbooks were written mostly in Russian, especially those that prepared 
doctors, teachers and engineers. Therefore, those institutions that used Russian language 
as the main language of instruction, such as the Tajik Medical Institute and Tajik 
Technical University, faced numerous problems, including a shortage of qualified 
academics that could teach in Tajik as most faculty members had studied and been 
professionally prepared during Soviet times (ERSU, 2006).  
The decline of financial resources and newly established free market policies forced 
universities to find additional funds to sustain their work. Beginning in 1994, like in 
Russia, the Tajikistan government continued to allocate government-paid places to 
universities; however, the Law on Education adopted in the 1990s has led to introduce 
tuition fees for “excess demand” of higher education (Carnoy et al, 2013). Higher 
educational institutions opened so-called “contract groups” that required tuition from 
students, which was a totally new system for post-Soviet countries including Tajikistan 
(Anderson, Pomfret, and Useeinova, 2004; Heyneman, 2004; Mertaugh, 2004; ERSU, 
2006). Most universities expanded their tuition-based programs, mostly in business and 
law, as they could control this money by themselves. Thus, those students who do not fall 
into “free” places, i.e. paid by the government, enrolled in tuition-fee programs, often at 
the same institutions.  This policy has led to a rise in the number of higher education 
institutions, which do not get government allocated fees, and attract students paying 
tuition. Consequently, the total enrollment in Tajik higher education institutions doubled 
over the past 20 years.  State funding for higher education continues even now; however, 
universities and institutions have the right to require tuition. Despite the increasing 
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allocation to education from the state budget, those funds are not enough to meet the 
needs of colleges and universities today. The issue of transparency and accountability 
remain problematic in Tajikistan (ERSU, 2006).  
The social and economic aspects of higher educational development include 
issues of accessibility for both men and women and inequality between students from 
rural and urban areas as well as low-income students. Those from wealthy families often 
pay bribes to enter universities. In order to improve girls’ access to higher education the 
government established the “Law on Presidential Quota” to ensure that girls from rural 
areas could enter universities without entrance examinations. Western scholars attribute 
these gender disparities to “a complex combination of factors, including the legacy of the 
Soviet past, the fall of egalitarian values and the rise of market ideology, as well as the 
re-emergence of traditional stereotypes and patriarchal values of the Central Asian 
societies” (Silova and Abdushukurova, 2009, p.363). Although different gender policies 
have been accepted and signed into law, these policies are not effective on the local level. 
Critics of the presidential quota argue that girls do not have money to live in Dushanbe or 
other cities where they study. The stipend paid by the government is very low, and their 
housing conditions are very poor. Unofficial statistics say that more than two hundred 
girls studying under the quota leave universities and return home (Silova & 
Abdushukurova, 2009) 
 Corruption in higher education remains one of the most controversial topics 
today. Since 2006 Tajikistan has adopted numerous laws and regulations announcing 
their main policy goals for higher education. The country also adopted the “Law against 
Corruption” in 1999. Since then, the President has issued several decrees emphasizing 
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anticorruption steps in the country; however, corruption in higher education is still a 
major problem in Tajikistan and other post-Soviet countries (Anderson & Heyneman, 
2005; Silova, Johnson, & Heyneman, 2007; UNDP, 2010). According to the media, there 
is a widespread culture of bribery for good grades and acceptance to the university 
(Eurasia.net). Educational experts indicate that only a few students graduate from 
universities without resorting to bribes. In order to prevent corruption in higher 
education, the Ministry of Education, with the support of the Open Society Foundation 
and the World Bank, agreed to open a new National Testing Center that should ensure 
transparency and reduce corruption in education. The government of Tajikistan issued a 
decree “Creating the State Body National Testing Center” in November 2014 (Decree on 
the Establishment of NTC, 2008). The World Bank gave 2 million dollars for the 
construction of a new building for the Center (World Bank, 2013). Such a center is 
required to ensure legitimate university entrance examinations, which have not changed 
since Soviet rule. Each Tajik university decides what kind of entrance examination 
students need to take in order to be admitted. This process results in corruption, since 
students and parents pay bribes to university officials to gain entrance. In addition, the 
National Testing Center should promote equal access to and improvement in the quality 
of education. The Center opened at the beginning of 2014 and will have five branches 
throughout the country, in major cities such as Khujand, Khorog, Kurghon-Teppa and 
Kulyab. It is still too early to evaluate whether the system of national testing will be 
effective in Tajikistan.  
Since independence, one of the main national slogans on higher education is the 
inclusion Tajikistan into the “world educational scope”. Tajikistan, like other Central 
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Asian countries, desires to achieve this goal by joining the Bologna Process aimed at 
harmonizing the educational system of Europe. For Tajikistan, this step would mean 
following the Bologna principles and reformation of the system of higher education, 
including introduction of European Credit Transfer systems instead of Soviet-style 
contract hours, as well as the introduction of the Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees to 
replace the 5-year specialist diploma. However, the implementation of these goals 
remains uncertain, considering the challenges faced by Tajikistan with regard to ongoing 
implications of the post-Soviet transition, the predominantly Muslim nature of the Central 
Asian population, financial shortages, significant gender disparities and poverty as well 
corruption in education (DeYoung, 2011; Silova, 2011; Heyneman 2011; Jones, 2011). 
Unlike other post-Soviet countries, there are still no private higher educational 
institutions in Tajikistan, because they are partly financed by the state budget. In sum, 
establishing a national system of higher education in Central Asia is based borrowing 
best ideas and practices both from Western and Soviet models (DeYoung, 2011; Merrill, 
2011) 
 
III.6. University Life 
The higher education system in Tajikistan is centralized and governed by the 
Ministry of Education in terms of curriculum, textbooks and developing educational 
policies. Some universities have governmental partnerships.  For example, the Tajik State 
Medical University is coordinated with the Ministry of Health, and the Ministry of 
Agriculture supervises the Tajik State Agrarian University.  
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As in other post-Soviet republics, most universities in Tajikistan are located in the 
capital city of Dushanbe; regional centers such as Kurghon-Teppa, Khujand, and Khorog 
(capitals of Viloyats) also have their own higher educational institutions. Today there are 
35 higher education institutions, including branches of Russian universities. Tajik 
universities include Tajik State National University, State Pedagogical University, Tajik 
Technical University, Russian-Tajik Slavic University, Technological University of 
Tajikistan, Tajik State University of Commerce, National Conservatory of Tajikistan, 
Institute of Mountain Metallurgy, State University of Culture, Institute of Energy, 
Military Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Tajik State Medical University and 
others. Three Russian branches of universities include the Branch of Moscow State 
University, the Branch of Institute of Energy of Moscow and the Branch of the Institute 
of Steel and Alloy of Moscow. The abovementioned universities are located in 
Dushanbe; however, there are universities that are located in the following regions: 
Khorog State University located in Khorog city of Badakhshan; Khujand State University 
located in Khujand city of Sughd, State University of Kurghon-Teppa located in Khatlon; 
Kulyab State University located in Kulyab city of Khatlon. Also, some Tajik universities 
located in Dushanbe opened their branches in regions. For instance, Technological 
University of Tajikistan has 2 branches, one in Isfara city of Sughd, and another in 
Kulyab city of Khatlon; Tajik Technical University and Tajik State University of 
Commerce have branches in Khujand city; Tajik Agrarian University has a branch in 
Danghara city of Khatlon.  The overall organization and governance of higher education 
in Tajikistan is provided in Appendix 2. 
Tuition fees range from 500 USD to 2000 USD per year for students (Ministry of 
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Education, 2010). Costs depend on the prestige of the university and the majors, with 
higher tuition fees for economic, business and law majors, and lower fees for pedagogical 
and agrarian institutions.  Students are admitted to universities based on university 
entrance examinations; however, as of the 2014-2015 academic school year, the 
university admission will be determined by the results on the standardized exam from 
National Testing Centers. After admission to universities, students are divided into 
groups/cohorts of 20-25 by major. This model is based on the Soviet education system, 
which “utilized a collectivist cohort/group system of instruction, a state controlled 
curriculum, and an explicit socialization process of instilling appropriate (previously 
socialist) values as a part of the educational model” (DeYoung, 2011, p.3).  At all levels 
of education, starting from primary school until higher education, students were divided 
by age cohort and into groups of 20-25 people (DeYoung, 2011; Zajda, 1980a, Niyozov, 
2002). The students are all taught the same subjects and do not have any opportunities to 
select their own classes. All curricula and learning materials, as in the Soviet era, have to 
be approved by the Ministry of Education. A high degree of uniformity in curricula, 
textbooks and teaching methods was the most remarkable feat of Soviet education. For 
instance, the ten-year school curriculum was identical throughout the country. Such 
uniformity made it possible, among other things, to maintain comparatively similar 
educational standards in all republics. Every school child, irrespective of his/her abilities 
and needs, received the same quantity and quality of instruction (Zajda, 1980a).  This 
practice remains unchanged  in Tajikistan; the curriculum of all schools and universities 
is still controlled by the Ministry of Education, which approves all learning plans, and 
most subjects are mandatory (DeYoung, 2011; ERSU 2006; Niyozov, 2002)  
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University Rectors (Presidents) are appointed and removed by the government 
(according to the legislation). Each university has its own charter, and the main body for 
management - the Scientific Council (Ucheniy Sovet), which must participate in all 
decisions regarding finance and governance of universities. The Rector further appoints 
Vice-Rectors and the administrative staff in coordination with the “founder” of the 
university. Since all universities are “state,” that is, public, in Tajikistan, the founder is 
the state itself. Practically, the Ministry of Education and the government control human 
resources within educational institutions, and higher educational institutions work 
according to state standards approved by the Ministry of Education. Most institutes in 
Tajikistan were reorganized as universities or academies. Each university is divided into 
fakultets (Colleges), and kafedras (Departments). Within each college, there is a dekan 
(dean), department chairs and faculty members such as assistant, starshii prepodavatel’, 
dotsent and professors. The student cohorts take the same classes and graduate at the 
same time unless they change universities or majors. During the Soviet period, university 
placements and specializations were tightly coupled, since all graduates were sent to 
specific jobs decided by the ministries (Zajda, 1980; Counts, 1956). Since independence, 
this system is no longer in effect, and most graduates must seek their own job 
placements.  
  
III.7. Overview of the Academic Profession and Faculty Rankings in Tajikistan  
The Tajikistan system of higher education is composed of institutions and 
universities, which are divided by discipline and major. Some universities, for example, 
Tajik State National University, have science and humanities majors, while Tajik 
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Medical University is prepares doctors and nurses. During the Soviet period, the 
academic profession attracted the most-talented people and provided good social and 
economic benefits and a high degree of freedom compared to other professions 
(Androushchak, 2012, Yudkevich, 2012); however, massification of higher education 
forced universities to hire new faculty who were not always qualified to teach and to 
pursue research. On the one hand, the old faculty were equipped with skills that did not 
respond to the realities, while on the other, it was hard to attract young faculty with new 
skills to teach in universities because of the low wages they offer (Heyneman, 2011, 
ERSU, 2006) Therefore, many faculty members are forced to work at several institutions, 
which has led to the decline in the quality of teaching due to the higher workload. In 
addition, many faculty members left the academic profession and joined other spheres to 
elevate their social status and receive a better salary (ERSU, 2006). Although each 
university, according to the regulation, has to have a minimum of 40% faculty members 
with scientific degrees, statistics shows that less than 30% of faculty members at 
institutions of higher education in Tajikistan have such degrees. Even this number, 
according to ERSU, is not realistic as some faculty members work at two or more 
institutions and are registered as a faculty member with a degree twice or even three 
times over (ERSU, 2006). 
 
III.7.1 Employment Contracts  
Since the system of higher education in Tajikistan remains highly centralized, 
academics and faculty members follow the state system of payments approved by the 
government, although, for the past several years, some universities have been able to 
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restructure their payment system and allocate more funds to academic salaries from non-
state funding, primarily from student tuition. Generally, universities can hire faculty 
members through announcements of vacancies in local newspapers, and hiring 
procedures depend upon qualifications and degrees, academic achievement and letters of 
recommendation as well as on official interviews; however, the practice shows that most 
faculty members for past years were “offered” or “invited” to teach in universities by 
chairs of departments or by their friends and colleagues (see Chapter 5).  The Tajik Labor 
Code and the Law on Labor of the Republic of Tajikistan regulates employment contracts 
as well as contracts in other spheres, regardless of their organizational structure. In other 
words, employees of all organizations, including university faculty members, should 
follow all state laws and regulations and pay the same taxes, adhere to the same pension 
schemes and receive state social insurance.   
 
III.7.2. Degree Levels and Faculty Rankings  
The degree levels and faculty rankings in Tajikistan remain the same as during the 
Soviet period. Graduates of five-year programs at universities receive the degree of 
Specialist. Those who want to continue their education must enter graduate school, 
aspirantura, and study for an additional three years, pass qualification exams, publish a 
minimum of seven articles and produce a dissertation. Many aspirants teach at 
universities at the same time as department assistants or senior lecturers. Successful 
candidates receive the degree of kandidat nauk (Candidate of Science). Doktor nauk is an 
academic ranking that is determined by book publications, advising students, and writing 
and defending a second dissertation. Due to Tajikistan’s desire to be a part of the Bologna 
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Process, the Ministry of Education has launched pilot projects in order to change the 
degrees from Specialist to Bachelor and Master, and from kandidat nauk and doctor nauk 
to Ph.D.  
The ranks of faculty in higher education institutions include assistants, senior 
lecturers, dotsents, and professors, with the lowest rank being that of assistant and highest 
rank that of professor. Usually graduates of universities start their career as department 
assistants. The term assistant significantly differs from the term used in American 
universities where teaching assistants, usually Master’s or Ph.D. students, teach 
undergraduate classes under the supervision of a faculty member. Rather, the department 
assistant (just as in the Soviet era) performs the duties of a full-time faculty member. 
After teaching a minimum of one year and publishing at least one methodological paper, 
faculty members are eligible for the position of senior lecturers (starshii prepodavatel’) if 
they do not hold the degree of kandidat nauk. Some faculty members that joined the 
teaching profession with a kandidat nauk are also hired as senior lecturers until they 
publish at least three articles and methodological papers in order to gain the rank of 
docent. The rank of professor is the highest rank and is given to those with doktor nauk 
degree who have published books and methodological papers within universities (see 
Table 1). The rankings within departments differ from the west, which requires a doctoral 
degree for full-time status. In Tajikistan many faculty members do teach without a 
kandidat or doktor nauk and have only the specialist diploma. According to 2009 
statistics, only 21.7% of faculty have a kandidat nauk degree and 5.2% have a doctor 
nauk degree. Although the number of students is increasing in higher education, Ministry 
of Education statistics show the decline of faculty members with kandidat or doktor 
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degree. For instance, between 2004 and 2009, the numbers of faculty members with a 
kandidat nauk decreased by 7.4 percent while the total number of faculty members has 
increased. The Department Chair (zaveduyushii) combines both administrative and 
teaching positions. Heads of departments must have at least a kandidat nauk degree. 
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Table 1. Degrees and Faculty Rankings in Tajikistan higher education 
institutions 
 
 
Rankings/degrees Specialist (Candidate of 
Science) Kandidat 
nauk  
(Doctor of 
Science) 
Doktor nauk 
Publications 
Professor/Professor  ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Dotsent/Assistant-
Associate professor 
         ✔  ✔ 
Starshii 
prepodavatel/ 
Senior lecturer 
✔          ✔  ✔ 
Assistant/Assistant ✔    
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Teaching loads in Tajik universities are inherited from the Soviet time and are 
measured by stavka. One stavka varies from 540 to 760 hours per semester and includes 
lectures, practical seminars, exams, and consultations. Those faculty members who have 
one stavka (540 to 760) teaching hours are considered to be full–time faculty. Many 
faculty members work as part-time faculty, at pol-stavka half (0.5)-stavka, at other 
institutions as well. There are also faculty members who teach only quarter stavka - 
pochasoviki (sovmestiteli). Usually these types of faculty members have permanent jobs 
either in governmental or private organizations and teach one course in universities.  
One of the profound legacies of the Soviet Union is a collectivist approach to the 
process of study. One teacher or faculty member supervises students at secondary schools 
and universities. At universities, one faculty member usually performs the duty of a 
kurator – a faculty member who guides students in their studies as well as takes 
responsibility for their “moral upbringing” (vospitanie) that remains part of curriculum in 
the university (DeYoung, 2011). DeYoung notes that “the ‘hidden curriculum’ in the 
West, which informally teaches values and morals was not hidden at all in the Soviet 
Union: it was explicit” (2011, p.4). Thus, each full-time faculty member performs a duty 
of kurator for the particular cohort of students; those hours faculty members spend with 
students on their moral education are included in their Distribution of Time sheets 
(Appendix 3).  
The salaries of faculty members remain insufficient to achieve middle-class 
status. The average salary in 2005 was 29.71 somoni, which equals to 9.8 USD per 
month; in 2006, it was 44.57 somoni, approximately 14.7 USD (ERSU, 2006). Since that 
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time, the salaries of faculty members has been increased several times and now ranges 
between 600 somoni (120 USD) to 2000 somoni (400 USD) per month. Despite state 
control over higher education, there is some diversity among salaries at various types of 
institutions. Some institutions that have opened more attractive majors like business and 
law were able to attract students who pay higher tuition fees and bring more income to 
the universities; however, some institutions, like pedagogical or agrarian universities, still 
depend primarily on state budgets and have not been able to attract more income or 
increase faculty members' salaries.     
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SUMMARY 
This chapter provided a brief historical, geographical and educational context of 
the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan and described the higher education system built 
during the Soviet period. Tajik higher education faces incredible challenges to maintain 
and respond to the political and economic realities today. Analysis of the region showed 
the unpreparedness of the system in the face of these changes, since the Soviet model of 
higher education and research was highly dependent on centralized policy coordination 
and public investment. The system adapted very badly to the rapid shift towards market-
based economies, and was based on borrowing best ideas and practices both from West 
and Soviet models (DeYoung, 2011; Johnson, 2008; Amsler, 2012; M.Merrill, 2011). 
During the transition period, the academic profession lost its prestige; many faculty 
members left academia and found other jobs in order to survive and earn more to support 
their families. The institutional definition of the academic profession, its structure and 
rankings within Tajik universities also has remained unchanged since Soviet times.   
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Chapter Four: 
Research Design and Methodology 
 The present study relies on qualitative approaches to examine the changed status 
of the academic profession and quality of faculty life in the contemporary Republic of 
Tajikistan.  This chapter highlights the rationale for using qualitative approach and 
describes my data collection. I relied both on laws, strategies and regulations adopted by 
the government of the Republic of Tajikistan since independence in 1991 as well as on 
in-depth semi-structured interviews with faculty members working at Tajik higher 
educational institutions.  The primary sites for data collection were 4 (four) largest and 
well-established universities in the capital of Tajikistan, Dushanbe, between August and 
October 2013. The sample comprised twenty-six (26) faculty members, including twenty 
(20) female and six (6) male participants.  I interviewed faculty at the rank of Assistant, 
Starshii Prepodavatel’, and Dotsent, whose length of employment ranged from three to 
twenty four years.   
 The chapter begins with a discussion of the rationale for using a qualitative 
approach and employing document analysis and ethnographic interviews as a qualitative 
research methodology (section one and section two). Qualitative research is widely used 
to examine a range of educational phenomena such as teaching methodology, instruction, 
student services, faculty perception on particular issues, internationalization and study 
abroad, and many others. In my study, I utilized a qualitative approach based on in-depth 
semi-structured interviews, which allowed me to listen to faculty members and give them 
a chance to speak about their professional and personal lives. It also allowed them to 
express their concerns and their own explanations of complex interactions and issues they 
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face in their work life. Document analysis, in turn, was used as a form of qualitative 
research in which locally produced documents were collected and interpreted to give 
voice and meaning to the topic under consideration (Glesne, 2011).  
In section three, I describe the documentation process with the University of 
Kentucky Institutional Review Board to conduct my research study in the Republic of 
Tajikistan and highlight the challenges related to documenting consent forms from my 
study participants. Sections four and five provide the rationale for the participant 
selection using snowball technique and the methods of data collection. Section six 
describes the methods for ensuring participants’ anonymity. My reflexivity and 
positionality as a researcher is highlighted in section seven.  Lastly, section eight 
describes the process of data analysis and data interpretation and challenges related to 
this process.   
 
IV.1. Qualitative Approach 
 To conduct the present study I chose a qualitative approach “because qualitative 
researchers often seek to make sense of action, narratives, and the ways in which they 
intersect” (Glesne, 2011, p.1).  In addition, qualitative research allows us “to capture the 
contextual richness of people’s everyday lives” (Yin, 2011, p. 4). Indeed, qualitative 
approach to research has become very popular and almost a mainstream method in many 
different social science disciplines. This paradigm has been chosen to conduct studies, for 
instance, on how single mothers confront their social and economic challenges; to 
examine why successful career women drop out of the workforce to care for children; or 
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why women with low incomes “put motherhood before marriage” (Yin, 2011; Sidel, 
2006; Stone, 2007; Edin & Kefalas, 2005).  
 In education, qualitative research is widely used to investigate a range of 
educational phenomena such as methods of teaching, instruction, student services, 
teachers and faculty perceptions on particular issues, internationalization and study 
abroad, and many others. Yin (2011) highlight five important features of qualitative 
research. First, it features a study of the meaning of people’s lives under real-world 
conditions. Second, it represents the views and perspectives of the people in a study. 
Third, it covers the contextual conditions within which people live.  Fourth, it contributes 
insights into existing or emerging concepts that may help to explain human social 
behavior. Finally, it strives to use multiple sources of evidence rather than relying on a 
single source alone. Indeed, it has allowed me to investigate faculty lives, their beliefs, 
their individual choices and aspirations under real world conditions as well as to present 
the views and perspectives of individual faculty members.  In addition, qualitative 
methods are especially appropriate when attempting to explore a social or human 
problem (Yin, 2011; Glesne, 2011; Creswell, 2003; Maxwell, 2005).  
The qualitative approach builds on the details of personal accounts through the 
use of questioning techniques that allow participants to describe their experiences in their 
own words (Creswell, 2003; Glesne, 2011; Patton, 2002; Yin, 2011). Understanding the 
lived experience of study informants is the essence of qualitative research. In such 
studies, the researcher is primarily interested in gathering rich data from those who have 
experienced a phenomenon.  In addition, this approach benefits from the principle 
strengths of qualitative research: its capacity to examine “the meaning for participants of 
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the events, situations and actions in which they are involved; the particular context within 
which participants act and how the context influences their actions; unanticipated 
phenomena and influences, which emerge spontaneously in open-ended interviews in 
ways that cannot in structured surveys; the process by which events and actions take 
place” (Maxwell, 2005, p. 17).  
Most research in studying academic profession and faculty job satisfaction rely on 
surveys like those conducted by Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching or 
surveys on the international academic profession (Altbach, 1996, 2003). Johnsrud and 
Rosser (2002), for instance, investigated the individual-level perceptions of faculty 
members’ work life and satisfaction on their intentions to leave using the Structural 
Equation Model. Near and Sorcinelli (1986) examined relationships between work and 
personal life using the sample of 112 faculty members. Their study employed in-depth 
interviews followed by questionnaires. Although the interviews provided information on 
academics’ career choice, their strength and weaknesses, opportunities and constraints, 
transitions and aspirations, and the effect of life away from work on an academic career, 
the study mostly emphasized quantitative comparisons using questionnaires and 
regression analysis (Near & Sorcinelli, 1996). Ambrose, Huston and Norman, however, 
used qualitative approaches to examine faculty satisfaction and dissatisfaction. They 
argue that survey data “limit the range of possible responses from participants and isolate 
subjective perceptions from the objective events and experiences that shaped them” 
(Ambrose et. al, 2005, p. 807). Over two years the authors interviewed 123 faculty 
members employing a semi-structured interview protocol. They were able to collect rich 
data based on interviews with faculty members and identify the main reasons for 
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dissatisfaction, which include salaries, the absence of collegiality, and the reappointment, 
promotion and tenure processes in their universities.  
One of the significant studies on the academic profession and academic life using 
qualitative approach was conducted by Burton Clark and his colleagues. Clark’s  The 
Academic Life: Small Worlds, Different Worlds, according to William Locke,  
Represented an impressive investigation of the largest and most complex national 
academic community in the world, which seriously attempted a detailed 
representation of the variations in its form. Its ethnographic orientation to 
understanding the internal academic life through exploratory interviews with 
individual faculty in different types of institution and a range of disciplines 
provided subtle and complex insights (2010, p.251). 
Clark states that the qualitative approach provided him “a chance to listen to academics in 
their own modes of expression, to hear their own explanations of complex interactions 
and issues” (1987, p.xxv).  This large study highlights the work and life of American 
academics and investigates their concerns on different issues about their professional 
work and relations.  
The qualitative orientation of my study also allowed for better understanding of 
the lived experiences of faculty members working in Tajik universities today. As I 
mentioned earlier, no studies on the academic profession and faculty life in Central Asia 
or Tajikistan exist. The statistical data paint a poor picture of quality of academics’ 
professional lives and do not explain why Tajik faculty members remain in the academic 
profession despite the harsh realities.  I was curious to understand what sense faculty 
members make of their own work and why, considering the low status of their profession 
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now as compared to in the Soviet era, they continue to work at universities. Thus, giving 
voices to academics to express their own explanations of their work and life was a 
primary purpose of this study. 
 
IV.2. Document Analysis and Ethnographic Interviews as Qualitative Research 
The following study applies multiple ethnographic methods such as document 
analysis, participant observation and in-depth semi-structured interviews with university 
faculty in Tajikistan.  Ethnography is an approach widely used in education. 
“Ethnography comes from the Greek ethnos, meaning a people or cultural group, and 
graphic, meaning to describe” (Glesne, 2011, p.19). She goes on to add that 
“Ethnography was one of the early qualitative research methodologies, and the methods 
of in-depth interviewing are often referred to as ethnographic field methods” (2011, p. 
19). One of the key terms used in ethnographic research and anthropological theory 
presented by anthropologist Clifford Geertz is thick description. Following Ryle, 
Clifford Geertz believed that, “Anthropology’s task is that of explaining cultures through 
thick description which specifies many details, conceptual structures and meanings, and 
which is opposed to ‘thin description’, which is a factual account without any 
interpretation” (http://culturalstudiesnow.blogspot.com/2012/05/clifford-geertzs-thick-
description.html)  
According to Geertz, an ethnographer should present a thick description, which is 
composed not only of facts but also of commentary, interpretation and interpretations of 
those comments and interpretations. Thin description, according to Geertz, is not only an 
insufficient account of an aspect of a culture; it is also a misleading one. He believes that 
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a factual account will not suffice for these meaning structures. Geertz stresses that, first, 
cultural analysis should be taken as an interpretative practice, which suggests the manner 
in which meaning is ascribed. The raw observational material collected by an 
ethnographer is not sufficient if we are to achieve a thick description of a culture. Second, 
interpretative ethnography should produce the codes required for decoding social events. 
Third, according to Geertz, data collection and interpretation are limited to what local 
informants can tell us. Therefore, the thickest of descriptions can only be based on 
“extrovert expressions of culture” 
(http://culturalstudiesnow.blogspot.com/2012/05/clifford-geertzs-thick-description.html). 
Lastly, ethnographic findings describe local behaviors and truths as serve as an 
ethnographical miniature, as we always view specific and contextualized happenings, and 
these make up the thick description (Geertz, 1973, 
http://culturalstudiesnow.blogspot.com/2012/05/clifford-geertzs-thick-description.html). 
Thus for the ethnographic orientation of my study it was important to provide thick 
description during my research and interpretation process.  
I also used document analysis as a form of qualitative research, in which locally 
produced documents are collected and interpreted by the researcher to give voice and 
meaning around an investigated topic. The interviews, in turn, allowed listening to 
faculty members’ stories and their professional work and personal life experiences.  As 
Irving Seidman says, “At the root of in-depth interviewing is an interest in understanding 
the lived experience of other people and the meaning they make of that experience” 
(2006, p. 9).  Semi-structured open-ended interviews often allow researchers to clarify 
participants’ narratives when questions emerge through the process of interviewing 
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(Glesne, 2011). In addition, semi-structured interviews have a sequence of themes to be 
covered, as well as suggested questions, yet there is openness to changes of sequence and 
forms of questions in order to follow up on the answers given and stories told by subjects 
(Kvale, 1995). The research interview, according to Kvale, “is a conversation between 
two partners about a theme of interest. It is also a specific form of human interaction in 
which knowledge evolves through a dialogue” (1995, p. 125).  
In order to enhance my interview process, I used an interview protocol as a 
practice to guide the interviews (Appendix 10, 11, 12). Usually interview protocols 
contain a small subset of topics based on research questions and constructed to identify 
what a researcher wants to find out from participants (Yin, 2011). Interviews analyzed in 
the presented study provided rich information on faculty responses to questions about the 
nature of faculty work, their career path and choices, aspirations, opportunities, and the 
beliefs they held about their professions. Each interview was unique and provided a 
chance to understand faculty work and lives, to listen to their concerns, and gave an 
opportunity to talk to them and listen to their voices.  
 
IV.3. The University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board 
 In order to get permission from the University of Kentucky Institutional Review 
Board to conduct this research study I had preliminary meetings with their 
representatives. In those meetings, I briefly explained my study and its purpose and asked 
for advice on the type of review required. I was advised that as my research would pose 
“no greater than minimal risk” by IRB standards (as adopted from the Department of 
Health and Human Services), that my case fell within the boundaries of an Expedited 
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Review. In IRB provided forms, I detailed the purpose of the study, selection of 
participants, introduction to the field, etc. The anonymity of my participants was ensured 
by assigning my participants a pseudonym and not revealing where each faculty member 
worked, since the academic community in the Republic of Tajikistan is very small.                
 One of the requirements of the IRB was to obtain a consent form from faculty 
members to participate in my study. However, after submitting all forms to IRB, I was 
advised to obtain a waiver of documentation of informed consent – allowing my 
participants a choice to sign or refuse to sign the consent form. IRB stated that “a waiver 
of documentation of informed consent would be appropriate based on recommendations 
from the cultural consultant in order to mitigate any risk to subjects or fear the subjects 
may have signing official documents given Tajikistan is a former Soviet State”. Indeed, 
in many post-Soviet countries, including Tajikistan, the freedom of speech and freedom 
of expression of opinions that were intimidating during the former totalitarian regime has 
not yet become a reality. Tajikistan, according to many international reports, still remains 
divided between various clans, religious sects and ideologies (Freedom House, 2013, US 
Department of State, 2013). Post-socialist dilemmas and current ideology in the country 
force researchers to face significant challenges. Dudwick and De Soto stress that,  
The socialist state significantly penetrated personal lives, creating a strong 
resistance in the form of sharp polarization between publicly espoused ideology 
and privately held beliefs; between official economies of shortage and flourishing 
“second economies”; between public values of modest egalitarianism and private 
values of material acquisition and display (2000, p.4).  
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Thus, institution of democratic structures in Tajikistan, as other post-socialist countries, is 
hindered by the legacy of the socialist and Soviet ideology. According to the US 
Department of State Human Rights Report of 2013, Tajik authorities continued to restrict 
freedom of speech through arrests, prosecution and the threat of heavy fines. For 
instance, by law, a person in Tajikistan can be imprisoned for as long as five years for 
insulting the president. According to the same report, in 2013 there existed new and 
continuing government restrictions on access to internet websites. A number of internet 
service providers blocked access to independent and opposition websites, to the Tajik 
service of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (Radio Ozodi) and to Facebook. Authorities 
also blocked access to YouTube twice, first in early April and again at the end of May 
2013. As for academia, the principle of shared governance and academic freedom were 
never a part of Soviet universities and are not characteristic of Tajik universities now 
(DeYoung and Valyaeva, 2012). All universities are state universities and represent a 
strongly centralized system under the Ministry of Education. There is no tenure policy for 
faculty members in Tajikistan. Thus, in order to provide even no minimal risk for faculty 
members and to follow the IRB requirement, I had to revise the Informed Consent 
process and Informed Consent Form to reflect that informed consent would not be 
documented unless the participants chose to sign the consent form. After meeting with 
my participants and explaining the details of the study and preservation of anonymity 
only twelve (12) out of twenty-six (26) participants signed the informed consent form. 
Faculty members who did not sign the consent form did not want their names to appear 
on any documents or papers because of the above-mentioned issues.    
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IV.4. Participant Selection 
Faced with a large number of possible faculty respondents, I chose “purposive 
sampling” as a research strategy for interviews. Purposive sampling allows the research 
to highlight rationales or variables that contribute to differences between individuals and 
environments (Maxwell, 2005).  In my study, I was interested in interviewing full-time 
faculty members employed for no less than three years, as I believe this amount of time 
allows faculty members to have enough experience to talk and explain the nature of the 
profession and its complexities. My study intended to include faculty across the career 
span, both from science and humanities, holding the ranks of Starshii Prepodavatel’ 
(mid-level rank) and “Dotsent” (Assistant Professor) (for a discussion of university 
ranking descriptions, see Chapter 3).  
To choose participants for my study I used snowball sampling or snowball 
technique. Snowball sampling is an approach for locating information-rich key 
informants (Patton, 2002). This strategy, according to Merriam, “involves locating a few 
key participants who easily meet the criteria researchers have established for participation 
in the study (2009, p. 79). Using this approach, a few potential respondents are contacted 
and asked whether they know of anybody with the characteristics that a researcher is 
looking for in his/her research. I knew several faculty members from my previous 
teaching and research activities in Tajikistan. The idea was that after I arrived in 
Dushanbe, Tajikistan, I would contact faculty members that I knew and ask them directly 
via telephone or e-mail if they would be willing to participate in research about their 
experiences and reasons for choosing the academic profession. I would also ask them 
whether they could refer me to other faculty members meeting my criteria, i.e., full-time 
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faculty members with work experience of no less than three years.  Initially I proposed to 
include twenty (20) full-time female faculty members and ten (10) male faculty members 
working at the three (3) largest and well-established universities in Dushanbe. I was 
particularly interested in experiences of women faculty members, since Soviet 
universities were organized, in part, to elevate opportunities for women in what used to 
be and is re-emerging as a highly patriarchal society (DeYoung, 2012; Silova & 
Abdushukurova, 2009). Considering that Tajikistan is a multinational country and to 
eliminate some biases, I had hoped to include faculty with different ethnic backgrounds, 
namely Tajik, Uzbek, and Russian faculty members.  
I acknowledge that any method of social inquiry is not ideal. I had an alternative way 
to choose and select my participants, as I was concerned whether I would be able to 
interview enough participants to respond to my research questions and collect data for 
analysis.  An alternative way would be to contact the Ministry of Education of Tajikistan 
and rectors (presidents) of universities in Dushanbe and ask them to assist to recruit 
participants for my study. However, before choosing a method I had to consider a few 
factors: first, I was aware that universities in Tajikistan (and in fact all other public or 
state structures in the country) are strongly hierarchical organizations where rectors and 
senior administrators have more power and authority compare to, for instance, 
educational institutions in the west (Altbach, 2003). Thus, I was worried that rectors or 
senior administrators would force faculty members to participate in my research were I to 
bring a letter from the Ministry of Education or contact rectors directly to assist in 
recruiting participants. I also was concerned about respondent anonymity because there is 
no tenure at Tajik universities. I did not want any of my participants to be forced to 
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answer to my questions. Thus, participation in my study was truly voluntary. Each 
participant was contacted, either by phone or by e-mail, and asked whether he/she would 
be willing to participate in research. Once prospective participants responded, the 
conversation commenced.  My participants were given the opportunity to ask questions, 
provided with more detail about the study, including information concerning our 
Institutional Review Board (IRB).  They were then asked for permission to record the 
interviews, and to provide Informed Consent prior to their interviews. As I met with 
participants, I asked if they could think of any other faculty members I should speak with, 
implementing the snowball technique. The majority of referrals were interviewed, while 
others either did not respond to multiple requests or declined to participate. As any other 
researcher would experience, I faced challenges in the field when I arrived in Tajikistan. 
By that time four (4) of my potential participants, whom I had known from my previous 
teaching, had left universities for different reasons. My potential participants included 
three female and one male faculty member with whom I had hoped to meet and to invite 
to participate in my study. However, after contacting them right after my arrival to 
Dushanbe, I found that one female faculty member, Dilafruz (pseudonym), had resigned 
from the university and migrated to Russia due to the insufficient compensation she was 
receiving at the university. Dilafruz, as I knew, had two children, and it had become 
difficult for her to maintain a decent standard of living in Dushanbe. Another faculty 
member, Iroda, also left her university and joined a commercial bank; however, she 
remained as a part-time faculty member. Gulsara, who was working as full-time faculty 
member, but at the same time was a consultant for cosmetic company in Dushanbe, had 
decided to resign and join the cosmetic company full time. She remained as part-time 
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faculty member also. Said, a male faculty member, who recently had defended his 
kandidat nauk degree, also had resigned as a full-time faculty member and joined a 
private transportation company. Two of my participants declined to refer me to other 
faculty members saying that my study might look suspicious considering the current 
situation in Tajikistan. The upcoming presidential elections planned for November 2013 
added to the overall challenges due to the tense political situation in Tajikistan. Some 
potential participants agreed to participate by phone and promised to call back to fix a 
date and time for interviews, but never called me back, though I contacted them several 
times.  
At the end of the fieldwork, the total number of interviews came to twenty-six (26), 
including six (6) male and 20 female faculty members, both from the sciences and 
humanities, approximately from twenty-five (25) to fifty-eight (58) years of age, who had 
been teaching from three (3) to twenty-four (24) years. This is consistent with Glesne’s 
contention that data collection often proceeds under less than perfect conditions due to 
limited time or resources (2011).  
 
IV.5. Data Collection  
The data collection process consisted of several steps such as content/text analysis 
of major policy documents on education and labor adopted since independence in 1991 
and in-depth semi-structured interviews. Using multiple strategies to cross check data is 
an essential research strategy (Glesne, 2011). I started collecting laws on education, 
national strategies and policies on education long before starting my actual field research 
in August 2013. It was important to collect state and educational policies to analyze the 
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statuses of faculty members since they are considered to be state employees and must 
follow specific government rules regardless of what sort of university they worked for.  
In Tajikistan there are no private universities, only public ones.  Some are branch 
campuses of international universities that are under the complete supervision of the 
Tajik government.  Even so, I was intrigued how official documents reflect the status of 
universities and define the rights and responsibilities of faculty members. My previous 
research on academic freedom and university autonomy as well as analysis of educational 
quality assurance policies revealed huge gaps in educational agendas in Tajikistan 
(Z.Kataeva, 2011; Z.Kataeva, 2012). Thus, it was important to collect documents to 
juxtapose them with later reflections from interviews about the status of the professoriate 
in Tajikistan. Chapter 6 will present the analysis of these documents. 
Although document analysis was part of my research strategy, the primary data 
presented in the study is based on face-to-face interviews with faculty members working 
in Tajik universities in the capital of Tajikistan, Dushanbe. After receiving a positive 
response from my participants, we met in public places like libraries, coffee shops or 
parks in Dushanbe. The briefest interview was approximately thirty minutes, while the 
longest lasted over two hours. The interviews were conducted in both Tajik and Russian 
languages. Participants were asked prior to interview about their language of preference. 
The interviews were transcribed and examined, using an open coding technique, wherein 
codes (or themes) were generated by inspection. The interviews were either recorded 
(asking for permission beforehand) or notes were taken during the course of the 
interviews (See Appendix 7,8,9)  
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IV.6. Participant Confidentiality 
Participation in this study was strictly voluntary. As I mentioned earlier, primary 
participants with the rank of Starshii Prepodavatel’ and Dotsent were identified through 
my previous teaching experience and later through the snowball technique. Participants 
were contacted either by phone or by email inviting them to participate in my study. After 
our meeting, participants were given Consent forms that detailed participants’ rights and 
privileges and asked if they have any questions and whether they want to sign the consent 
form per instruction of University of Kentucky IRB.  As a researcher, I am aware of 
ethics and participant confidentiality; therefore, neither universities nor names of the 
faculty members will be revealed in this thesis. Each faculty member has been assigned a 
pseudonym in order to protect his/her identity.  
 
IV.7. Researcher Positionality/Reflexivity 
Like any researcher, I have my own bias in viewing, interpretation and 
presentation as a result of my values, frame of mind, and my knowledge and skills. I was 
born and raised in Dushanbe, Tajikistan, and studied, worked and lived there before 
coming to the United States to pursue a doctorate. I was in school and university there 
and worked as a faculty member at a Tajik university. I am aware of the social, historical, 
cultural and political background of the country. I know the language, traditions and 
people. This allowed me to gain trust among participants; however, the time spent during 
my years outside of Tajikistan has impacted my own positionality as a researcher 
(Sunstein & Chiseri-Strater, 2002; Glesne, 2011; Madison, 2005; Welch, 1994). When I 
was entering the field I was sure that I was still an insider and could quickly gain trust 
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with people; however, my journey was not as easy as I thought.  I had an ambivalent 
feeling as both insider and outsider. As an insider, I was one of those who was born and 
raised there.  However, I was also an outsider, first, because I had gained my ideas and 
knowledge outside of Tajikistan, which were beyond the knowledge I could gain there. 
Second, I was outside of Tajikistan for some time and had partially lost the sense of life 
there. In addition to being insider and outsider I am a woman who is deeply concerned 
with the gender inequalities in Tajikistan. Thus, I try to present my participants’ voices 
objectively, especially female faculty members, and avoid bias. I have tried to follow 
Glesne’s statement that “entering into research with a mindset of openness, curiosity, and 
desire and willingness to interact in collaborative ways is likely to result in a different 
positionality than one in which the researcher maintains a mindset of entitlement, self-
centeredness, and control” (2011, p. 157).  
 Participants often asked me how I came to study in the United States, about my 
biography, why I was doing this research and how this research would help them or me in 
the future. Some participating faculty members felt proud of me and hoped that my 
research will improve their lives and conditions one day. Some participants questioned 
why I was asking something that I already knew from my experience. Each interview was 
engaging, and I felt a special relationship with each of my participants. Some faculty 
members, especially the women, thanked me for my questions and the conversation we 
had. They said that nobody had ever asked how they felt about their profession, teaching, 
and their personal and professional lives. Although I tried to be open with both female 
and male faculty members, I felt that gaining trust and have engaging conversations were 
much easier with women rather than men. I understood that regardless of my 
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commitment, it is hard to overcome cultural traditions. Some male faculty members 
hesitated to talk about their income and households as revealing this information to a 
woman is not appropriate, because men are seen as the main income providers; they do 
not often show their concerns or weaknesses to women. Others, however, were open to 
talk about these issues and expressed much concern about their financial situation. In 
contrast, women saw in me someone with whom they could be open and who would 
understand their happiness and concerns.   
 
IV.8. Data Analysis 
My data analysis included several steps. Hatch defines data analysis as “a 
systematic search for meaning, organizing and interrogating data in ways that allow the 
researcher to see patterns, identify themes, discover relationships, develop explanations, 
make interpretations, mount critiques, or generate theories” (2000, p.148). First, I 
analyzed contents/texts of major educational policy documents (laws, strategies and 
regulations) adopted since independence in 1991. The process of analysis included 
examining the data’s internal aspects such as meaning, purpose, value, source, 
contradictions, accuracy, and consistency (Patton, 2002; Glesne, 2011). The second step 
included data analysis during fieldwork. As Glesne states, “Data analysis done 
simultaneously with data collection enables you to focus and shape the study as it 
proceeds” (2011, p.188). Coffey and Atkinson add, “the process of analysis should not be 
seen as a distinct stage of research: rather, it `is a reflexive activity that should inform 
data collection, writing, further data collection, and so forth (1996, p. 6).  Daily and 
nightly, I reviewed my notes, listened to interviews and transcribed them. This allowed 
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me to identify some critical themes or vague expressions that needed to be clarified. It 
was important to keep in mind my research questions and address them in each interview.  
My data analysis mainly involves thematic analysis. As Glesne states, “In 
thematic analysis, the researcher focuses analytical techniques on searching through the 
data for themes and patterns” (2011, p. 187).  Sipe and Ghiso add, “in qualitative research 
the data must be ‘found’ – they do not simply appear to the researcher” (Sipe and Ghiso, 
2002, cited in Erickson, 2004). Reading and analyzing interview transcripts, I developed 
categorizations and codes based on the research questions in order to facilitate data 
analysis because one of the important aspects of searching for themes and patterns is data 
coding (Glesne, 2011).  Coding is achieved by assigning tags or labels to the data based 
on concepts (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). Coffey and Atkinson argue that, “Although 
coding may be part of the process of analysis, it should not be thought of as the analysis 
in itself” (1996, p.26). They stress that coding is an activity that is not understood across 
the qualitative research spectrum. Coding, rather, encompasses a variety of approaches to 
and ways of organizing qualitative data (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996).  Coding and 
categorization of qualitative data allow researchers to recognize and recontextualize data, 
providing a fresh view of its content, because coding includes the reading and re-reading 
of data, making selections from data, and interpretation of the data set (Coffey and 
Atkinson, 1996).  
After coding and categorization, I started on the interpretation of my data.  
Wolcott describes interpretation as a way of transforming qualitative data. This is where 
the researcher attempts to offer his or her own interpretation of what is going on 
(Wolcott, 1994; Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). Then, following Coffey and Atkinson, I 
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approached writing as an analytical task; thinking about how to represent my data forced 
me to consider the meanings, understandings, voices, and experiences present in the data 
(Coffey and Atkinson, 1996) and provide thick description of the collected data (Geertz, 
1973 ). During analysis, interpretation and representation of my data I faced a number of 
challenges, which included working across three languages (Tajik, Russian, and English). 
While translating direct quotations, I had to make sure that word and sentences used by 
my informants represent the same meanings in English, and they did not get lost in 
translation.  Many interviewees used poetic expressions and metaphors in their 
interviews. Thus, my task as a researcher was to understand the meanings that my 
interviewees attached to their linguistic expressions and represent them in my study. In 
sum, these several stages of data analysis and interpretation identified the qualities of 
faculty members’ work and life, indicating the major issues, paradoxes, dilemmas, and 
challenges they have encountered.  
 
SUMMARY 
This chapter highlighted the research design and methodology used to conduct the 
present study. This study employed qualitative approaches using document analysis and 
in-depth semi-structured interviews with twenty-six (26) faculty members working in 
Tajik universities. The primary sites for data collection were 4 universities in the capital 
of Tajikistan, Dushanbe, between August and October 2013.  In-depth semi-structured 
interviews were completed with twenty-six (26) faculty members at the ranks of 
Assistant, Starshii Prepodavatel, and Dotsent, whose work experience ranged from three 
(3) to twenty-four (24) years.   
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The chapter outlined the rationale for using the qualitative approach and 
employing document analysis and ethnographic interviews as qualitative research 
methodology (section one and section two). Then, it described the process of receiving 
approval from the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board and some 
challenges and complexities faced during data collection in the field. Sections four and 
five provided the rationale for the participant selection using snowball technique and the 
methods of data collection. Section six described the methods for ensuring participants’ 
anonymity. My reflexivity and positionality as a researcher was highlighted in section 
seven. The chapter concluded with a description of challenges faced during data analysis 
and interpretation.   
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Chapter Five:   
Career Paths, Status and Survival Strategies of the Tajik Professoriate 
 
This chapter features the stories of faculty members on how and why they entered 
into their current academic pathways and examines the reasons for entering this complex 
occupation. In the three sections that follow, I first explore how academics were attracted 
to their careers and how they got started in them.  Most faculty members in this study 
graduated from their universities and were offered or invited to stay because they were 
among the best students. Family traditions also played an influential part in their career 
choice of academics. Large and extended Tajik families were gateways for faculty 
members to choose a teaching career and follow the academic route. Another factor that 
contributed to the career choice of faculty members is the perception that the teaching 
and academic professions are designed for women.  In many eastern countries, the 
teaching profession is perceived as a female profession where academic careers are 
socially constructed as the “appropriate” choice for women (Healey et al., 2013). This 
social construction was also important in Tajikistan, because raising the status of women 
was one of the most important goals of the Soviet government when the teaching 
profession was established (DeYoung, 2012).  
Section two explores how faculty members feel about their social and economic 
status within Tajik society today and what factors affected the decline and the prestige of 
the occupation. According to my informants, the decline of professors’ wages has largely 
affected the status of the profession, which has led to mass migration of professors from 
academia into other fields. Corruption in higher education and transformation of values 
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within Tajik society over the last 20 years has also affected the status of teaching and the 
academic profession.  
In Section three, I explore how professors deal with the decline of their 
socioeconomic status and what strategies they use to survive in the harsh economic 
situation in Tajikistan. Almost all the interviewees have second jobs as private tutors, 
work as consultants in projects financed by international organizations, or serve as 
accountants in business establishments. The Tajik tradition of sharing a household with 
parents and extended families allows younger and older faculty members to survive; 
however, many young academics shared their deep concerns about not being able to have 
their own places to live in the future.   
 
V.1. Becoming a Faculty Member at Tajik University 
V.1.1. “Offers and Invitations” 
    In order to understand and explore the faculty life in Tajikistan, this study 
follows the career paths of the interviewees as they describe how and why they got into 
an academic career and bring to light the various opportunities and limitations they faced. 
The journey of each faculty member I have interviewed was mixed. Similar to Clark’s 
study of career choices of American faculty, Tajik faculty members also travelled their 
own paths to join academia.  Clark explained, “there are so many front doors, backdoors, 
side doors, and hidden passageways for entering the vast work force of the academic 
profession” (1987, p. 190). Indeed, faculty members in Tajikistan may come from 
business, industry or governmental institutions, but certainly, most of them, as in the 
U.S., come from educational structures and institutions themselves, where they were 
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attracted to their discipline or the profession in general (Clark, 1987).  For some faculty 
members, entering the academic profession was a thoughtful choice; for others--
especially for young faculty--the academic profession was something they did not 
consider before, but it came to them as an “offer” or “invitation.” 
One technique of creating the academic profession in the former Soviet Union 
was in the form of an “offer” or “invitation” for graduates to work in higher educational 
institutions. Most faculty members interviewed said that they were either offered or 
invited to take a position in their departments. During the time of Soviet rule, the most 
talented and brightest graduates of universities were encouraged to stay in the university 
and pursue an academic profession. Typically, after graduation, the best students with a 
krasnyi diplom (“red diplomas” or a diploma with honors) were advised to go to graduate 
school and were offered the lowest-ranking position in their departments as assistants. 
These students were placed on an academic track and worked on their research while 
teaching at the same time. These young faculty members received professional 
development training and had access to libraries and laboratories. They also received 
opportunities to participate in conferences and publish papers. In addition, these young 
talents were eligible for housing owned by institutions called “obshchezhitie” (common 
housing/dormitories) that were equipped and provided with the necessities for living. It 
was a great privilege for recent graduates to receive these offers from universities.    
In present-day Tajikistan, the tradition of attracting the smartest students allowed 
some departments within universities to fill gaps in teaching positions that had occurred 
over the last twenty years after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Departmental chairs and 
university administrators are still in constant search of good and qualified faculty 
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members. As most qualified professors left their universities during the "transition" 
period, or remain as part-time employees, universities did not want to lose these bright 
students, so that they encouraged them to stay at their universities, even though the 
compensation was low and working conditions were still very poor. For instance, a young 
male faculty member, who was one of the brightest students in his department, has been 
offered a position in his institution. He started to work as a department assistant but he 
was later promoted to the position of senior lecturer. He also entered graduate school to 
pursue his kandidat nauk degree.  He explained, “See, after graduating from the 
university, I was asked to stay in the department and I agreed” (Personal Interview, 
Ravshan). A number of other young faculty members indicated that they were invited to 
stay in their departments, and were encouraged to enter aspirantura (graduate school) 
and teach at their universities. The reasons why they agreed to stay at the universities are 
varied. Another young female faculty member said, “You know, after my graduation, I 
was recommended to go to graduate school (aspirantura) and one of the conditions of 
entering graduate school was to teach.  That’s why I agreed to stay in my department” 
(Personal Interview, Muborak). Still others had no intention to work in the academic 
field. However, when presented with an offer to teach, they accepted the invitation.  For 
instance, a young female faculty member adds, “You know it happened in such way that 
in my fifth year of study, when I was defending my diploma project, I was offered work 
in my department, and I accepted that offer” (Personal Interview, Takhmina). Some 
young faculty members spoke about their concern in accepting these offers and becoming 
faculty members:  
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You know, I studied in this university and after graduation, the advisor for my 
diploma project, who was the chair of our department, offered me work in the 
department. Honestly, I did not think about being a teacher before, since I thought 
it was a difficult job to do.  (Personal Interview, Sayora). 
 
Another young female faculty member said, 
How did I become a faculty member? After finishing university, since I had 
graduated with honors, I got an offer to stay in my department and teach. In the 
beginning, I did not like it because a faculty member at that time, compared to 
now, received a low salary.  I could say a laughable salary.  That is why I was not 
sure that I wanted to stay to teach in my department… (Personal Interview, 
Mamlakat).  
 
The practice of making offers to graduates of pedagogical institutions to stay and 
teach was also practiced at higher learning institutions. Pedagogical institutions in the 
U.S.S.R. specialized in training teachers for secondary schools.  Like other institutions of 
higher education, pedagogical institutions—even now—are divided into fakultets 
(colleges) with specialized fields like Languages; Mathematics; Physics; History; and 
others. The graduates of pedagogical institutions were “distributed” (raspredeleni) 
according to the Ministry of Education’s quotas and sent to schools across the country. 
However, even the best graduates of pedagogical institutions, especially in languages and 
humanities, were either invited to stay at their universities or sent to teach languages at 
other universities that had vacancies.  Most teachers started their careers in pedagogical 
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schools (uchilishe), which usually provided two years of course work for students with a 
secondary education, qualifying them for work in kindergartens and at the primary level 
of secondary schools. These institutions, technikums and uchilishe, provided specialized 
training and indoctrination related to the economics and possibilities of the Soviet state 
(DeYoung, 2011).  Saida, who currently works as a chair of a department of languages, 
started her career in a pedagogical uchilishe during Soviet times. Saida recalled that she 
had graduated the uchilishe with honors and the administration of her uchilishe decided 
to send her to a VUZ (visshee uchebnoe zavedenie or higher education institution), where 
she continued her training in Russian language for foreign students who came to Soviet 
Tajikistan to get their education. She later graduated on with honors as well and was 
advised to go to aspirantura and teach at the same university.  
It should be noted that only few of these models of transition from uchilishe to 
higher education and the academic track exist in Tajikistan today. Specialized and 
vocational training that existed during the Soviet era no longer operate in this way. Many 
young students no longer have guarantees for jobs after secondary and higher education 
institutions. The Ministry of Education and universities strive to continue the Soviet 
model; however, the transition from state-run to market economy does not allow these 
schemes or models to continue. Thus, for the younger generation of faculty members, 
these models were not adopted.  
Many graduates of pedagogical universities acknowledge the difference between 
secondary and higher education and perceive teaching in higher institutions as a 
privilege. For a male faculty member, Khurshed, who came to Dushanbe from a village 
and entered a pedagogical university, the offer to stay and teach at the university was a 
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great privilege. His father was a secondary school math teacher in his village.  He also 
intended to go back to his village to teach; however, after graduation, his department 
advised him to stay at the university, and he accepted the offer. He says that this offer 
made him feel privileged because it showed him that he is capable of teaching at 
institutions of higher learning.  
I also met couple of young female faculty members who started teaching at a very 
early age. Guljahon and Takhmina are female faculty members in their mid-20s.  They 
shared their stories on how they started to teach when they were in high school and in 
their early years of college. Guljahon says that she always wanted to be a teacher and 
when she was in high school, she began teaching math for elementary and middle grade 
students. She says that there was a shortage of teachers in all disciplines at her school and 
usually high school students replaced teachers. She continued to teach when she was 
admitted to college; after graduation, she was offered a teaching position at her 
university. Takhmina also started her career helping her mother, who was a teacher in 
secondary school and taught English and Russian language. She says that teaching was 
not new to her, and she did not feel much pressure starting teaching at her university. 
Some interviews revealed that a number of faculty members offered positions at 
the university received free tuition provided by the government, governmental 
institutions, or industries owned by the government. According to Tajik regulations, those 
students who studied for “free,” i.e. with all educational costs covered by the state or 
governmental funding, were required to stay and work at their universities for three years 
after graduation. Furthermore, their diplomas were withheld until they completed this 
requirement. A few young faculty members whom I interviewed were at their third (final) 
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year of work at their universities and were thinking what they want to do next after 
completing this governmental requirement.  
 
V.1.2. Family Influence and Role Models 
My data reveal that family, and particularly parents, have a significant influence 
on their children’s career choice and career development. Many faculty members joined 
teaching or academic professions because it was a family tradition. Many researchers 
have examined parental influence on their children's career development, and according 
to them, families provide financial and emotional support and also transmit values, goals, 
and expectations to their children, all of which can impact the career development 
process (Whiston & Keller, 2004). Research on career development also has provided 
information on the influence of family background, such as socioeconomic status, which 
is associated with career development.  Scholars argue that parents from different social 
backgrounds develop their own social and cultural values based on their current social 
class. Obviously, children of doctors, teacher, or bankers have different upbringings than 
children of farmers, laborers, cleaners, etc. In contrast, Wilson’s study of 1979 among 
American academics showed that at that time there was a little social inheritance in the 
case for academics. About 56 percent of the fathers of participating academics never went 
to college, and of those who did, only 12.9 percent got advanced degrees. But even in this 
case, as Ladd and Lipset (cited in Wilson, 1979) argue whether academics will be the 
sons or daughters of fathers who were college graduates varies with the selectivity in 
admissions and resources of the institutions at which they work. They also note variations 
among various disciplines, with those in medicine and law, for example, more likely to 
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come from higher socio-economic strata than those in education or agriculture (Wilson, 
1979).    
The studies on career choice and career development also highlights collectivist 
or individualist cultural aspects. Cultures are typically divided into two categories:  
collectivist and individualist. Individualist cultures, such as those of the United States and 
Western Europe, emphasize personal success regardless of group goals, resulting in a 
strong sense of competition. Collectivist cultures, such as in China, Korea, and Japan, 
emphasize family and work group goals above individual needs or desires. Some studies 
show that Asian and Muslim families have been considered as collective, emphasizing 
interdependency and the priority of social obligations and duties over individual desires 
(Leong, 1991). Family values have been considered as influential factors in career 
decision making as well. For instance, some research on career choices among European 
Americans and Asian Americans showed that European Americans value individual 
decision-making, while Asian Americans showed social and family priorities in their 
career choices (Young, 1994; Brown, 2002). According to Brown, “When a collectivist 
social relationship is a highly prioritized value for both the decision maker and the 
decision-maker’s family, the values of family members are likely to be the determinants 
of career choices” (2002, p.50).  Therefore, in Asian and Muslim cultures, the collectivist 
culture and value play an important role in decision-making. For example, Agarwala’s 
study (2008) among Indian students found that the most significant influences on the 
career choice of Indian students were parents.  
 Undoubtedly, Tajikistan represents a good example of how family and parents can 
influence career choices and development. Even extended families participate in the 
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upbringing of children and transfer values and culture to them. Faculty members 
emphasized the role of their parents, uncles, aunts, and siblings in their careers and 
development. Family influence is also a main indicator of future career choices and 
identities. Zamira, a female faculty member with nearly twenty-five years teaching 
experience, and whose teaching career started during Soviet times, tells her story about 
how her family and culture shaped her desire to be a teacher. As mentioned earlier, some 
faculty members who came to the academic profession from pedagogical institutions at 
universities in the former Soviet Union emphasized teaching more than research. She 
shared her story about how the environment in her family encouraged her to choose to be 
a teacher: 
.  You know, the thing is that, in my family, it was usual to discuss pedagogical 
themes because my grandfather taught in schools.  He made significant 
contributions to pedagogical sciences.  My grandmother was honored teacher 
(uchitel’ – otlichnik), she was a vospitatel’ (educator or the one who was 
responsible for moral upbringing) for children-orphans as after the establishment 
of  Soviet power there were lots of children-orphans, she organized orphanages for 
them. Then my aunts and uncles followed this and it happened that there were so 
many teachers in my family. Then my grandmother moved to a primary school, 
and I was raised among tables and textbooks for students, so for me it was normal, 
my first toys were crafts made by children in schools, therefore, I always knew 
whom to be, I knew that I would be a teacher, did not know in what discipline 
though…you know, I do not know why, but I always imagined myself in my 
grandfather’s beret {laughs} and with his document case, not with my 
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grandmother’s handbag, but with my grandfather’s male document case, so this 
was my environment…  
 
Zamira went on to say that her family was always supportive of her career after she 
finished university and got married. After her marriage, she and her husband worked in a 
small industrial city where she taught in secondary school before the start of the Civil 
War. As the city where she worked got involved in the conflict in 1992, she and her 
family had to move to Dushanbe, where she heard that the university she is working for 
now, needed foreign language faculty members, and she has now worked there for almost 
twenty years.  
Another female faculty member shared her story of how her parents influenced 
her career choice. She says,  
You know, in my career choice, the most important role was played by my 
parents, as they both are prepodavateli (faculty members) at universities, and my 
sisters are also faculty members and teach.  Therefore, it is my parents’ influence 
to work and teach in the university and this is how I started to teach… 
 
She shared her story about how her parents encouraged her to work toward a kandidat 
nauk degree and start teaching in the university. She faced challenges while becoming a 
faculty member, especially after her marriage and birth of her child, but she is thankful to 
her parents for supporting her.    
All interviewed faculty members acknowledge the importance of family support, 
both financial and moral. For younger faculty members who studied in Dushanbe after 
independence and the civil war, it was more challenging to support themselves. During 
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the Soviet era, the government provided a stipend for students, which was enough to 
cover their expenses. The Soviet higher educational system also provided housing for 
students. There are only few dormitories exist in Dushanbe now. Most of them were 
either destroyed during the civil war or occupied by refugees who left their houses in 
regions that were mainly involved in the conflict. Khurshed, a male faculty member, 
shared how his brother supported him during his study in Dushanbe. His parents lived in 
the village, but luckily his brother settled down in Dushanbe and he lived in his house 
during his course of study. His brother provided him with food and clothing, and thanks 
to him, Khurshed was able to graduate from a university.  
Most faculty members stress that education in their families was a priority; 
therefore, their parents and extended family members influenced their career choices and 
career development; the parents’ career became the career choice for their children too. A 
young female faculty member in her late 20s, who has taught for 4 years in a science 
department, says,  
My parents always wanted me to hold a kandidat nauk, they wanted me on the 
path to a research and academic career, therefore, since childhood they got me 
used me to working on my studies and to being an educated person. From 
childhood, I went to different activities such as music, solfeggio, ballet, and 
started to learn languages… Honestly, I did not want to enter this university and 
major in this department, but it happened that, since my Dad majored in this 
department and became a scientist, my Mom wanted me to follow the path to my 
Dad’s career…(Personal Interview, Aziza)     
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Another faculty member said,  
In the beginning, when I was entering the university in the philological fakultet, I 
already knew that I would be either a journalist or a prepodavatel’ (faculty 
member) since I have been raised in a family of prepodavateli, so since childhood 
I was ready to be a teacher or a faculty member. I did not have another choice, 
because those were models- my parents- therefore, I took the same path… 
(Surayo, Personal Interview ). 
 
In some cases, faculty members had other career aspirations rather than teaching 
and working in universities. However, even in these cases, parental influence played a 
decisive role, especially in the lives of girls. Farzona, a female faculty member in her 30s 
with nine years of teaching experience, shared that her parents wanted her to establish a 
career in educational institutions and take leadership positions within these universities, 
despite the fact that she was more interested in other spheres like business and marketing. 
Farzona graduated with honors and received an offer to stay at her university to teach, 
which made her parents very happy. Although, she started to work, she began to think 
about changing her career, but her parents did not approve of that. She explained that 
since her parents were raised during Soviet times, and at that time, teaching in 
universities was prestigious, they wanted her to work at universities, so that they could be 
very proud of her. She added that education in her family was a priority. Their parents 
invested a lot in her and her brother’s education. Currently, she is working on her 
dissertation to get her kandidat nauk degree, but she stressed that she is working on it for 
her parents. She says that she is already getting offers to be appointed as chair of the 
department after she receives her degree, but she is not happy with that because she is not 
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interested in that academic career path.  Once she receives her degree, she may leave 
academics or stay as a part-time faculty member.  
In Tajik families, education of daughters is important, but most parents do not 
allow their daughters to study at institutions that are located far away from their homes. 
They prefer to educate girls at local institutions where they are always under parental 
control. Even during Soviet times, this kind of upbringing existed in Tajikistan, which 
later affected the career choices of the interviewed faculty members in this study.  In her 
interview, Sevinj expressed her desire to work in the film industry: 
You know I always wanted to be in a film industry and wanted to be a film 
director. The best institute of films in the Soviet time was located in Moscow, but 
my parents did not allow me to go far away from them.  They were prepodavateli, 
too, so I had to stay in Dushanbe and enter a university here and became a 
prepodavatel’… (Sevinj)  
 
For faculty members of all ages, having a role model played an important part in 
choosing their careers. Undergraduates looked up to their professors in undergraduate 
studies and students looked up to their secondary school teachers as role models. One 
female faculty member, who has worked at a university for more than 20 years, recalled 
how she identified her role model:  
You know, I had a teacher of Russian language in my school. She was the one 
who pushed me to choose my future profession. She was teaching Russian 
language and literature, and I was raised hearing about Russian famous poets and 
writers such as about Pushkin and about Onegin from her, and she became a role 
model for me.  I entered the newly opened Institute of Russian Language in 
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Dushanbe and was one of the first graduates of that university (Zarnigor, Personal 
Interview).  
As reported by a few young faculty members from the science and engineering 
department, professors played an important role in their careers. They agreed to accept 
their professors’ offer of a teaching position at the department because their professors 
had helped them succeed in their undergraduate education. According to one male faculty 
member, “My supervisor helped me a lot in my studies and when she offered me a 
position, I agreed, because I could not say ‘No’ to her ” (Ravshan, Personal Interview).  
  
V.1.3 “Being a faculty member is the most appropriate job for women” 
As I mentioned earlier, the teaching profession was a good suitable job to raise 
the status of women in Central Asia. Before the revolution of 1917 throughout the 
Russian Empire, the majority population of Central Asia was Muslim. When the 
Bolsheviks reached Central Asia, they aimed to provide women with political, social and 
economic opportunities not normally associated with Muslim society. Due to male 
domination in Muslim societies, Lenin called Central Asian women “the most oppressed 
of the oppressed and the most enslaved of the enslaved.” The promotion of women’s 
rights was seen as the most beneficial part of socialism. Thus, giving equal rights to 
women and men was one of the important tasks of soviet socialist society. Douglas 
Northrop’s Veiled Empire: Gender and Power in Stalinist Central Asia discusses the 
Bolshevik’s Cultural Revolution in Central Asia, and the policy of unveiling Central 
Asian women. Northrop, in his study, presents the notion of the hujum [assault], the 
policy of the Soviet Government to liberate Muslim women from their veils, or the 
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faranji (the faranji or the burqa). The most profound actions taken at that time were the 
public burnings of burqas and proclaiming the 8th of March as International Women’s 
Day throughout the USSR. The veil, or the faranji, was a sign of the backwardness of 
Central Asian Muslim woman for the Bolsheviks. The Soviet state also actively 
discouraged many traditional cultural and religious practices in Tajikistan that had a 
strong influence on gender relations: polygamy, dowry payments, and so on. These 
customs were considered by the Soviets as “backward” tendencies and 
counterrevolutionary, effectively limiting women’s mobility and access to resources 
(ADB, 2006). 
Education or the Policy of “Enlightenment,” was a major priority for the Soviet 
Government. By the end of the 1930s, thirty two million children had enrolled in Soviet 
Schools (Ewing, 2002). The Soviet government was able to make significant changes in 
the position of women throughout the country.  Between I928 and 1938, the proportion of 
women in the universities increased from twenty-eight percent to forty-three percent and 
from thirty-seven percent to fifty-one percent in the specialized secondary schools (Grant, 
1979).   
The role of teachers was also very important for the Soviet authorities. Teachers 
were “agents” of transformation to Soviet ideologies and bringing Soviet ideals to the 
“backward” people living across the country. Women thus became excellent agents for 
promoting socialist ideas, and the teaching profession was a good opportunity to engage 
women in the social and political life of the country. Girls were increasingly enrolled in 
schools and in higher educational institutions. By the end of the 1980s, the percentage of 
women with at least a secondary education was about ninety percent. In addition, the 
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Soviet era brought massive changes to all types of social relations in Tajikistan. The 
Soviet state glorified the role of women as mothers, but also attempted to liberate women 
from household labor into the professional workforce and to balance motherhood against 
women’s contribution to the economy. The government guaranteed social services to 
women providing social benefits for childbirth and childcare. For instance, by the 1980s, 
maternity leave pay equaled 4 months of full compensation plus one year of unpaid leave. 
In addition to these benefits, these women were ensured of keeping their positions at their 
workplace.  
Despite the rhetoric of providing equal opportunities for women, the centrally-
planned labor market assigned women specific sectors of work closely linked to their role 
as family caregivers: teaching, the medical profession, and provision of other social 
services (ADB, 2006). Teaching at higher educational institutions gave them a flexible 
schedule, as universities did not require their faculty members to work every day and stay 
at the workplace from morning to evening. This flexibility gave them an opportunity to 
balance their work and personal lives, since most faculty members could carry out their 
lectures and seminars on particular days and times, in addition to holding routine and 
predictable office hours to consult with students. This flexibility permitted women to 
balance their work and personal lives, and as a result, this position developed into an 
ideal fit for women who could simultaneously be seen as respectable within Tajik society.  
Indeed, in my interviews, many female faculty members agreed that academia remains an 
excellent profession for women. They had often been born and raised during Soviet times 
when being a doctor, a teacher or a faculty member were perceived as good professions 
for women. For young female faculty members who came later, their parents have also 
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transferred this perception to them:  
You know, after graduation with a red diploma, I was invited to stay at my 
university.  I was not sure, but my parents said that it is a most acceptable 
profession for a young woman, and it would be much better to combine this 
profession with family….you work, but at the same time you can dedicate your 
time to your family, you can dedicate more time to your children, and therefore, I 
became a faculty member and also will work on my research….(Mamlakat, 
Personal Interview) 
 
Another female participant said: 
 
When I graduated a university and was asked to stay in my department, I was not 
sure because I thought there will be lots of responsibilities and I could not 
perform well.  But now I am pleased, because it is a very good job for women, 
both for family and work…and my mom had supported me a lot in this.  She said 
it is a very good offer and I should accept it… (Sayora, Personal Interview). 
 
Other female faculty members shared how the profession led them to balance 
their work and personal life. A young faculty member - in her 30s and newly appointed 
as chair of a department - shared her story of how working in university has suited her 
maternal responsibilities. After graduation from a university in Dushanbe with a red 
diploma, she was advised to stay in her department and begin a teaching career at the 
university. She says that at that moment she had a small child, and taking a position in 
university fitted with her schedule, allowing her to combine both her maternal and 
teaching responsibilities. As she says, she did not think about the profession as a long-
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term one, but as a temporary job that fit her responsibilities.  But, during her work in the 
academic environment, she gained interest in research and went to graduate school, even 
though it took her 10 years to finish her program and defend her thesis. Her teaching and 
parental responsibilities prevailed over her time for research, and she could not fully 
dedicate herself to her research and dissertation. However, interviews revealed that many 
women faculty members believe that the academic profession is most suitable for 
women. They emphasized that, during Soviet times, the perception was that doctors and 
faculty members were female occupations and suited women mostly.   
One of the phenomena often discussed in gender literature is the “glass-ceiling” 
within academia. Carmen Luke in her book Globalization and Women in Academia 
focuses on women in higher education in four Southeast Asian countries: Thailand, 
Singapore, Hong and Malaysia. She explains it as follows:  
‘glass ceiling’ includes male managerial styles; discourse that shut women out; 
informal organizational cultures; lack of transparency and accountability in hiring 
and promotion of procedures; women reluctance to self-promote their 
achievements and capabilities, making them institutionally invisible; and the 
persistence of cultural values and attitudes that still prioritize women’s child-care, 
family, and domestic responsibilities above career aspirations. 
Indeed, although flexibility of time for women-faculty members in Tajikistan allows 
them to take care of families, it does not allow them to take leadership positions in 
universities, and the overall number of positions for women in Tajikistan has deteriorated 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union (ADB, 2006; Silova & Abdushukurova, 2009; 
DeYoung, 2012). According to the statistics of the Ministry of Education, only about 
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3500 of all faculty members are women, about 35 percent, and representation of women 
with a kandidat nauk degree is even lower, about 550, and only 58 women working in 
higher education institutions hold doktor nauk degrees.  
 The Tajik government has attempted to create a gender balance in governmental 
positions when, schools and higher education institutions by appointing more women in 
leadership positions.  Despite these efforts, Gulbahor, one of the promising young female 
faculty members in her discipline, believes that it is very hard to get a leadership position 
within her university. Although affirmative action documents, such as the National 
Strategies for Promoting Women Rights exist in Tajikistan, Gulbahor thinks women can 
only get leadership positions specifically created for them, like in Departments for Moral 
Upbringing (Personal Interview).  All universities have a Deputy Dean in the Department 
for Moral Upbringing in each college. According to Gulbahor, the only top position a 
female faculty member can get is that of a Deputy Dean for Moral Upbringing 
(Zamestitel’ dekana po vospitatel’noy rabote). She believes it is very hard for women to 
obtain top administrative or research positions at universities because of male dominance 
and its prevalence within higher education in Tajikistan. In addition, reemergence of 
patriarchal beliefs within Tajik society has deepened the struggle over the position of 
women in Tajikistan. The post-socialist transformation was accompanied by the widening 
gender gap in politics, economics and the social sphere (Silova, 2009). According to 
Silova:  
The post-Soviet republics of Central Asia present an interesting case, because the 
countries of the region have traditionally scored relatively well in terms of 
average indicators of educational attainment, and have had low levels of gender 
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inequality by international standards (World Bank 2005; UNICEF, 2007). 
However, post-socialist transformation processes have led to the erosion of some 
of the Soviet achievements in terms of average human development indicators 
and gender equality (Silova, 2009, p. 35).  
According to Silova, the main reasons for increasing gender inequities during the 
transition process were due to “a complex combination of factors including the re-
emergence of traditional stereotypes and patriarchal values of Central Asian societies” 
(2009, p.363). Undoubtedly, the growing ideology of traditional roles for women such as 
caring for the family and rearing children has affected their educational opportunities. In 
Tajikistan, the dropout rate of schoolgirls is increasing. Although all Central Asia 
countries adopted international and local policies on women’s rights and gender equality, 
reports by international organizations and research studies show that the status women 
gained during Soviet times is declining.  
Parvina, a young female faculty member in her late 20s, who works as assistant at 
a department, shared her story how it was hard to convince her husband to let her work. 
The only job he agreed for her to do is to be muallima (teacher). She says that she got 
married right after graduation from university and then she was busy raising her two 
children. Later, when her children had grown and started going to school, she wanted to 
go to work. Parvina did not have any choice other than going and asking for a vacancy in 
the university she graduated from, because this was the only option her husband had 
agreed to. Also, in Tajik culture, the family of the husband, especially his mother, plays 
an important role in decisions regarding education and careers for women.  Alan 
DeYoung’s research indicates that marriage has a significant influence on the education 
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and careers of Tajik women. As he says, “marrying in Tajikistan means marrying into, 
living with, and doing the cooking, cleaning, and child rearing for everyone in his 
(husband’s) family, including his brother who might also be living in the extended family 
compound” (2012, p.52).  Parvina’s case was not an exception. She lives with her 
husband and his parents, and his brother, and takes care of the family’s household. Her 
mother-in-law was not happy with her decision to start working, because Parvina would 
not have time to perform all responsibilities she had had in the household. Parvina 
explains that it is a society that dictates women’s responsibilities. She says that even it is 
21st century, it feels like Tajiks still live in a patriarchal society, and it is important to 
have husband and mother-in-law approval and support to work. Teaching in the 
university was the only choice for her to work since being a teacher (muallima) is seen as 
a respectable profession:     
 
I did not have any choice other than to go and to ask for a teaching vacancy at my 
university. You know, in our families, husbands do not allow their wives to work. 
I had asked my husband several times and he finally agreed, but only if I went to 
teach in a university. This is the first reason. The second reason is because I know 
this university, I know people there. But, you know, after these four years, my 
husband and mother-in-law, they both are okay with my job now. I try to combine 
both my career and household responsibilities, but it is a little bit difficult. But I 
try…(Personal interview).  
  
In most cases, a husband and his family also control the wive’s appearance and clothes. 
Parvina says that she has to wear ruymol (a traditional headscarf) because her husband 
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wants her to wear it as well as traditional dresses. She thinks that a university professor 
should look accordingly (without a headscarf) and dress modestly, but at the same time in 
modern clothes, but she cannot do this due to her husband and his family.  
 The predominance of opinions about traditional roles of women in society 
influences their career decisions and sometimes negatively influences their family 
relationships too. According to Natalia Pushkareva’s research among women scholars in 
Russia, “the cost of a successful scholarly career – divorce”- was also one of themes in 
her research findings (Pushkareva, 2014). One of the faculty members, Sabrina, a young 
and successful faculty member in her 30s, explains that her aspiration to be a university 
faculty member affected her relationships with her husband and mother-in-law. She got 
married after graduating from university and was living with her husband and mother-in-
law. Sabrina graduated university with a red diploma and always had a desire to study 
further and develop herself. She started going to libraries and searching for literature, but 
she had less time to dedicate to her husband and her family’s household. She says that 
she did not have any support from her husband and mother-in-law when she started 
working on her research and she thinks that this was one reason for the divorce, because 
the expectations of her husband’s family were totally different. She finally defended her 
dissertation and works as a full-time faculty member and is well-known among her 
colleagues in the university as the best teacher in the college. Sabrina thinks that working 
as a faculty member and flexibility of her schedule gives her opportunities to dedicate 
time to her daughter too. She emphasizes that she does not have to be at work from 8 am 
to 5 pm as in other professions, so that she can take her daughter to school and extra-
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curricular activities. Now Sabrina lives with her parents who give their support to her 
career and in raising her child.  
 Often women faculty members talked about gender inequalities in Tajikistan 
especially in relation to their education. They expressed concerns about the education of 
girls and emphasize that girls should have secondary education at the very least, since 
now they do not finish even the nine years of secondary school required by law. Those 
who come to universities get married and are not able to finish their higher education. 
According to statistics of the Ministry of Education of 2007/2008, only 28 percent of 
total students are female and 72 percent are male. Despite affirmative action taken by the 
Tajik government, such as the National Strategy on Improving of Women’s Role for 
2011-2020, a policy regarding access to higher education for girls from remote areas, 
gender inequalities in secondary education are alarming and are in need of improvement 
(UNICEF 2007; World Bank, 2011 ).  
 
V.2. “Being a faculty member is not prestigious anymore”  
One important revelation which emerged from this research was discovering how 
faculty members felt about their profession and jobs, especially about their status as 
faculty members. As mentioned earlier, the academic profession was prestigious during 
Soviet times. Education for the Soviet government was deemed important because it 
offered good working conditions for faculty members. Unfortunately, due to adverse 
political and socio-economic changes in Tajikistan, the education system collapsed, 
which forced teachers and faculty members to look for other jobs and find other sources 
of income (Niyozov, 2002). Today, after twenty-three years of independence, the 
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political and socio-economic situation has improved, but still has a long way to go in 
order to achieve the same economic status that these faculty members had during Soviet 
times. The majority of faculty members interviewed agreed that the status of teachers and 
faculty members has shifted downwards since independence; however, there are a 
number of faculty members who think that being a teacher or a faculty member was 
always prestigious in Tajik culture and remains a respected profession despite the low 
economic status. Most professors who worked during Soviet times often compared their 
status of being faculty member then and now, and believe it has declined several times 
since then.  
To attract best talents to the academic profession, the Soviet government adopted 
a series of policies to increase salaries and to create good working conditions for teaching 
and research. It also provided opportunities for professional development, such as 
funding for travel to conferences to other republics of the Soviet Union, where faculty 
members could share experiences with other colleagues. Academics were considered a 
part of soviet intelligentsia and accorded a high social status. Today, according to my 
participants, the life of the professoriate is much different than it was during the Soviet 
period: 
 
You know, working in the Soviet state as a teacher, I was so proud because it was 
considered as respectable. Also, the salary was good, a teacher could send his/her 
children to summer camps.  There were professional organizations that gave us 
travel opportunities.  A teacher could buy methodological books.  It was 
considered to be a very intelligent level of society… But after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, I see that a teacher is humiliated, a teacher is so dependent on even 
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political processes and we teachers became so different from what we were 
supposed to be…I am so sorry that many people left this profession, they left to 
go to commerce, they sell at markets.  You know, my husband came one day, it 
was in the 1990s, and he said the he saw a young man in the bazaar who was 
thinking about buying a pair of shoes, and he started to bend those shoes, and the 
seller said to him, ‘do not bend them, you might damage the shoes”.   That young 
man did not like it and he responded, ‘who are you to tell me this?’, and that seller 
said, I am professor, I used to work in the university, but life forced me to do this 
job.  So, it was very shocking story to me……(Zamira, Personal Interview) 
 
Other faculty members said that the academic profession during Soviet times was 
valuable and held a high level of occupational prestige.  Now, according to them, it is 
located at the lower end of the occupational hierarchy.  
You know, during Soviet times, a teacher was placed at one of the highest levels 
and used to have respect and honor… and the salary was high, too.  Now the 
teacher’s position has been placed at almost one of the lowest levels of our 
society. (Surayo, Personal Interview)  
Another young male faculty member stressed that even he does not remember the Soviet 
time. He knows that teaching and being a faculty member was prestigious during that 
time, but not anymore: 
I am not from the Soviet time.   I did not live during that time, but that time it was 
prestigious, but not now. Now socially oriented professions do not count as 
prestigious because education has lost its value and it is perceived that faculty 
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members do not give that level of education anymore. (Ravshan, Personal 
Interview)  
   
V.2.1. Faculty Salary and Compensations 
When asked how faculty members felt about the status of their profession, many 
of them connected the declining status of the profession with the decline of their 
compensation. The deterioration of finances and allocation to education severely affected 
faculty members’ compensation and the issue of income has become one of the most 
discussed, according to the interviews. Although faculty members note that compensation 
is increasing year by year, compared to the first years of independence, salaries are still 
not enough to provide living income for them and their families. According to Altbach, 
“remuneration, is a central factor in the life of academics, and without adequate salaries, 
professionals would be hard pressed to do their best-quality work” (2003, p. 8). He adds 
that the “professoriate usually receive less than people with similar qualifications in the 
rest of the labor force, and despite this, in most developed countries, it is possible for 
academics to achieve a modest middle-class standard of living on their salaries” (Altbach, 
2003, p. 8). The payment system in Tajik higher education comes from the state budget, 
non-state sources, and mainly from tuition. According to a study conducted by ERSU, the 
the average salary of an academic was 29.71 somoni (approximately 9.8 USD) per month. 
ERSU research across thirteen institutions of higher education found that the average 
non-state-budget salary of faculty members is 109.6 somoni, that is twice those provided 
by the state budget (ERSU, 2006). Each higher educational institution, by the approval of 
the Ministry of Finance, determines the salary for its faculty members, which comes from 
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state budget. In addition, each university has a right to determine compensation from 
funds that come from tuition to universities. Thus, each higher educational institution has 
two sources for faculty members’ compensation.   
All interviewed faculty members believe that compensation they are receiving for 
their work is not enough to maintain the status of the profession.  Zarnigor, who has more 
than 30 years of experience of teaching in higher education, says that the status of 
teachers has changed since independence; however, in her opinion, her profession still 
has a relatively high status among her colleagues and people her age, but not among 
youth. She thinks that, for the younger generation, teaching is the last choice for their 
careers:  
I think as a university teacher I have a high status, but I do not know why young 
people do not think that being a teacher is a good job to do. They think teachers 
are bad… and I think it is because of the low salary teachers are getting today, for 
young people money is important…and of course we are getting low salaries, my 
salary is 850 somoni (150 dollars), therefore faculty members work somewhere 
else, therefore we are not respected…”  
 
 Zarnigor tells how she lived during Soviet times, saying that professional 
organizations arranged travel and professional development conferences, but now she 
cannot afford to buy books or put aside money for self-development. Zarnigor’s monthly 
salary is around 150 USD per month, while the cost of living in Dushanbe requires 500-
600 USD, according to my interviews. The salary of teachers and faculty members does 
not correspond to the cost of living and does not satisfy them; therefore, they do not have 
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any choice but to look for other means to earn income or to take bribes (discussed 
below).  
 Younger faculty members, who started their career not long ago, did not want to 
join academia because they knew that the salary in universities was very low. Those who 
are single and do not have their own family still live with their parents, and the salaries 
they are receiving are more like pocket money for them.  As they say, food and 
accommodation for them are free, and they spend their salaries for their own needs like 
lunches and transportation expenses.  Those young faculty members who are married and 
have children do not have their own apartments. They share houses or apartments with 
their parents. They say that, for young families, it is almost impossible to own a place of 
one’s own, as their incomes are too low. For example, a one-bedroom apartment in 
Dushanbe costs around 60,000 dollars, and one is expected to pay cash; mortgages do not 
exist. Moreover, faculty members believe that the most important task of faculty 
members, except teaching, is research, and they need adequate income and time to be 
engaged in research, but most of them rather spend time looking for additional income in 
order to survive.   
 
V.2.2. Corruption in Higher Education 
Corruption has become an inevitable part of education in Tajikistan, as it has in 
most other post-Soviet countries. According to Transparency International, several 
countries of the former Soviet Union are among the most corrupt states in the world, and 
there is widespread corruption in education, in particular. Corruption in the education 
sector, according to the literature, includes bribing professors for grades, private bribes to 
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admission committees, and misuse of funds allocated for supplies or goods for 
educational needs (Heyneman, 2010).  There is also evidence of educational corruption 
impacting economic growth in the context of the theory of human capital, education, 
economic development and economic growth (Heyneman, 2010).  
According to the Transparency International Report of 2009, Tajikistan was 
ranked 158 and was among the 25 most corrupt countries in the world. Corruption at all 
education levels has become a widely discussed issue in media, by international 
organizations, and among educators in Tajikistan.  According to media reports, at 
Khujand State University, for example, the tuition fee is officially $350 a year, but the 
parent of a former student said that in order to gain admittance, he paid $200 to one of the 
faculty on the admissions committee.  In another instance a student at the Tajik State 
Medical University in Dushanbe said that a payment of $4,000 was required for 
admission (eurasianet.org, February 19, 2009).  
Many faculty members in my interviews complained about the under 
preparedness of students entering universities. They said that if students experienced 
corruption and bribing in secondary schools, they come to higher educational institutions 
with the perception that grades can be bought there and often do not prepare for classes or 
do not attend them. In my research, discourse about faculty members being corrupt and 
taking bribes was also present. For instance, a young female faculty member said:    
 
I hesitate to tell that I work as a teacher (prepodavatel’) because I constantly hear, 
for example, in public transportation, when I go to work, that faculty members are 
taking bribes.  Maybe there are still societies that respect the academic profession, 
but in our country, most people think that if you are teaching in a university, it 
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means you are corrupt and take bribes.  Therefore, I do not say that I am working 
as a teacher unless I am asked (Muborak, Personal Interview). 
 
Other faculty members agree that the corruption in higher education negatively 
affects the status of the professoriate in Tajikistan. There are bribes in admissions, during 
study, and when graduates try to enter the job market in Tajikistan. One of the female 
faculty members, Shoira, believes that the corruption negatively affects the status of 
faculty members and results in hiring unskilled and unprepared faculty members. She 
believes that the professor’s knowledge is the most important aspect of teaching and most 
faculty members, in her opinion, do not have enough knowledge and skills to teach. She 
tells the story of how she had a very bad student who never completed assignments and 
never studied; however, she says he somehow graduated and started to work as a faculty 
member at the same institution.  She argued that when students and their parents see this 
kind of professor, they have a portrait of unskilled and unknowledgeable professors, 
which affects the image of the larger professoriate. As a result of the many higher 
educational institutions where corruption is widespread, confidence in the educational 
system is weakening. The 2006 corruption survey found that "for most students, getting 
complete secondary or higher education has lost its sense [of value] (eurasianet.org, 
February 19, 2009). Another young female faculty member I interviewed also believes 
that the public image of corrupt professors negatively affects her status as a faculty 
member: 
…Many people think like that.  For example, we face students who come and 
offer bribes and we say we do not take bribes; and they are surprised that a faculty 
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member does not take bribes. They attend classes for the sake of attendance and 
just sit and do not engage in the class.  They think that you will take money and 
give them their grades…Like this, you know.  When they come to realize in fact 
that on exams that faculty member will not take bribes, they start to study or else 
find someone who can force the faculty member to give them their grades…I 
faced this. Many of them did not study and got two Fs, and students were 
surprised that I am not taking money, and I do not like when they say, “teacher, 
take your money and give us our grades.” When I face situations like that, I start 
to think of leaving the university.  But then you come back, you see two, three 
students who want to learn something and work hard, and then I think I should 
stay because of these two, three students…(Personal Interview, Muborak) 
 
As higher education steadily was losing its status, many young faculty members 
sought employment at international organizations after independence and during the civil 
war.  Such organizations required knowledge, skills, and practiced transparent hiring 
procedures.  According to a young faculty member in my interview pool, working at an 
international organization raised her status as a person and as a faculty member, since she 
remained also attached to the university. She said:  
You know, when I started working as a faculty member I liked my job very much.  
I was so proud.  But since the education system has become corrupt, people say, 
“Oh, you are prepordavatel’.  It means you are corrupt, you take bribes.”  They 
do not think that I know my discipline, but when I say that I also work in an 
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international organization, then people think that I know something and have 
skills and capabilities too (Personal Interview, Aziza) 
 
As I mentioned earlier, the interviews with my participants also revealed that 
there are faculty members who believe that the social status of professors is still high 
because being “ustod” and “muallim” (teacher) was always respected in Tajik culture 
and in Tajik society. Ustods and muallims were always perceived as wise and 
knowledgeable people who transmitted their knowledge to the younger generation. 
Muallims in Tajik culture were literate, had access to books, traveled and studied in 
madrassas and other types of educational institutions; thus, they have a relatively good 
position within Tajik society. They stress that there are always “bad” - unknowledgeable, 
corrupt professors - who do not know their subjects and discipline.  And there is always a 
place for good professors; however, they also could not avoid talking about the economic 
situation and corruption in Tajikistan.   
If we think about the profession and do not mention today’s economic conditions 
of Tajikistan, the teaching profession--being ustod, muallim--in Tajikistan were 
always very respectable.  In Soviet times, the status also was very high, 
financially as well.  So, during the first years of independence, we had seen a 
sharp failure of the status of the profession, it is getting better now, but there is a 
need for improvements.” (Farhod, Personal Interview)  
Other faculty members talked a lot about the meaning of being a teacher or 
faculty member during Soviet times. Since Soviet ideology was a part of the curriculum 
in schools and universities, teachers and faculty members, and not only parents as in the 
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west, were also responsible for the moral upbringing of students. As one faculty member 
said:  
You know, I compare the time when I was a student and the current situation, and 
I think the status has changed. I was raised with a perception that the 
prepodavatel’ is not only your teacher who would teach you a subject, but also 
prepodavatel’ is a teacher of life (uchitel’ zhizni). We were always taught that a 
prepodavatel’ is someone who knows a lot and who has vast experience.  We 
were taught to respect faculty members and learn from them, but now we have a 
tendency for many students to think it is not like that anymore. (Nigora, Personal 
Interview) 
 
 Some faculty members relate the declining status of the academic profession to 
the transformation of values in Tajik society. According to them, the “transition” from a 
planned economy to an open one, the civil war, the decline of financial provisions in all 
spheres of the economy, and poverty forced people to reconsider their values and to lose 
interest to education, which has been much higher before:   
You know, the academic profession in Tajikistan is in a deplorable condition now. 
It is not only because of the compensation. Now the attention of society to this 
profession has become less attractive. The thing is that after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, the young generation lost values and lost interest in education. 
They do not go to schools and the teachers were not needed either…for the 
society.  For teachers, it became difficult.  We were transitioning from a single 
state condition to the market condition.  When the economy was bad, many 
faculty members preferred to be engaged in business and trade. Many of them left 
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and became migrants.  All this affected the status of the profession. The 
profession is not considered to be a necessary profession. (Tohir, Personal 
Interview) 
Another female faculty member said: 
….you know, this transformation of values shocks me…you know, you live like 
in two countries, “before” and “after,” when before people came to your house 
and saw your books and were interested in them.  Today, they see how many 
material things I have.  Nobody is interested in books, journals, therefore, it is so 
hard for me. You know, before if my grandfather knew that I would be a teacher 
and it was a normal thing.  Today, if somebody says that my children will be 
pedagogues (teachers) I would be shocked, I would never recommend it to my 
child, because I know what it means.  I will never advise my children to be 
teachers and go to pedagogical universities. (Zamira, Personal Interview)  
 
V.3. Surviving Strategies 
 Altbach’s study on the academic profession in developing countries shows that 
the majority of faculty members cannot support themselves at what is considered to be a 
middle-class income (Altbach, 2003).  Most have to look for other opportunities to earn 
additional income from teaching at other universities, consulting, private tutoring, or even 
in business or other occupations unrelated to their intellectual work (Altbach, 2003). 
Without these activities, academics and faculty members cannot survive and provide for 
their families. My research showed that this is the case for the Tajik professoriate as well. 
Even though universities in Tajikistan attempt to increase compensation every year, 
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which my study participants appreciated, they still do not provide an income on which 
faculty could support themselves and their families. The interviews revealed that all my 
participants have additional income or have different survival strategies. Faculty 
members are involved in projects supported by international organizations, work as 
translators, private tutors, in consultancy, and as financial accountants. Those who do not 
have additional jobs are those supported by their parents or husbands; but all male 
participants have additional income, because men are the main providers within Tajik 
families.   For example, one young male informant stressed that he participates in 
different higher education projects funded by international donors, such as the European 
Union or the World Bank.  He reported that he worked on projects funded by the 
government, but as he says, international organizations have more funds and used to 
paying more for their projects:  
 
You know, working as a faculty member, I also participate in different projects 
funded by international organizations…I am not married yet and I live with my 
parents and I can say my food and accommodation is free…So, I still can work in 
university. (Ravshan, Personal Interview) 
 
Can you imagine I work in university and my salary is 850 somoni (150 USD)? I 
used to care for elderly people before and earn additional income, but now, 
fortunately, my daughter has a small business.  She took credit from the bank to 
develop her business, and she lives with me and helps me. Her husband works in 
Russia now and also support us, I take care of her children so we live on that. 
(Zarnigor, Personal Interview) 
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Zarnigor, mentioned earlier, shared how she survived the years when her children 
were younger. During the civil war and after, as she says, faculty members used to get 
about 5-10 somoni per month.  The situation was very bad for her family and kids, so she 
had to take care of elderly people and was paid some money for that.  Fortunately, her 
children are grown up and help her now. The political and economic situation is better, 
but the wage she is getting is not enough.  Later, she shared how she is worried about her 
grandchildren, because schooling and kindergartens (day care) are becoming expensive in 
Dushanbe, and she cannot afford to provide a good education for her grandchildren. 
Many kindergartens were either destroyed or did not survive because of the absence of 
financial provisions.   Those which were rehabilitated, or privately funded, require high 
fees now. Even public schools, which are supposed to provide free education, require 
much money from parents to pay fees for teachers, school renovations, books, etc.  
Private tutoring and translation businesses have become typical additional income 
opportunities for faculty members who teach or speak foreign languages. A young male 
faculty member said that he does translation services for international organizations, 
which brings him twice the income he makes at the university. He went on to say that he 
was recently appointed as a department chair at his institution because he has a kandidat 
nauk degree, but he is planning to resign from the position. Although the compensation of 
department chairs and kandidat nauk holders are 30 percent higher, he says that this 30 
percent does not make a significant difference.  The position of a department chair 
requires a lot of responsibility and prevents him from dedicating his time to translation 
services that provide for his family. He says that he also supports his parents who live in 
the village and has to have additional income.   
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 Combining teaching at two institutions or working second jobs for faculty 
members is not easy.   
You know, I worked in other institution before, but it became so hard to combine 
teaching at two institutions and I started to work as private tutor after work and 
teach Russian language to foreigners.  But it is so hard…I constantly think during 
my classes that I have to run home, I have to cook for my family, then I have run 
to my private tutoring.  It is very hard…” (Sevinj, Personal Interview). 
The typical day for a faculty member starts at 8 am. This is the time when all 
classes start in Tajik universities. They come to the class and teach for 1 hour and 20 
minutes, which is the standard duration of every class in Tajik universities. A faculty 
member comes out of the class, takes a 10-15 minute break and goes to the other class 
where he/she teaches again for 1 hour and 20 minutes. Each faculty member can have up 
to 4 classes (paras) a day, and spends 6-8 hours at the university. In addition, they have 
to consult with students several times a week; however, some days faculty members can 
have only 1 or 2 classes according to the schedule prepared by the Dean’s office when 
they can go home earlier. This is the time when they dedicate to providing additional 
income for their families, by going to private tutoring, taking care of their children and 
households. Young female faculty members also noticed that they can request their 
departments, and departments in turn request the Dean’s office to make class schedules 
according to the time convenient for faculty members so they can take their children from 
schools, come home earlier and prepare food for families.  
Most interviews revealed that the workload of faculty members often does not 
allow them to dedicate themselves to their research and dissertation. One young male 
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faculty member shared, “You know when I think about my priorities, first of all, it is my 
teaching.  Secondly, I work in projects financed by international organizations, and 
research for my dissertation is my last priority because I have to work and survive.” 
(Personal Interview, Ravshan).  
All male faculty members in my interviews said that they have additional incomes 
in order to support themselves and their families; often they have to support their brothers 
and parents, too. Farhod, a male faculty member in his mid-40s, shared that he came to 
the profession at the request of his advisor while he was doing his research. By that time, 
he already had a consulting company and a good income. When his advisor requested 
that he teach at the university, he agreed, because he says that the teaching profession is a 
noble and giving profession, even if it does not bring enough money. The flexibility of 
time of the profession gives him an opportunity to go and teach at the university and 
advise students. As he says: 
The current level of the salary of teachers in schools and higher education 
institutions does not correspond to our economic situation and does not satisfy 
faculty members, therefore, they have to choose two ways, either they look for 
other jobs or they have to take bribes. As for me, from the beginning the teaching 
for me was not a way to get an income, and this salary does not make any 
difference for me, and I do not go there for the salary…I think the salary of full-
time faculty should not be less than 1000 USD, and if one is professor or chair of 
the department, it should be around 2000 USD. Then it would stimulate elevation 
of the status of faculty members and motivate people to go to the education and 
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research spheres…In order to do that we need to reform the system, but in our 
current system it is impossible….    
 
For another male faculty member, Tohir, who is a chair of a department in his late 
40s, the additional income also comes from translation services and projects funded by 
international organizations. He has two sons who are students and he needs to support 
them too. Luckily, his wife works in international organization, and they are able to 
maintain a decent income for the whole family. A younger faculty member, Jamshed, in 
his mid-30s, shares that his additional income comes from working at a branch of a 
Russian university. He is employed at one local state university and at one branch of 
Russian university and is thinking of transferring to a Russian university full-time, 
because, as he says, Russian universities in Tajikistan pay much more than local state 
universities and attract the best faculty members and give a better quality of education. 
So far, there are three branches of Russian universities located in Dushanbe and one 
Russian-Tajik Slavic University, which were organized by a joint agreement between the 
government of Tajikistan and the government of the Russian Federation. These 
universities are receiving state funding from both governments; the funding for the 
Russian branch is double or triple that of the Tajik branch. The faculty members’ 
compensation in Russian universities, according to participants, is also double that of 
faculty members teaching in Tajik universities. Thus, the competition to teach in those 
universities is high, and not all of them can get a teaching or research position at those 
universities.  
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Mamlakat, mentioned previously, is the young female faculty member who graduated 
from her university with honors and was offered a position there. She taught for about six 
years at the university and was promoted to the position of Senior Lecturer. She says that 
she had a second job and worked in a project funded by an international organization. 
The salary at her university was very low when she started to teach, about 100 somoni 
(20 USD), so that she had to work in the project to support her mother. She then got 
married, and unlike other young women, lives with her husband in her mother’s house. 
After getting married and having a baby, Mamlakat had to stop working at the 
international organization because she needed more time to dedicate to her husband and 
her child. Mamlakat says that she works at her university because of the graduate school, 
as she is really interested to continue her research and get her degree. Her mother and her 
husband also work full-time, and as she says, they are the main providers in her 
household now, and teaching at the university gives her the flexiblity to dedicate herself 
to housework and childcare. Mamlakat and her husband do not have their own place to 
live.  With her salary and income, she jokes that it will take around 300 years for her to 
save and buy an apartment in Dushanbe. Mamlakat says that all her family, from her 
husband’s side and her side, helped them financially when their baby was born:  
You know, we live in my mother’s place, and you can imagine that burden of the 
household on my mother.  With the salary we are getting, me and my husband, it 
is impossible to buy our own place.  Yes, as they write in the newspapers, for 
young people in Tajikistan it is impossible to have an apartment. It is true, we can 
never buy an apartment…You know I have only one child and I see all the 
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expenses and I cannot imagine those who have two and three children, how do 
they survive?  
 
She says that she continues working at the university to get her degree because the 
kandidat nauk will give her some privileges to find a job in other organizations or 
projects financed either by the government or by international organizations. Mamlakat 
says she likes her job at the university, but she sees that it is not well compensated 
enough and wishes to have a better salary, so that she could fully dedicate herself to 
teaching and research.  
I met a couple of women faculty members lucky enough to have as husbands 
businessmen or entrepreneurs or parents who were involved in business and were able to 
support their children and their families. When asked about how they keep their 
household if their salary was low, they said that their husbands are the main “dobitchik” 
(provider) in their families, and for older female professors, their sons are providers now.  
…You know, my husband, since he is an entrepreneur, still thinks like, “Ohhh, 
teachers are getting a miserable salary.” And he does not ask me how much I am 
getting, and you know I never thought about my salary.  For me, it is more 
important to feel comfort and to have a good relationships with people, and even 
now, when people offer me another position and ask how much I am getting and 
offer me more, I always tell that it is not important for me how much I am getting.  
It is more important to have satisfaction, so I can wake up and happily go to 
work…. (You do not think how to feed your family?) No, I am not thinking about 
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it, I am very lucky…but there are many faculty members who do not have the 
same conditions… (Nigora, Personal Interview) 
 
I also met female faculty members, whose husbands are faculty members at other 
institutions, and for them it is much harder to survive. For example, one of my female 
faculty members said that her husband teaches in an uchilishe and works as a taxi driver.  
Another young faculty member’s husband does not have a second job, but they both live 
in an obshejitie [common housing] in Dushanbe, which they were lucky to get through 
their family friend, and where they can both survive on their salary. But they have no 
means to own an apartment. I felt she was really distressed about their future. Another 
woman shared her story about the hardships she had experienced when she and her 
husband could not afford to pay for their son’s tuition; however, her sisters, brothers, and 
in-laws collected money and paid for it, so that her son could go to college.  
      
SUMMARY 
 In this chapter, I discussed key factors that contributed to the career choices of the 
interviewed faculty members. One of the techniques used for building this academic 
profession in the former Soviet Union was in the form of offers or invitations, where top 
graduating students were recommended to stay and teach in their university and pursue 
this academic career. Indeed, some faculty members joined Tajik academia because they 
were offered to work in their university after graduation; for others, family influenced 
their decision to teach in this academic profession. Although many of my interviewees 
were women faculty members, most agreed that the teaching and academic profession 
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was a good fit for them since they were able to balance their work and family 
responsibilities; however, some of my informants stressed that the academic profession 
does not have the same social status it once had during Soviet times. Faculty members 
discussed the main problems that contributed to the declining status of this profession, 
some of which includes the deterioration of compensations; rise in corruption; and 
change of values within Tajik society. My interviews also revealed what strategies 
faculty members used in order to continue working in academia and what “techniques” 
they practiced to survive and provide for their families. In the next chapter, I will explore 
faculty members’ institutional and professional lives highlighting challenges and rewards 
faculty members face in their everyday work and life.  
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Chapter Six: 
Challenges to the Tajik Academic Profession 
 
 This chapter highlights the main challenges faced by the Tajik professoriate in 
their workplace and in their professional and personal lives. In the six sections below, I 
first will attempt to explore the reasons for the decrease in the number of faculty 
members with the degrees of kandidat and doktor nauk, which qualify them to teach in 
higher educational institutions. The decrease of post-graduate degree holders in Tajik 
universities seems logically one of the reasons for the deteriorating quality of 
undergraduate and graduate education in Tajikistan (ERSU, 2006). The absence of the 
ability to form dissertation committees after the collapse of the Soviet Union has also 
become a significant barrier for faculty members to conduct their research and defend 
their dissertations. The deterioration of financial resources, research facilities, and the 
limited access to existing research and scholarship has also been an influential part of the 
decline of completed and submitted research.       
 Since one of the fundamental tasks of faculty members is teaching and interacting 
with students, section two explores how faculty members feel about their students and 
how they interact with them. Many professors compared students during Soviet times 
with students now, and complained that the preparedness of students for colleges and 
universities was much better previously. Faculty members expressed their concern that 
students are not prepared to study at institutions of higher education due firstly to the 
weakened position of secondary education; and secondly, due to the students’ lack of 
motivation to actually perform academically in their studies.   Interestingly, however, 
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working with students remains a cause of both satisfaction and dissatisfaction for faculty 
members. 
 Section three highlights challenges linked with working conditions and 
professional development of the professoriate. The absence of teaching aids, information 
technologies, learning materials, lack of office space, and a shortage of electricity and 
heating facilities has made it a huge struggle for professors to accomplish the tasks 
assigned to them. Although some universities have been able to improve their working 
conditions, many others still do not have satisfactory facilities for teaching.    
 Section four sheds light on the challenges faced by academics in their 
relationships with administrators and as a result of the state policies imposed by 
administrators. Since universities everywhere are bureaucratic institutions, the notion of 
shared governance was previously understood as an essential notion within colleges and 
universities; but this idea of shared governance is now declining due to demands for 
accountability – as they are internationally (Altbach, 2003; Slaughter, 2011). Often Tajik 
faculty members have to perform tasks that lie beyond the scope of their direct 
responsibilities of teaching and advising students.  
 In section five, I attempt to interpret the motivation and satisfaction of the faculty 
members’ jobs and life and what - despite the challenges outlined above - keeps them 
working in Tajik higher educational institutions. Although, the answers from my 
participants varied, many of them expressed positive feelings regarding teaching and 
working with students and youth. Some faculty members said it is their prizvanie, a 
mission or a calling to become teachers and teach in higher education institutions. Others 
remain in the profession because teaching is still believed to be a giving and a noble 
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occupation. I also found a generational difference between older and younger faculty 
members in their motivations to work in higher education institutions. Lastly, the 
professors expressed their wishes for improvements of their future life as faculty 
members and as individuals.  
 In the final section of this chapter, I provide a special comment regarding the 
status of Tajik faculty members in state laws and state policies. While investigating the 
laws and strategies of the Republic of Tajikistan adopted since Tajikistan’s independence, 
I found a discrepancy in the laws, which highlight the rights and responsibilities of 
faculty members as employees and universities as employers.  
 
VI.1. Barriers to Degrees 
          The literature on the academic profession and academic work suggests that the 
essence of academic work is teaching, but another principal activity is research, which 
“serves as primary basis for prestige in many disciplines and in the profession as a 
whole” (Clark, 1987, p.70). Clark proposes that professors in American universities 
understand that research is part of teaching, and teaching is related to research, where 
“efforts to transmit knowledge in the classroom and instructional laboratory generate new 
insights or reformulate problems and concepts” (Clark, 1987, p. 71). However, Clark also 
suggests that a paradox of the academic profession is that most professors in American 
universities teach most of the time, but teaching is not the activity most rewarded by the 
profession (1987).    
           The academic profession in the Soviet Union mostly emphasized teaching as well; 
however, research was widely rewarded by the Soviet system. Although, the main place 
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for research was the Academy of Science, the Soviet higher educational system 
encouraged its faculty members to conduct research and apply their findings in their 
classrooms. Often higher educational institutions invited researchers and scientists from 
the Academy of Science to teach at their institutions. Scientists also held part-time 
teaching positions at universities. Since most of the younger faculty members started to 
teach right after their graduation, they were encouraged to enter graduate school, conduct 
research, and write dissertations to obtain scientific degrees like kandidat nauk. Those 
who already had a kandidat nauk degree were encouraged to conduct additional research, 
though not all  kandidat nauk holders were able to complete the research required to 
obtain a doktor nauk or publish the materials necessary to obtain this highly prestigious 
degree. As in the US or Europe, degree holders were valued inside academia and within 
the society. Kandidats and doctors received additional allowances and were eligible to 
get promotions and positions as Department Chairs, Deans, Vice Rectors and Rectors of 
universities. One of the criteria of informal university rankings inside the Soviet higher 
educational system was the number of degree holders; therefore, departments, colleges 
and universities encouraged its young and older faculty members to conduct research and 
work toward their degrees and provide better and quality teaching in their classrooms.     
            Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Tajik higher educational system 
experienced the decline of the number of faculty members, especially those holding 
advanced degrees. Most kandidat nauk and doctor nauk degree holders have left 
academia, and/or left Tajikistan, or joined other professions. As a result, at first, 
universities rushed to hire faculty members who did not necessarily hold any degree to 
fill a shortage in teaching positions; and second, since the number of higher educational 
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institutions has now doubled, and the number of admitted students has increased, 
universities have had to hire those without degrees. The unpreparedness of faculty 
members to teach at the institutions of higher learning has become, according to 
observers, a reason for the low quality teaching and lower level of student preparedness 
for the job market (ERSU, 2006) 
             Because the number of degree holders has declined every year, I was curious to 
understand what prevented Tajik faculty members from conducting research, writing 
dissertations and obtaining their degrees, since they could improve their compensation 
and improve their positions within academia with a degree. Today, the Tajik system of 
education rewards degree holders as it did in Soviet times, i.e., with increased 
compensation for those with degrees and those with higher academic rankings within 
their departments. Some universities established funding for young scientists and 
researchers and promised to give financial awards for those who obtained degrees. My 
interviews revealed a number of barriers that prevented faculty members from conducting 
research, completing their dissertations and getting their degrees. I also asked kandidat 
nauk holders about challenges they had faced to obtain their degrees and how they had 
dealt with those challenges.  
 One of the barriers to obtaining the kandidat nauk degree is the absence of local 
dissertation committees, which assess researchers’ work and award the degrees. Since the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, the Tajik education system has not been able to establish its 
own dissertation committees or councils. As I mentioned in previous chapters, during the 
Soviet era, a centralized committee, the Visshaya Attestacionnaya Komissiya (Higher 
Attestation Committee), was a state organization that appointed dissertation committees 
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within universities and institutes of the Academy of Science and assessed researchers’ 
work. Each dissertation committee consisted of 20-25 experts, researchers and scientists, 
mostly with doctor nauk degrees. Each researcher had to defend his/her dissertation 
before these committees and degrees were awarded by the Higher Attestation Committee 
at the recommendation of the dissertation committees. The requirements for degrees were 
also unified across Soviet universities and had the same standards at all higher 
educational institutions; all dissertations had to be written in the Russian language. If a 
researcher’s work focused on the culture, language, or history of a particular ethnic group 
in the Soviet Union and were written in a local language, those dissertations had to be 
translated to Russian and sent to Moscow, to the Higher Attestation Committee.  
 Tajikistan, since independence, has not been able or allowed to establish their 
own dissertation committees, neither centrally nor within its higher educational 
institutions. Rather, Tajikistan’s higher educational institutions have signed agreements 
with the Russian Higher Attestation Commission (HAC), which inherited the work of the 
Soviet higher educational institutions. The requirements of the Russian HAC have 
remained the same since Soviet times. The quantity and quality of researchers and 
scientists in dissertation committees remained the same, too.  Some Tajik universities 
were able to follow the rules required by Russian HAC; however, some universities, 
which focus mostly on technical and engineering degrees, were not able to accumulate 
the necessary number of scientists and researchers to establish dissertation committees. 
During Soviet times, for instance, young Tajik engineers or scientists could travel to 
Russia or other Soviet republics, where they had engineering committees and defend their 
dissertation there; but after the collapse of the Soviet Union, travel to other countries 
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became almost impossible. Among those faculty members I interviewed was Gulbahor, a 
young promising female faculty member dedicated to her scientific research. She told me 
that she was able to complete her research, but could not defend her dissertation in 
Tajikistan, because there was no dissertation committee in her field.  She added that 
traveling to Russia or to other former republics was too expensive. In addition to her 
work at the university, she works as a marketing consultant for a cosmetics company in 
Tajikistan. Other young faculty members also had concerns regarding completing their 
dissertations because they were not sure that they could ever actually afford to defend and 
obtain their degrees. Another male faculty, Khurshed, emphasized that the geographical 
distance between Russia and Tajikistan created difficulties for Tajiks in interact with the 
Russian HAC, but this dependency forced Tajiks to follow the requirements, which are 
frequently changed by the Russian side. 
Although the distance from and dependence on Russia in obtaining degrees is a 
huge barrier, interestingly, not all faculty members think that it has negatively affected 
the scientific capacity of Tajikistan. The argument given by these faculty members was 
that Russian standards and requirements guaranteed the quality of research and 
dissertations that Tajikistan is still not capable of ensuring. They expressed concern that 
kinship ties and other informal connections and corruption as a whole could worsen the 
perceived quality of their degrees, while Russian standards and Russian degrees, 
according to them, ensured that research was carried out according to “high” standards.  
As Tohir said,  
First of all, of course, there are no dissertation committees in Tajikistan, and 
basically that is good, because if we create committees to obtain kandidat nauk, 
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Ph.D., or doctor nauk, these diplomas will be given like they are given in (under) 
higher education, which involves corruption. Anybody who has money could get 
a degree, therefore, it is better that we continue working with Russian HAC 
because there are high requirements…(Personal Interview, Tohir, Department 
Chair).  
 
He went on to say that the prestige of these degrees, even given by the Russians, has 
declined as well, because they may involve corruption there as well.  Not all of those with 
degrees actually conducted research and may be counted as true researchers, but the 
degrees were only purchased in order to obtain prestige in the society. It was commonly 
understood among my informants that, once these people get a degree, they have a better 
chance for promotions in governmental organizations.  
 While talking about positives of having Russian HAC, Tohir acknowledged 
that there are negative sides as well.  Tohir explains, that, “Tajik science and scholarship 
work for Russia now and benefit Russia, not Tajikistan, because, as you know, 
scholarship is such a resource, it is a huge informational source about our country, which 
currently benefits Russia, not Tajikistan”  (Personal Interview, Tohir). While working on 
this dissertation, I heard the news that Tajikistan is going to open its own dissertation 
committees; however, it may take a long time because the structure and mechanisms for 
given degrees must be formalized; and this process would be further complicated because 
Tajikistan is attempting to change its system of degrees awarded to conform to the 
Bologna system of Bachelor, Master and PhD degrees.  
The absence of dissertation committees was not the only reason for the decline in 
degree numbers in Tajikistan. In my interviews, the faculty members often complained 
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about a lack of resources and the limited opportunities to access literature and existing 
scholarship. At the result of the economic collapse and the civil war, most libraries in 
Dushanbe and throughout the country were damaged. Often, during winter, there was no 
electricity, and some archives with books and journals - which are required to be kept at a 
certain temperature - were damaged. Electronic resources are also not easily accessible. 
Even then, few of these are published in Russian and almost none in Tajik.  There are few 
Russian websites that faculty members have access to, but even those sites require fees to 
download existing publications. Khurshed, who was able to obtain his degree several 
years ago, said, 
You know, in order to get a degree, I did not have enough resources, our libraries 
are not like in the West, they are not rich, and those who try to do some research 
have to go abroad, to go to other universities abroad and use those libraries.  
Therefore, young researchers have to speak other languages, but travelling abroad 
and learning foreign languages is very difficult now…  Anyway the number of 
researchers is increasing, but there are still not enough   For example, in my 
university, one fakultet (college) has only one or two faculty members who have 
conducted research and obtained degrees, there is not even one doktor nauk.  This 
is very problematic (Personal Interview). 
 
 Even with the development of information technologies, few universities in 
Tajikistan are able to provide access to the internet for departments and colleges.  There 
are many internet cafés in Dushanbe, which provide internet access for a fee. My 
interviews, however, revealed that most universities did not provide the same degree of 
access to libraries or internet for faculty members.  Guljahon, who works at one 
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university, emphasized that her department and university gave her permission to use the 
university internet for her research.  Meanwhile, Shoira, who works at another university, 
complained that there was no internet access in her department at all, and it became very 
hard for her to start her research.  
Most faculty members also emphasized a lack of available financial resources 
required for research. Unlike most developed countries, where researchers have access to 
different governmental and non-governmental funds, such as the National Science 
Foundation or dissertation fellowships, faculty members in Tajikistan have to fund their 
research themselves. With the compensation and family incomes they receive, faculty 
members hardly produce any results for their planned research. Farzona, who just 
finished her dissertation and is ready for her defense said, 
You know, first of all, I was told in a conference that before, during Soviet 
times, it was so prestigious to work in universities because salaries were good.  
Currently, salaries are very low and not acceptable for faculty members.  
Therefore, they are not interested in doing any research because it does not 
“feed” them, you know…I am single, I am okay, but for those who have 
families, it is very hard…  If you have some kind of business you can invest in 
your research, but if you do just research, you cannot survive, you cannot feed 
your family…(do you work somewhere else?), yes, when I was studying in 
aspirantura, I was working in the trade business, and I earned much more 
money…and you know I bought a computer for myself from that money, 
because, it would be hard to work and write my dissertation without a 
computer…(Farzona, Personal Interview) 
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A lack of material and financial resources for conducting empirical research appeared in 
my other interviews as well. It was interesting to hear that those faculty members with 
more than 20 years’ experience of working in higher educational institutions are still 
willing to work on their degrees.  Yet, again, money and funds become a huge barrier for 
that. Also, according to my interviews, even university policies highlight the increase of 
compensation for faculty with degrees.  But then again, the amount of compensation is 
still not sufficient. As Surayo said, 
You know I have started working on my kandidat nauk dissertation. I finished the 
first part, and I know the topic I will be working on, but when you see that the 
degree does not have any prestige in our country, and there is no difference 
between kandidat nauk  and dotsent because salary is not differentiated much, all 
of these do not provide any stimulation. If the salary would be much different, or 
there were more respect or reward, we could reconsider it, no motivation you 
know…there are so many expenses with research: you have to print, you have to 
travel to other districts to conduct surveys for your research, and you have to pay 
for these from your own pocket. This affects our children; there is no motivation 
and no financial support. Of course I want to do it, but when money is involved, I 
have to make a choice whether I spend money for my children or my research… 
(Personal Interview) 
 
For the past twenty years of independence, the technical capacity for conducting research 
has become problematic as well. A couple of young faculty members who created 
innovative projects involving new technologies in science or engineering shared that they 
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do not have access to laboratories or factories in industrial organizations to conduct 
empirical research and produce results. As Ravshan said,  
You know the problem is that in Tajikistan, the project that I am working on is 
not widely used. This is a new project. I was able to find literature, but I could not 
do it practically. Our factories or industries do not work, and I do not know how 
to conduct my experiment. Theoretically I was able to find everything, but 
practically I cannot. Therefore, it is not motivating me as empirical research 
would be much better….(Personal Interview)   
 
 
While talking to Ravshan and a few other young faculty members about their projects 
that sounded very exciting to me, I felt that they did not have enough confidence that 
these degrees will later benefit them.   
Frankly speaking I still did not assess what these degrees can give me. If I work 
for governmental institutions I will need this degree for promotions and getting 
higher positions, but when I think about our job market today, private employers 
do not really care about your diplomas and degrees, they care about your 
knowledge.  If you have knowledge they do not require any other papers. 
Therefore, I still did not estimate this enough, may be that is why my dissertation 
is not going forward (Ravshan, Personal Interview)  
 
One interesting fact I have found from my interviews with faculty members, 
especially with Department Chairs, was that most faculty members who were able to 
conduct research and defend their dissertations did not stay in academia, but tried to find 
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a job in other spheres like governmental organizations or private business. Tohir and 
Nigora, both Department Chairs at two different universities, told me that it is hard to 
motivate degree holders to stay at universities because they are becoming less attractive 
for more talented researchers and they try to find their niche in other spheres.  
The statistics of the Ministry of Education shows that less than 30 percent of 
faculty members working in Tajik universities have their degrees, and governmental 
policy papers often note that the research capacity of Tajik higher education should be 
increased.  However, in one of my interviews, a Department Chair said that having 
degrees did not necessarily demonstrate the teaching capacity of faculty members:   
You know in this system of degrees and teaching, from the beginning, it was not 
possible to obtain so many kandidat and doctor nauk holders, especially as it was 
so hard to get these degrees because the status was very high, it was difficult for 
future faculty to get a degree. Also, this degree gave you many privileges, 
additional allowances, promotions, many people had aspirations, but not everyone 
got these degrees. Therefore, if only kandidat or doktor nauk holders could teach 
at universities we would feel a serious shortage in the number of faculty 
members…because many of the good faculty members left. On the other hand, 
there are many capable and smart specialists that could teach. They do not have 
degrees, but they have practical experience, they come from industries, from 
businesses, but they do not have their degrees.  Therefore, I do not think that all 
faculty members should have degrees. But I think there should be stronger 
requirements for those who want to teach in higher educational institutions, 
maybe a minimum of a Master’s degree.  They should have analytical abilities 
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acquired during graduate studies; or maybe we need to attract a person who has 
very good experience of a professional nature, who knows more than others. 
These kinds of people we should invite and use in higher education (Personal 
Interview) 
 
The abovementioned issues showed that conducting research and improving the research 
capacity of higher education institutions in Tajikistan remains problematic.  
 
VI.2. Comparing Students Then and Now  
One of the expressed challenges faced by faculty members in Tajikistan was the 
unpreparedness of students entering colleges and universities. With the expansion of 
higher education institutions, the number of students has doubled too; but this did not 
necessarily mean that all of those students were ready for colleges and universities. An 
assessment conducted by the Tajik Governmental Commission among secondary school 
students showed that 46 percent of the students did not have the level of knowledge 
required by Tajik state standards (ERSU, 2006). ERSU authors argue that about 50 
percent of students graduated from high schools are not ready for university since many 
secondary schools experience a lack of teachers in various subjects (ERSU, 2006). An 
Open Society Foundation study showed that, in Tajikistan, it is estimated that 4,000 
qualified school teachers migrated to other countries during the civil war and many others 
have left their jobs in search of better-paid jobs elsewhere in the country (OSF, 2002). In 
addition, secondary schools experienced a shortage of textbooks and learning materials. 
The World Bank suggested that in 2000, student/textbook ratios may be as high as 6 
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students/1 textbook in the primary grades and 10 students/1 textbook in rural areas (WB, 
2000).  Furthermore, when textbooks are available, they are not really affordable for 
parents:  
Whereas all textbooks were distributed free during the Soviet period, parents are 
now responsible for purchasing them. The problem is that most parents cannot 
afford to buy all the required textbooks for their children. As one of the parents 
explained, ‘the cost of all the textbooks is usually higher than both parents' 
salaries’ (OSF, 2002, p. 19).  
Faculty members in my study acknowledge that the situation in secondary 
education does not prepare students for higher education, and emphasize that there is a 
shortage of teachers - especially in rural areas - when one teacher has to teach various 
subjects such as math, literature, arts.  Also, secondary schools do not prepare students 
for future career choices as many of them enter business and law subjects only, in 
contrast to the Soviet times when secondary schools tracked students’ achievements and 
prepared them to enter various majors.  Students do not seem to know there is a huge 
oversupply of graduates for such prestigious occupations. As Zarnigor said, 
 
You know, I like working with students, they are an adult audience, but there is a 
huge minus, which is that the preparedness of students is almost nil, but I am not 
blaming them, they come from rural areas and provinces, there are shortages of 
teachers, they are not taught enough, therefore, we start teaching them basics, it 
happens that urban students in the same cohort are good, but those from rural 
areas need additional help…(Personal Interview) 
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Another faculty member said,  
I really do not like how our students are prepared for universities, our schools are 
bad, there are some good private schools, but there are only a few of them. For 
those students who come to us we have to teach them almost (the entire secondary 
school curricula) first, maybe for two or three years, and then after that we feel 
that they are ready to enter the higher level of education  in their fourth and fifth 
years.  But by that time they are ready to graduate…(Tohir, Personal Interview) 
 
Faculty members mentioned that students do not enter colleges and universities because 
they want to;  their motivations are often quite different. Redefining students and 
universities in Kyrgyzstan was the focus of Alan DeYoung’s book, Lost in Transition, 
and he discusses the current trends in Kyrgyz higher education and what it means to be a 
student at a Kyrgyz university (2011).  There, too, he found that overall the secondary 
education system in collapse. What he found in his surveys and interviews was that, “the 
students never realized that entering the university would increase their study 
requirements after secondary school” (DeYoung, 2011, p. 145). As in Kyrgyzstan, Tajik 
students believe that going to the university was a gift from their parents (DeYoung, 
2011).  As Ravshan said, 
You know why they come to universities? For example, there are four or five 
types of students: some of them come to universities to study, but some of them 
just to spend their time; some of them enter universities to escape the army.  And 
some of them were sent by parents and they just followed (instructions); they 
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seem not to understand what a university is, they just come and spend their time, 
and we have to deal with this (Personal Interview). 
 
According to Ravshan, one of the reasons male students enter universities is the result of 
Tajikistan’s law about military duty that requires each male citizen from age 18 to 28 to 
serve in the Tajik army for at least one year; however, those who enter higher educational 
institutions and become students are officially exempted from this obligation. Therefore, 
many of the male students who do not want to serve in the army enter colleges and 
universities. Naturally, these students come from higher income families, who can afford 
sending their sons to higher education institutions. As in Kyrgyzstan, students lack a 
vision of the meaning of higher education. DeYoung argues that “students seemed to 
think that knowledge is something delivered to them by teachers at a time and a place 
decided by the university; they less frequently understood university as a place where 
they would have the opportunity to independently acquire information and knowledge for 
some instrumental purpose” (2011, p.143).   
 Faculty members who taught during the Soviet era complained that student 
knowledge is much lower than it was before. Saida, for example, said,  
The level of work with students was much higher than now because the level of 
knowledge the student brought to university was much higher than today, and of 
course, we were refining that knowledge.  But today we are not refining, we are 
“giving” that knowledge, thus, there is a huge difference (Personal Interview).  
 
Some faculty members indicated that teaching at universities encourages them to grow 
professionally because working with students challenges them and inspires them to seek 
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additional information and answers to their questions; however, as Farzona said, lack of 
student knowledge may discourage faculty members too.  
You know, student knowledge was stronger before, now they are weaker, and 
when they are weaker I am becoming weaker too, and I do not develop myself. I 
would like the student knowledge to be better, so they challenge me too, so I 
develop myself, seek for answers, read more and more. I would like them to be 
much better, and I hope it will be like that soon…. (Personal Interview) 
 
Almost all faculty members I interviewed were not satisfied with the preparedness of 
students to study in the university. They linked it to the insufficient quality of secondary 
schools and also to consumerism. Students, according to a faculty member, think that if 
they paid tuition fees, they do not necessarily need to study and often come to the 
university to spend time with friends.  
 It seems that students’ readiness to colleges and universities has become a 
larger problem in a global higher education. For instance, massification of higher 
education in BRICs countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China) has led to a rise of total 
students enrollment in higher education, which do not necessarily means that all these 
students were ready to take college level classes (Carnoy et. al, 2013). Post-Soviet 
countries, in particular, have faced problems with unpreparedness of students for 
universities due to rapid changes in the economy, decline of quality of education in 
secondary schools as well as the influence of globalization and massification. 
Paradoxically, however, in my interviews to be discussed below, I found that working 
with students is one of the biggest motivations faculty reported for staying at the 
university. Most faculty members indicated that they like working with students and it 
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brought them intrinsic rewards and satisfaction when they see student development and 
success.  
 
VI.3. Working Conditions and Professional Development of Tajik Faculty Members 
 Working conditions and institutional infrastructure play an important role in 
student learning and overall environment of universities. According to Altbach, “the 
professoriate in developing countries works under much less favorable conditions than 
what is standard in the North, though there are variations among top universities enjoying 
conditions similar to the North” (2003, p. 17).  Internationally, most classrooms often do 
not have teaching aids and, in any case, the nearly universally accepted method of 
instruction is the lecture, which offers little opportunity for more active forms of 
discussion or interaction (Altbach, 2003).  In some countries, the lack of laboratories or 
scientific supplies and equipment has deprived students of an essential component of 
scientific training. In his work in India, for instance, Altbach found that about 95 percent 
of Indian academics working in research/teaching environments were well below 
international levels (2003).  
 Since the collapse of the Soviet Union and the civil war, universities in Tajikistan 
and other post-Soviet countries have experienced a lack of adequate facilities for teaching 
and learning. Almost all faculty members in my interviews complained about the 
physical infrastructure of offices and classrooms, a lack of equipment, and about having 
no heating or electricity during the winter. Faculty members in Tajikistan, as opposed to 
their western colleagues, do not have separate individual offices to work and prepare for 
classes. They share one room within departments that often have one or two computers, 
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sometimes with access to the internet and printing facilities. Office space is thus very 
limited and hinders academic work and consultations with students.  
Working conditions in our university are awful; it is impossible to be in our 
auditoriums, it is very cold in winter and very hot in summer. There is only one 
blackboard. They installed projectors and electronic boards in some auditoriums, 
but it is impossible to work there. If there is a board, there is no projector; if there 
is a projector, there is no computer. I understand that the university is afraid that 
the equipment may be stolen because of no adequate security measures, therefore, 
the infrastructure is very bad and there is no condition for teaching…(Ravshan, 
Personal Interview)  
Another female faculty member, Sabrina said,  
Our conditions are not good; it is so cold in our auditoriums, you get very sick, 
and then they become chronic sicknesses. It is so unpleasant and your salary is not 
enough to buy medications to recover.  Although the university requires a lot from 
us, like lectures and reports, we have no good working conditions.  For example, 
paper for printing is not paid for by the department, and we have to collect money 
to buy this, or to buy cartridges for the printer (Sabrina, Personal Interview) 
 
Those faculty members who teach languages complained that they do not have the 
equipment to teach, such as headsets to listen to audio conversations or learning materials 
to read in other languages,  
You know our auditoriums are equipped very poorly, we live in the 21st century, 
but it seems like we live in past centuries, everything is on such a low level; just a 
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blackboard and no conditions for interactive teaching…We had two very well 
equipped classrooms in our university before, but there are not any now, and 
nobody wants to bring them back.  The administration is not interested in this; 
therefore, we have so many difficulties with teaching. I really do not like this; I do 
not have any teaching aids. I would like to have some equipment like electronic 
boards so I could show it there (Surayo, Personal Interview) 
 
Muborak, a young female faculty member, told me that she does not have the motivation 
to go to work simply because there are inadequate working conditions for university 
professors. She says that she likes teaching and working with her colleagues, but she does 
not feel that faculty members are provided with basic facilities to work. As she says, 
I like my flexible schedule and my colleagues, but I do not like our working 
conditions (what do you mean by working conditions?). Normal auditoriums. We 
cannot conduct laboratory work because there are no facilities, no internet, no 
working computers. Once you turn on those computers, they all start having some 
problems, and you start running from one administrative office to another and try 
to resolve these issues.  So, there are no working conditions provided for faculty 
members, therefore, most of the time we work at home (Personal Interview) 
 
Muborak then went on to say that the administration of her university started to enforce 
the requirements for faculty members to stay in the university from morning to evening - 
as in other governmental organizations – to eliminate flexible working time. She explains 
that first, these conditions do not allow faculty members to work effectively in the 
university, and second,  most faculty members use university work hour flexibility to 
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enable them to take on second and third jobs.  Such policies, she believes, will further 
erode the number of qualified faculty interested in staying at the university:  
We were told that faculty members should stay in the university all day and I do 
not understand it. If they implement this system I do not know what will 
happen…for example, in our department all faculty members work at other places 
and manage to teach, therefore, at our departments faculty members do not take 
bribes. Faculty members who have families and work at universities, they have to 
take care of a family, therefore, our department makes some flexible time for us 
so we could work in other places too. (Personal Interview). 
 
Other faculty members also complain about the new policies implemented by the 
university administration, eliminating flexible schedules and requiring faculty members 
to stay at the university all day without providing acceptable working conditions for 
them. Shoira says that she is very interested in her discipline and likes teaching and 
working at the university; however, she also complains about the environment and 
working conditions in her workplace.  
You know for the past couple of months I feel that administration requires us to 
do something that is not acceptable…see, our working conditions are not good, 
and in addition, they require us to stay here from morning to evening. Classes and 
offices are so cold, and they have no heating.  There is no place or space to work, 
and there is no internet so we could sit and work or search materials.  So, we 
could work here, but we have to go somewhere else to find the internet.  We go to 
an internet-café or work at home.  These are things I really do not like…(Personal 
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Interview) 
 
Shoira went on to say that, at the end of each semester, faculty members have to provide 
a report about their work to the Department Chair and the administration. She writes to 
the administration about her wishes to improve working the conditions and asks the 
administration to provide some professional development training as well.   During the 
Soviet period, faculty members traveled and attended different seminars and workshops, 
but after independence those travels are not supported anymore.  
You know at the end of each semester we have to write and submit reports to the 
administration about our work, and I always write.  There is a section where we 
have to write our recommendation about  ‘what would you like to do to improve 
your work, and I always write that it is necessary to have more support from 
administration, the dean’s office, and departments.  Also, there are always 
seminars and workshops conducted in other places, and conferences, so if we 
could have some funds, we could participate in those conferences.  This would be 
such a benefit for us and the university, because we can come and share those 
experiences, we will improve and develop ourselves, we could learn new things, 
and we can teach those, because this world is so dynamic.  So, I always write 
about it, but, no one listens, therefore, it disappoints me…(Personal Interview)   
 
Takhmina also confirmed that this is one of the wishes of faculty members have written 
in their annual reports about having professional development training.  
 
At the end of the each semester we write reports about our work. There is always 
a space about our recommendation, and I always write about internships or 
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development opportunities; about teaching experiences in our university or in 
more successful universities.  There they share experiences on how they 
encourage students (Takhmina, Personal Interview)  
  
Professional development opportunities for faculty members also were a part of 
the study conducted by the ERSU and the Open Society Institute/Tajikistan.  They 
reported that 72 percent of faculty members had not participated in any activities or 
training for the past ten years (ERSU, 2006).   Sevinj, one of my interviewees, shared her 
story about her travels and participation in different courses and training in other 
republics and within Tajikistan, too, which are no longer provided: “You know before we 
could travel to Leningrad or Moscow, for professional development courses, but not 
now” (Personal Interview). Tohir, in turn, who is a Department Chair, shared his concern 
about not having any possibilities to send his colleagues to courses or training for 
professional development. He said that new faculty members now need to be prepared to 
become faculty members, because they have not received any training before they started 
to teach and entered the classroom.  These were required during Soviet times. Even 
faculty members with up to 20 years of teaching experience shared that they did not feel 
satisfied with their level of development. 
You know, I feel that something is missing in my teaching and experience. I 
always wanted to find out how other faculty members teach, and how they work 
and teach abroad.  And I started to go to seminars conducted by international 
organizations and I saw that there are so many methods we can use in our 
teaching, so I myself became a trainer in interactive methodologies. You know I 
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see that faculty members (pedagogs) abroad have so many ways to develop 
themselves, while we are so limited…we still work with old tools, we do not 
develop.  Our salaries do not let us to buy books or travel to conferences, and you 
feel like you are missing something.  This is not good and not good for society as 
a whole (Zamira, Personal Interview). 
 
It is obvious that teaching quality is the important factor in raising student 
knowledge and achievements, and it is important that faculty members continue to 
improve and expand their knowledge and skills to implement best practices.  Professional 
development is a strategy that higher education institutions can use to strengthen faculty 
performance levels, but they do not exist in Tajik higher education today. Moreover, 
professional development must be effective, too.  When faculty members improve and 
use their enhanced knowledge and skills in classrooms, this improves their work with 
students. 
 
VI.4. The Administration and the Governance 
It is obvious that universities are bureaucratic institutions, but in the West, the 
notion of shared governance of higher education institutions between faculty and 
administration has provided a model for a good university; even if the power of the 
professoriate is declining in the West, due to public and state accountability demands  
(Altbach, 2003, Slaughter 2011). Nevertheless, the professoriate in western institutions 
remain a key player in the development of the curriculum, the hiring of new faculty 
members, issues of instruction and evaluation, and many other related issues involved in  
the teaching and the learning process (Altbach, 2003).  Unfortunately, the concept of 
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shared governance is not applicable to many developing countries. According to Altbach, 
“In countries formerly under colonial rule, universities were founded with strong 
bureaucratic structures and firm controls to ensure loyalty and adherence to the norms of 
the colonial authorities” (2003, p. 14). In other countries, academic institutions were 
established directly by governments, where they lack the tradition of shared governance 
(Altbach, 2003). 
Institutions of higher education in Tajikistan, as discussed previously, were 
established during Soviet times and aimed to serve and respond to the needs of the state. 
The academic profession was considered to be a part of the Soviet state, and faculty never 
really shared in the governance of higher educational institutions, although each had a  
Ucheniy Sovet (Scientific Council).  These were bodies within each higher educational 
institution and consisted of the Rector, Vice Rectors, Deans, and Chairs of Departments.  
This Council did have some influence regarding the hiring of faculty members or in 
minor administrative decisions.  
The experience of past 20 years shows that, despite other changes happening in 
post-Soviet republics, universities in most post-Soviet countries, including Tajikistan, 
remain under the tight control of the government and the Ministry of Education. Each 
higher educational institution has to follow all the policies adopted by the government 
and the Ministry of Education, even those policies that are contradictory to the view of 
faculty members. University administrations have become responsible for 
implementation of those policies. Often, in my interviews, participants shared their 
concerns about the relationships between the administration and faculty members on one 
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issue or another. Ravshan, a young faculty member, shared that the administration of his 
university did not provide suitable conditions for faculty members to work. As he says, 
You know I like my work, but sometimes the administration does not do its job, 
you know the administration should make sure that all conditions are provided for 
faculty members to work, but now it is vice versa, the come and they only control 
us, but do not provide anything (Personal Interview). 
 
He continued that the administration can come and interrupt faculty members in the 
middle of their lecture and check whether students, for example, know the national 
anthem of Tajikistan or ask other questions unrelated to the specific class or the subject. 
You know they (the administration) always come and control every time, they 
come and interrupt and ask about the national anthem of Tajikistan, or ask 
questions, which not related to our profession or activities we are doing.  (And) 
some of them are corrupt... (in such cases), for example, a student is very weak, 
and we say that this student cannot study further, we decide to dismiss this 
student.  And we submit all vedomosti (reports about student progress), but after 
some time, the student is given a new vedomost’ and they are told ‘go to your 
faculty member and re-take the exam.’ And it sometimes happens that we have to 
take examinations 5 or 6 times.  We spend our time on that kind of student, 
whereas these students do not want to study at all..(Personal Interview) 
 
A group of other faculty members also talked about challenges regarding 
relationships with the administration and the policies the administration controls. One of 
the controversial policies adopted by the Ministry of Education is control over the 
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clothing of Tajik students studying in higher education. In 2009, the Ministry of 
Education adopted a “dress code” policy for students. All students in Tajikistan were 
required to wear formal clothing in universities. For example, girls were prohibited from 
wearing jeans or mini-skirts and were told to wear white blouses and black skirts or Tajik 
national costume.  Male students could not wear jeans either and were required to wear 
white shirts and ties to go to class at universities.  The administration of each university 
had to enforce the dress codes of all students according to the requirements of the 
Ministry of Education.  Often, the pictures of “ideally” dressed students hang in the 
hallways of universities. Not surprisingly, control over student clothing has become an 
additional task for Tajik faculty members. Before the start of the class, faculty members 
have to make sure that students are dressed accordingly. In addition, each faculty member 
had a responsibility of being dezhurniy “on-duty” for a day each week. The faculty 
members had to stand near the door of the college and check whether all incoming 
students were dressed appropriately, and if not, they had to send students back home to 
change their clothing.  
You know we are forced to be ‘on-duty’ (dezhurit’) once in a week, to stand near 
the door and see who is wearing ties and who is not, and who is in jeans. I think it 
is not the responsibility of a faculty member to stand near the door and observe 
student clothing, it seems they care about the clothing only, even faculty members 
are prohibited from wearing jeans, and they even make comments about our 
clothing, our appearance (Muborak, Personal Interview)            
 
Unfortunately, this policy has impacted faculty members, not only in terms of 
their responsibility and additional time they have to dedicate to maintaining it, but it also 
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affects their reputation and status as faculty members among students. Shoira shared her 
concern that if it happened that faculty members did not pay enough attention to student 
appearance, the administration makes critical comments to faculty members in front of 
students. As she said, 
 
There are so many negative moments that can break an individual, a person, see; 
we are forced to (oversee) the student dress code. There should be some other 
administrative bodies to do it. You know, sometimes it happens that we have  
many students in one class, and it is impossible to inspect their clothes, some of 
them come in jeans, some in sport shoes, some have longer hair or unshaven,  and 
the administration comes and criticizes a faculty member, like 'how could you  
allow this?'. Often it happened with me that the class did not even start, and I just 
entered the auditorium, and I did not see my students yet, but they (the 
administration) entered and criticized me in front of students. And you can 
imagine that in front of students we are humiliated. It is not our job; we should 
not waste our time to do this. (Personal Interview)  
 
Another faculty member says, 
 
I do not like it that faculty members are forced to stay like in a ‘box.’ Like they 
say ‘you have to do this, you have to be responsible for that’. You know the 
people of academia should not be in a 'box', you cannot (force) academics to stay 
in one place, because it is all about creativity, what if we have got an idea, a 
moment and we have to write it. The same also comes to teaching. They say ' You 
have to go to students and tell this or that'. Like we all should learn national 
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anthem and all faculty members should control the students to know the national 
anthem. It is not my responsibility. Students ask us 'why we should wear ties, we 
are not getting smarter because we wear ties?' What can I say?  I just say that it is 
a policy. (Nigora, Personal Interview) 
 
 The relationship between the administration and faculty members in Tajikistan 
remains puzzling to many as often faculty members are forced to perform tasks beyond 
the scope of their responsibility to teach and work with students. The idea of shared 
governance was never a part of Soviet universities, and the same situation continues at 
Tajik universities now, where faculty members only implement policies adopted by 
central authorities (Valyaeva & DeYoung, 2013). 
 
 
VI.5. Motivation and Satisfaction in the Tajik Academic Profession 
 A survey conducted by the Carnegie Foundation in 1984 found that the 
majority of faculty members working at higher education institutions in the U.S. were 
satisfied with their work and their profession (Clark, 1987). One of the questions 
included in the survey asked, “If I had it to do over again, I’d not become a college 
teacher,” and only one in five faculty members agreed even mildly (Clark, 1987). Since 
this kind of survey does not exist in Tajikistan, I was curious to find out whether Tajik 
faculty members would become college professors if they had to do it over again. 
Surprisingly, despite the challenges and hard working conditions in these universities, 
twenty (20) out of twenty six (26) faculty members agreed that they would choose the 
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same profession. Obviously, I also wanted to find out the reasons for such a positive 
feeling about the profession and to understand why faculty members remain working in 
universities as most of them have second jobs and other sources of income outside of 
academia. My last question was about what can be done to improve their work and life.  
My interviews revealed that Tajik faculty members, like American faculty, find 
‘intrinsic rewards’ in the academic profession (Finkelstein, 1984, Clark, 1987).  
Finkelstein suggests that it is a reflection of the phenomenon called "Pessimism re: the 
national situation" and "Optimism re: The personal situation" reported in national surveys 
in the late 1970s (1984, p. 79).  Another survey conducted among American professors 
showed that faculty members have a strong belief in education and that "education offers 
the best hope for improvement of the human condition" (Clark 1987, p. 222).  
Tajik faculty members also expressed their concerns with the situation of the 
education system in Tajikistan today, and many spoke about the hope that kept them 
working and dedicating their lives to the profession. They also believe that education is 
very important in the development of human nature and in the development of Tajikistan 
as a country. When I asked a female faculty member what keeps her working, she simply 
answered, "A hope. A hope that one day people will understand that education is very 
important" (Sevinj, Personal Interview). Other faculty members talked about prizvanie, 
that working as a teacher or a faculty member is their prizvanie, a Russian word used to 
explain a life purpose or a mission, or a calling; i.e.,  that teaching and being a faculty 
member is a mission and a calling. I also heard a lot about the teaching profession as 
being a noble and much needed profession.  
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You know, I would choose this profession again as it is my prizvanie (mission), I 
see myself in this. I would like to share my knowledge and my skills with students 
so they make decisions in why they chose this discipline. I try to do my best in 
teaching, even when we experience a shortage of textbooks, I try to find them, 
and we develop handouts ourselves in our department…(Zarnigor, Personal 
Interview) 
 
For me working as a faculty member is like working for “my soul,” therefore, I 
would choose it again, and I would dedicate myself to teaching again. Teaching is 
like a responsibility, if you get something from life you should give it back to 
those who do not have knowledge.  I think it lies in our human values and you 
have to do this. If you cannot give money then you have to give knowledge; you 
have to work and give time to people. I follow this “law” (Farkhod, Personal 
Interview) 
 
I really believe that the profession of teaching is much needed profession. It is a 
very wise profession and needed and valued at any time. This profession is so 
"friendly" profession that lies in our humanity (Jamshed, Personal Interview) 
 
Other faculty members explained that they do not see themselves in any other profession 
rather than being teachers or faculty members. As many teachers and professors left the 
educational institutions and engaged in other professions, those who stayed could not see 
themselves in those "new" occupations.  
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You know it is so surprising that I do not see myself in any other profession. 
During the "transition" my former classmates from pedagogical university were 
looking for some other sources of income; some of them went to accounting 
classes; some of them somewhere else.  My other classmates told me ‘let’s go and 
study and become tax inspectors; their incomes are good,’  but I could not 
imagine doing that myself. Once I imagined myself as a policewoman that works 
with youth who had committed crimes, and even in my imagination I saw myself 
as a pedagog (teacher). So, you can imagine that in this life, I could not imagine 
myself in another role (Zamira, Personal Interview) 
 
I would become a faculty member again because I do not see myself in another 
sphere. I have mused about it before and I came to the point that I am who I am 
today: an individual.  I feel that I am contributing to the life of the society; I 
achieved some success and I defended my dissertation. You know when I wanted 
to enter a graduate school, there was raspredelenie (distribution) during Soviet 
times, and my turn was in italics 1990s.  As you know, the 1990s was the years of 
so many changes, and my admission to the graduate school and research were 
ignored  for almost twenty years, but I was still doing it and was pursuing my 
dream (Saida, Personal Interview) 
             
 
For some faculty members, it was hard to learn new skills and retrain themselves for 
other occupations. As they had worked for more than twenty years at a university, the 
only thing they could do, according to them, was teach.   
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….And for whom could we (faculty members) retrain ourselves? Business? Not 
everyone can become businessmen; you need skills.  Some people can sell stuff, 
but some…I, for example, cannot do anything except teaching.   I am from an old 
“intelligentsia” family, therefore, I cannot retrain myself, but I try 'to keep pace 
with the times' (starayus idti v nogu so vremenem). I hope that that one day… 
You know the country will not develop without education; there will be no 
progress.  But there is a hope that the society will understand that our children are  
our future, they are future specialists and knowledge is important (Sevinj, 
Personal Interview) 
 
 
I also met a faculty member who had some personal interests in teaching and working at 
the university. As the tuition fees for universities increased every year, the faculty 
member could not afford to send her children to the university; but her university 
promised to admit faculty members' children without paying tuition, which kept her 
working at the university.  
I stay in the university because our university promises to accept the children of 
faculty members without paying tuition for those faculty members who worked 
for about 5 to 8 years. I do not have any possibility to give my kid a college 
degree, therefore, I stay in the university so I could “give” a higher education to 
my children (Surayo, Personal Interview)  
 Another remarkable intrinsic reward cited by some faculty members, which 
emerged in my interviews, was working and interacting with youth and students. 
Although many faculty members complained about student preparedness for colleges and 
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universities (see the previous section), many of my interviewees find this work very 
rewarding. They often expressed their enjoyment at interacting with students and felt 
satisfied when they saw students learning and developing during their study.  
I really like when I see the result of my work, when your former students have 
good lives after college, when you see that they apply the knowledge you have 
given to them, this is such a big reward and a gift to any teacher, when he/she sees 
the result, but what I do not like is that opposite of it, when you work for nothing, 
you do the work that is not needed…(Farkhod, Personal Interview) 
 
I like when students give the results, and when I enter the auditorium and explain 
the assignments. For example, I say to students "you have a course assignment to 
do" and ask them to make it as good as possible, and that students can use it for 
their final graduation work, for example, and when students do it and make all 
assignments, or do well with their reports from practical experience, and I really 
like that students understand and do all assignments, or do well in their final 
exams, or ask questions, and I really enjoy it, and also when they make good 
presentations. Then I understand that my work was useful. Moreover, I like when 
my students remember me, when they call me and congratulate me on holidays, or 
many years after their graduation they see me somewhere they say "hi" to me and 
you feel so good, when I could do something to improve their lives, or when they 
say that they used something that I taught them in their future professional lives 
(Nigora, Personal Interview)   
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In another interview, I was really pleased to hear that Zamira, a female faculty member, 
while talking about students, laughed and said that working with them keeps her very 
energetic and feeling young.  
You know last year I met my former student that graduated around 8 years ago 
and he said one thing to me, "Why do you not age?" (laughs) and I understood 
that my students do not let me get old, because I learn a lot from them. Also, I 
listen to them too, and sometimes I think my students in some issues are more 
progressive than I.  I also learn from them, and when I hear that someone left 
teaching I cannot understand it, because I love teaching. I love to talk to students 
and to interact with them, to discuss different issues that sometimes are not even 
related to my discipline. Today you know I feel I need them more than they need 
me. Therefore, I cannot imagine myself without my students (Personal Interview).  
  
I really like shining eyes of students, when you find a contact with students and 
you find obshiy yazik (common language or a way of interaction), when you go to 
the auditorium with such a joy and pleasure, you know I do not know about 
others, but for me, I do not need anything else, I like everything about my job, 
that you can give students something that they do not know, maybe I am talking 
too grandiloquently, but I really like to share with youth things that I know 
(Nadezhda, Personal Interview)   
 
  
Another female faculty member, Mamlakat, said, "I like that working with students and 
youth brings positive feelings and energy, and if you are not in a good mood students 
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bring you positives, I like when I am always among youth and I feel ‘alive’" (smiles) 
(Personal Interview). 
While talking about students, I personally found paradoxes or dilemmas on 
faculty’s descriptions of working with them.  In the case of my interviewees, the paradox 
lay in the mixture of feelings faculty members expressed while working with students; 
the interaction with students is the source of both satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Most of 
them said that they felt really delighted when they saw student progress and felt very 
dissatisfied when students were not developing.  
 
Most importantly, I like working with students, when a student understands that 
he came to university to pursue and develop and aspire to get more knowledge, he 
or she usually tries hard. But what I really do not like is when students do not 
understand why they are here, when they do not understand their responsibilities 
and when they just come here to spend their time; when you tell something and 
they do not listen. Today you explain something, but tomorrow they even do not 
understand, they forget.  I really do not like this  (Ravshan, Personal Interview). 
 
Muborak agreed:  
  
 You know there are good students and not-so-good students, and because of the 
2-3 students in the cohort who want to study, I want to teach.  But if there aren’t 
these kind of students in the cohort, you even do not want to enter the auditorium 
and teach. But, anyway, you know, each cohort/group has 2-3 students who are 
thirsty for knowledge, so for the sake of these students you still want to teach 
(Muborak, Personal Interview)  
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I really like working with youth. Education in Tajikistan is very low, students 
come to universities with no preparation, especially students from rural areas, but 
it pleases me a lot when I teach my students skills especially working with those 
who have aspirations, but with those who do not want to study, with those it 
becomes very difficult (Surayo, Personal Interview)  
 
The narratives of my interviewees showed that flexibility of the daily schedule 
was another motivational factor for faculty members, especially for women. As I 
mentioned earlier, universities do not yet require professors to come to work in the 
morning and leave in the evening like they do in other governmental organizations.  But 
increasingly, university administrations are trying to change this policy and force faculty 
members to be at their departments all day.  Female faculty members have been pleased 
with the flexibility of their work schedule and being at the university.  
I would become a faculty member again. Each individual has opportunities; a 
person can choose to be a faculty member, or can choose another profession. The 
work in a university for me is a good experience, and is convenient in my case…I 
have a child and I can dedicate myself to my child.  I can study at night and, 
prepare for lectures. It means that I do not have to be at work from 8 am to 5 pm, I 
can teach in the morning and work with students in the afternoon and I can go 
home.  I can help my kid with her homework, take her later to piano lessons, and 
in the evening I can dedicate myself for preparation to lectures.  So it is 
convenient for me (Sabrina, Personal Interview) 
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Takhmina told me the same,  
First of all, I really like working with students and doing something interesting 
during my class.  When a student learns something new, and when the student 
does well, it really satisfies me.  But also I like the flexibility of time and I do not 
have to be there from 8 am to 5 pm as in other jobs.  It is good for women and I 
have time for family responsibilities (Personal Interview) 
 
While analyzing my interviews and trying to understand motivational factors for 
Tajik faculty members, I found differing motivational reasons for working at the 
university, and I have tried to understand the nature of one of these differences. As I have 
analyzed my interview transcriptions, for instance, I discovered a generational “gap” 
between older and younger faculty members. Most faculty members who talked about 
prizvanie and their mission to teach in the university were older faculty members with 
more than twenty years of teaching experience. They often talked about not seeing 
themselves in other occupations, rather being teachers and faculty members only. 
However, for my younger participants, teaching and working at the university was not 
what they wanted to do and they did not plan to continue their career in academia. 
Universities for younger Tajik faculty members appear to have become some kind of a 
"transitional" place. Most of them work and teach at the university because it is the most 
appropriate activity while they are studying at graduate schools to pursue their kandidat 
nauk degree. As Ravshan said, "You know this is the most appropriate option with the 
relation to aspirantura (graduate school). Other jobs require you to be at the office for 8 
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hours and I cannot dedicate myself to other things (doing that)" (Personal Interview). 
Often younger faculty members expressed their concerns that the universities do not 
allow them to realize their aspirations as individuals, so that they talked about leaving 
academia, expecting that they will be more successful in other spheres. For instance, 
Aziza, a young female faculty member was invited to stay at the university because she 
graduated with "a red diploma." She agreed to continue there, claiming she was satisfied 
with her job now because it was flexible and it was good for her child.  However, she 
believed she could not realize her full potential at the university.  Aziza says that she 
speaks 4 languages and is capable of doing a lot and even talked about leaving Tajikistan 
and living her life and establishing a career abroad. For her, the university seemed a 
limiting experience. 
Mamlakat and Muborak also told me that they are working on their degrees, but 
wanted to continue to study abroad to get international degrees. As Mamlakat explained, 
when she gets a kandidat nauk degree, this degree will open doors for her in the projects 
she is interested in, like projects financed by international organizations. When I asked 
whether Mamlakat was going to leave the university after she defends her dissertation, 
she said that she might stay and teach, but probably only part-time.  Muborak told me 
almost the same thing: that after defending her dissertation, she probably will stay there 
as a part-time faculty member, unless universities will no longer require all faculty 
members to stay at their workplace all day. The most profound quotation that explained 
why younger faculty members see universities as a “temporary" place was from 
Takhmina, who said that, "Even if I find a prestigious job to do, I will continue working 
at the university part-time" (Personal Interview). Her statement helped me to understand 
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that many younger faculty members do not see the academic profession as a prestigious 
or attractive one and do not have aspirations to continue working there in the future. 
Shoira also shared that she is thinking about her future and whether she would dedicate 
herself to work at the university: “You know for some period of time, I have been 
thinking ‘do I want to do it, is it worth it?’ There are so many negative moments that 
break an individual here" (Shoira, Personal Interview).  
Although many younger faculty members were talking about their plans that often 
did not include working in academia in the future, Guljahon, a young female faculty 
member in her mid-20s said to me - with great enthusiasm - that she would like to make a 
career only in academia. She was offered work in a number of private businesses that 
could give her a salary five times higher than she receives at her university, but she did 
not accept those offers. Guljahon’s case was different from the other young female 
faculty members because she just got married, and her husband had to go abroad to 
continue his study at a university in the West. She lives with his parents now and said that 
she does not have lots of housework to do, because only three of them live in the house. 
Takhmina enjoys her work at the university and tries to complete her research, hoping to 
make her career at the university and become a department chair.   
As I mentioned earlier, there are women faculty members who earlier defended 
their dissertations and now work as department chairs, and whose husbands work as 
businessmen and provide the income for families. Thus, more senior faculty were 
satisfied with their jobs and did not dwell on if and how their incomes were vital to 
family survival.  On the other hand, most young female faculty members are still working 
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toward their degrees and hope the degree will provide them with better careers in the 
future; and not necessarily within higher education institutions.   
 As my sample included Russian, Tajik, and Uzbek faculty members, it was 
possible that differences between faculty members, because of their 
nationalities/ethnicities, might surface.  I did find limited evidence regarding this “gap” in 
my participants’ stories on challenges or motivational factors.  But, the only Russian 
faculty member in my sample, who did not speak Tajik, was actually among those deeply 
satisfied with her work and her position. She said that the university administration 
assigns one faculty member to translate for her during meetings from Tajik to Russian, as 
all official meetings within universities should be conducted in national language since 
their independence.  
My last question to my interviewees was about their future plans and what could 
be done to improve their work and life. I received an overwhelming list of things they 
wanted to improve. Obviously, one of the important items was faculty compensation. All 
of them said that the increase of their wages would definitely improve their work and life. 
They also added working conditions, professional development, access to literature and 
the internet.     
I really would like to have equipped classrooms and learning materials, 
modernization of language classrooms. We would be very satisfied if we had at 
least 3-4 classrooms like that, and of course, the salary.  It is so hard to think all 
the time during your classes that you have to run somewhere else to work 
afterward. I am really tired of that. You do not get tired because of your classes or 
students, but you get tired of thinking that you need to look for more income and 
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that after your classes you have to work again. You come home, cook for your 
family and you go again to private lessons and you teach again. I really would like 
to have a worthy salary so I could dedicate myself to teaching in the university 
only (Surayo, Personal Interview)    
 
Shoira echoed these themes by claiming:  
I really want our working conditions to be better and worthy; our salary should be 
worthy too.  We could also have some social security so we could work and fully 
dedicate ourselves to our profession. I want us to work and not to think about 
other issues like looking for other income, because if we dedicate ourselves fully, 
the quality of our work will improve also. For this it is necessary to improve our 
working conditions, but I am not sure they will do it (Shoira, Personal Interview)  
 
Some faculty members talked about the improvement of the state policy regarding 
education as a whole, wishing that the government and the Ministry of Education would 
plan and adopt better policies.  
As we Tajiks say, 'the water becomes  mud from the top,' this is a system and 
strategy of the state we need to improve, then the Ministry of Education would 
work better. They adopt strategies and plans that do not match reality. If they 
made better policies and then those policies came to the administration, and then 
administration would give policies to us, it would be much better. And of course 
the improvement of salaries and the fight against corruption would help (Ravshan, 
Personal Interview)   
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Tajik professors are deeply concerned about all levels of education in Tajikistan. One 
opinion was that higher education might be really improved if there were private 
universities. 
The system of education in our country is in need of serious reform. In order to 
improve our work we need reforms from the top.  We need serious reforms, 
especially in higher education. The secondary education situation is improving a 
bit because of the opening of private schools, but, but the situation in higher 
education is horrible.  They recently closed our private universities and withdrew 
their licenses, and there are only state universities. They appoint rectors who have  
no motivation for universities to develop.  The university has just become a 
machine to collect money from students, but there is no serious education or 
research, unfortunately. If there is permission to open several private universities 
in Tajikistan, there would be an alternative; the best faculty members would join 
privates, so the state universities would have only 2 options: they would either die 
or start to compete with private ones. It would be a good stimulus for them to 
develop… (Farkhod, Personal Interview)  
Some faculty members also talked about how to improve governance in their universities, 
suggesting that the government should not appoint rectors, but rather Scientific Council 
should elect them. Most of my faculty members were concerned about corruption in 
higher education.  
Intrinsic motivations of each faculty member were different, but most faculty 
members said that providing good compensation, working conditions, professional 
development, and the attention from the administration would improve their professional 
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and personal lives as well. All faculty members find rewards in working with students 
and youth; however, older faculty members plan to continue to teach at the universities 
and do not see themselves in other professions, while younger faculty members do not 
see universities as a place for their future career.    
 
VI.6. A Special Comment on the Status of Tajik Professoriate in State Policies 
While doing my research on the status of the academic profession in Tajikistan 
and analyzing a number of educational laws, strategies and policies adopted by the 
government since independence, I discovered policies specifically related to the Tajik 
professoriate. For the past twenty years, Tajikistan has adopted a number of laws and 
national strategies for the development of education, which highlighted directions for the 
future of secondary and higher education, including “The Law on Education,” “The Law 
on Higher and Professional Education,” the National Strategy for the Development of 
Education to 2020, among others. Since these laws and strategies are adopted centrally, 
either by the government or the Ministry of Education, all educational institutions, 
regardless of their nature, i.e., private (secondary schools) or public, have to follow these 
policies. Other laws regulate the rights and responsibilities of Tajikistan citizens, such as 
the Constitution and the Law on Citizenship. There are a number of Legal Codes adopted 
by the government of the Republic of Tajikistan since the independence including the 
Civil Code, the Family Code, the Labor Code and many others.  
Naturally, as in other countries of the world, there are compensation and taxation 
policies that had to be followed by all private and public institutions. Tajikistan to date 
has had a unified system of taxation, social security and a pension/retirement system. 
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Obviously, faculty members, like other citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan, have to 
follow centrally adopted laws, including compensation laws, taxation laws, social 
security laws and others. A national set of laws regulating employees’ rights and 
responsibilities also includes the Labor Code, Taxation Policies, Pension Scheme, and 
Social Security Scheme. According to the current legislation on taxation and social 
security, the income tax equals 13 percent and the amount of social security system, paid 
by employers, equals to 25 percent, which is paid from the total amount of compensation 
paid to employees. Income and pension taxes are deducted from the salaries of 
employees, including of faculty members. According to this legislation, university faculty 
members pay an equal amount of taxes to the state, which seemed correct considering the 
abovementioned factors. However, while investigating the laws, I discovered a law 
adopted by the Tajikistan government in 1998--modified in 2007—called “The Law on 
State Employees” that outlines rights and responsibilities of employees who work in 
governmental or state organizations.  
The Law on State Employees highlights some benefits for those who work in state 
(government) agencies, including Ministries, local and district administration, executive 
district offices and judiciary offices.  According to this law, state employees, or those 
who work in state organizations, get a variety of benefits and additional payments. 
Moreover, it appeared to me that the state employees have their own system of rankings, 
invented by the government, that give them privileges like supplementary payments to 
their salary, which may vary from 5 percent to 25 percent, according to the governmental 
ranking system. Other benefits include receiving compensation for temporary 
unemployment and medical reimbursements. State employees are also eligible for 
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housing given by the government and zero percent credit for 20 years to purchase their 
own housing.  High ranking state employees are entitled an additional 20 square meters 
of office space inside their houses or apartments provided by the state.   
In analyzing this law and other documents, it became clear to me that faculty 
members are not considered to be state employees and do not receive any of the benefits 
or privileges outlined in the law. Although higher education institutions in Tajikistan 
laws and regulations are defined as state institutions, the employees of state universities 
are not considered to be state employees. Considering that there is no tenure-system in 
Tajikistan higher education - which would secure faculty members’ jobs - it seems there 
is even less motivation than the challenges I mentioned earlier for them to work at 
universities and produce knowledge. 
By making this argument, I do not intend to say that faculty members should be 
state employees representing the state agenda and policies in classrooms like in the 
Soviet Union because that situation can affect fundamental ideas about academic freedom 
and autonomy that are the foundation of the academic profession. What I am attempting 
to argue is that, considering the current situation in Tajik higher education and the 
procedure of adoption the laws and policies and the status of universities, there should be 
a reexamination of the policies regulating faculty status within national laws and policies.     
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SUMMARY 
In this chapter, I explored the major challenges faced by faculty members in their 
workplaces and professional and personal lives. The decline of faculty members with 
degrees has affected the quality of undergraduate and graduate teaching in higher 
education. The situation related to establishing dissertation committees and the 
dependence on Russian authorities to assign the degrees has become a significant 
obstacle to conduct research and defend dissertations. The lack of financial and material 
resources and a lack of access to literature, research and scholarship have become a major 
barrier as well. Many faculty members expressed their deepest concerns about the 
working conditions, lack of opportunities for professional development, and 
unpreparedness of students for college and university. Often they are forced to perform 
tasks that lie beyond their responsibilities, such as controlling dress codes.   
 Interestingly, many faculty members working at higher educational institutions, 
despite the challenges faced by the profession, feel satisfied with their work and often do 
not see themselves in other careers. Academics often use the term prizvanie (a mission or 
a calling), to teach in colleges and universities. They feel satisfied working with students 
and youth and the flexible schedule offered by universities. Meanwhile, although many 
faculty members like teaching and their profession, there is a generational “gap” in 
motivational factors of my participants. If older faculty members talked about not seeing 
themselves in other occupations and plan to continue teaching in universities, for younger 
faculty members, universities have become a temporary place to accomplish their own 
goals, such as getting their degrees and then engaging in other careers because academic 
degrees still bring higher social status and prestige within Tajik society and play a role in 
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preserving a job.  For younger women-faculty members, universities are places that offer 
flexible schedules, so that they can balance their work and family life, but even they want 
to leave academia once their children are older to pursue other careers.   
 My analysis of laws outlining the status of faculty members and the status of the 
university in the state policy revealed that there are significant discrepancies in the laws 
regulating rights and responsibilities of faculty members as employees and universities as 
employers. Even the status of universities in the laws are outlined as state universities and 
faculty members are not considered as state employees and do not get benefits or 
privileges available for state employees.  
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Chapter Seven:   
Conclusions and Discussions 
This chapter provides conclusion and discussion of the present study. In the three 
sections below I will discuss my findings and implications of my research, will offer 
some avenues for further research, and will present my final thoughts; however, before 
proceeding to the concluding remarks I would like to summarize the contents of this 
study. The introductory chapter presented the background and emergence of my research 
and my research questions.  There I described what I hoped to achieve in this project.  I 
also discussed the significance of my study and outlined its limitations. Chapter 2 
presented an overview of the literature that forms a conceptual framework for the study. 
It highlighted the major aspects of the academic profession and factors that contribute to 
the understanding of faculty life. The literature presented historical, social, conceptual 
and comparative approaches to the study of the academic profession and faculty life and 
considered the existing western, comparative, Soviet, and post-Soviet literature.  
 Chapter 3, Higher Education in the Contemporary Republic of Tajikistan, 
provided a brief overview of history, culture, and traditions of Tajikistan to contextualize 
the present study.  I presented problems of higher education in Central Asia broadly and 
in Tajikistan in particular within historical and social contexts. I also described the 
current secondary and higher educational system in some detail, paying particular 
attention to the history of Soviet higher education, because it became the basis of the 
university in Tajikistan.  
Chapter 4, Research Design and Methodology, provided rationales for using a 
qualitative paradigm for my research. I also highlighted the documentation process with 
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the Institutional Review Board of the University of Kentucky for the study in Tajikistan 
and highlighted challenges related to documenting consent forms from my study 
participants. This chapter also included a discussion of my reflexivity and positionality as 
a researcher and the subsequent process of data analysis and interpretation. In Chapter 5, 
I provided the stories of faculty members that emerged from face-to-face interviews 
analyzing how and why they got into their current academic pathways, how faculty 
members feel about their social and economic status within Tajik society today, and what 
factors affected the decline and the prestige of the occupation. The chapter also explored 
how professors deal with the decline of their socioeconomic status and details faculty 
members’ surviving strategies in the harsh economic and financial situation in Tajikistan.  
Chapter 6 mainly focused on challenges faced by the Tajik professoriate in their 
workplace and their professional and personal lives and attempted to interpret the 
motivation for and satisfaction regarding faculty jobs and life and what keeps them 
working in Tajik higher education institutions. In addition, the chapter discussed a 
generational difference between older and younger faculty members in their motivations 
to work in higher education institutions. Lastly, it outlined professors’ wishes for 
improvements of their future life as faculty members and as individuals. The chapter 
concluded with a special comment regarding the status of Tajik faculty members in state 
laws and policies.  
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VII.1. Study Implications 
In this study I attempted to understand, explore, and analyze the meaning of the 
academic profession and life of faculty members working in Tajik universities today. The 
one overarching research question for this study was how do faculty members of Tajik 
higher education institutions make sense of their professional work and life given its low 
status now compared to in the Soviet Union. I also addressed three (3) secondary 
questions: 1) What do faculty think about their status and their profession; 2) How do 
faculty members deal with everyday challenges of their professional and personal lives; 
3) Why do faculty members remain working in Tajik universities despite the poor quality 
of their professional life as provided in current national statistics?   
 The context of Tajikistan is somewhat unique. In the aftermath of the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, the administrative and command economy in Tajikistan had been 
replaced by an open and market-driven one. The breakdown of the system and the 
subsequent civil war brought turmoil to the political, social and economic life of the Tajik 
people. The country cannot provide jobs for the skilled population, and approximately 
one and half million Tajik people have migrated to the Russian Federation looking for 
work, while 42 percent of Tajikistan’s GDP comes from their remittances (World Bank, 
2011). While Tajikistan has achieved a relatively stable political situation over the last 
decade, the country’s attempts to improve the economic condition remain unstable. The 
state still experiences industrial and technological crises, underdeveloped social and 
economic policies, a high rate of population living below the poverty level, and 
geographical isolation. Mountains cover 93 percent of the territory of Tajikistan, and 80 
percent of the population lives in rural areas. The impact of conflicts and sociopolitical 
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transformation was tremendous and resulted in deterioration of the educational levels that 
had been achieved during Soviet times. Access to schools and higher education became 
and remains problematic, and there is inadequate management capacity and insufficient 
funding for school facilities and a shortage of teaching materials (World Bank, 2011). 
Obviously, the breakdown of the Soviet Union and the ensuring financial, economic, and 
educational crisis have negatively affected the social and economic status of teachers and 
faculty. The status of the academic profession in all the countries of the former Soviet 
Union has declined drastically and has experienced a significant change (Smolentseva, 
2003; Androushak &Yudkevich, 2012; Kalanova, 2012). The present study focused on 
the changed status of the academic profession and quality of faculty life in the 
contemporary Republic of Tajikistan. 
I used a qualitative research employing in-depth semi-structured interviews and 
document analysis. The primary sites for data collection were 4 universities in the capital 
of Tajikistan, Dushanbe, between August and October 2013. The sample comprised of 
twenty-six (26) faculty members, including twenty (20) female and six (6) male 
participants from the four (4) largest and well-established universities. In-depth semi-
structured interviews were completed with faculty at the ranks of Assistant, Starshii 
Prepodavatel’, and Dotsent, whose work experiences ranged from three (3) to twenty 
four (24) years. 
My study revealed that the academic profession in Tajikistan and the life of Tajik 
faculty represents a complex case. As Clark (1987) noted, the academic profession goes 
beyond the definition of the “profession” itself and it is a more complex occupation. 
Indeed, analysis of the individual stories provided by faculty members about their 
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professional and personal lives revealed that the work life of Tajik faculty members is a 
multifaceted phenomenon. In order to follow their individual stories, I first was interested 
in discovering how and why my informants got into this complex occupation. My 
analysis shows that my informants’ journeys to get into the academic profession varied; 
however, most of them were offered or invited to take teaching positions after graduation 
from their universities, because they were among the best students.  
The influence of family, particularly of parents, was another reason to enter the 
academic profession.  Researchers have examined parental influence on children's career 
development, and according to them, families provide financial and emotional support, 
and also transmit values, goals, and expectations to their children that can impact the 
career development process (Whiston & Keller, 2004). The influence of family 
background, e.g., socioeconomic status, is also widely associated with career 
development.  In addition, collectivist or individualist approaches in society can affect 
career choice and career development. For instance, individualist cultures, such as those 
of the United States and Western Europe, emphasize personal success regardless of group 
goals, resulting in a strong sense of competition. Collectivist cultures, in turn, such as in 
China, Korea, and Japan, emphasize family and work group goals above individual needs 
or desires. Some studies show that Asian and Muslim families have been considered to be 
collective, emphasizing interdependency and the priority of social obligations and duties 
over individual desires (Leong, 1991).  
Tajikistan, undoubtedly, represents a good example of how family and parents 
influence career choices and development. Even extended families participate in the 
upbringing of their children and transfer values and culture to them. Faculty members 
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emphasized the role of their parents, uncles, aunts, and siblings in their careers and 
development. Family influence also became a main indicator of future career choices and 
identities for the faculty I interviewed. 
 The perception that the teaching and academic profession is a suitable job for 
women was one of the factors that had driven female faculty members to take positions at 
their universities.  As I mentioned above, one of the primary reasons for the creation of 
the teaching profession was to improve the status of women in Central Asia. The Soviet 
authorities saw women as excellent agents for promoting socialist ideas, and the teaching 
profession was a good opportunity for the government to engage women in the social and 
political life of the country. While purportedly providing equal chances for women, the 
centrally-planned labor market assigned women to specific sectors of work that were 
closely linked to their role as family caregivers: teaching, the medical profession, and 
provision of other social services (ADB, 2006). 
 Teaching in higher educational institutions gave them a flexible schedule, 
because universities did not require their faculty members to work all day every day at 
the office. This flexibility gave them an opportunity to balance their work and personal 
lives, since most faculty members could conduct their lectures and seminars on particular 
days and times as well as hold routine and predictable office hours for consultation with 
students. This flexibility permitted women to balance their work and personal lives, and, 
as a result, this profession has developed into an ideal fit for women who are 
simultaneously seen in a respectable light within Tajik society.  In my interviews, many 
female faculty members agreed that the academic profession remains a very good 
profession for women. Those faculty were often born and raised during Soviet times, 
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when being a doctor, a teacher or a faculty member was perceived as suitable professions 
for women. For young female faculty members born later, their parents have transferred 
this perception to them.  The situation with gender equality has changed dramatically 
since the Soviet era and the overall position of women in Tajikistan has deteriorated since 
the collapse of the Soviet Union (ADB, 2006; Silova & Abdushukurova, 2009; DeYoung, 
2012). Although flexibility of schedule for women faculty members in Tajikistan allows 
them to take care of families, it does not allow them to move into leadership positions at 
universities.  
According to the statistics of the Ministry of Education, only about 3500 total 
faculty members are women, which are about 35 percent of the professoriate, and the 
percentage of women with degrees is even lower. The Tajik government has attempted to 
create a gender balance in governmental positions and in schools and higher education 
institutions by appointing more women to leadership positions.  But my interviewees did 
not report much success in this area.  One promising young female faculty member in her 
discipline claimed it is very hard to obtain a leadership position within her university. 
Despite affirmative action, such as the National Strategies for Promoting Women Rights, 
one of my interviewees shared that women can only get leadership positions specifically 
created for them, like in Departments for Moral Upbringing (Zamestitel’ dekana po 
vospitatel’noy rabote). Another female faculty member argued it is very hard for women 
to get top administrative or research positions within universities because of male 
dominance at most higher education levels. The alarming situation with gender inequality 
was echoed in many of my interviews. Female faculty members expressed concerns 
about the education of girls in general now in Tajikistan, and emphasize that girls should 
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have secondary education, at least, since they often do not complete the nine years of 
secondary school required by law. Those who come to universities get married and are 
not able to finish their higher education. 
 My overview of the literature highlighted the characteristics of the academic 
profession outlined by Altbach and Vasutova, which also is useful for considering the 
Tajik case.  Their analysis includes:  
- a high level of prestige in society; 
- autonomy and academic freedom;  
- academic hierarchy (teaching assistant, assistant professor, associate professor,  
professor);  
- a high level of scientific and intellectual expertise;  
- activity that gives a rise to scientific, technical, and cultural discovery;  
- delivery of the new knowledge resulting from discovery to the young generation 
(Altbach, 1991, Vasutova, 1998).  
A high level of prestige in society is listed as the first characteristic of the 
academic profession; however, many academics and researchers noted that the prestige of 
the profession has been diminished due to factors such as globalization, massification, 
privatization, financial problems, all of which impact the working conditions of faculty 
members. There is a concern about growing number of part-time non-tenured faculty in 
America and concern over their level of satisfaction (Clark 1987; Johnsrud, 2002). The 
traditional high status of the professoriate has also been weakened by criticism in the 
media and other sources (Altbach, 2005). Moreover, economic downturns have 
negatively affected academic salaries as compared to other occupations. Many faculty 
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members in some states have actually experienced salary reductions (Altbach, 2005; 
Welch, 2005). The American academic profession that traditionally enjoyed a high 
degree of autonomy and academic freedom faces challenges due to public and state 
demands for increased accountability (Altbach, 2005; Slaughter, 2011).   
My research revealed that the status of the academic profession in Tajikistan has 
diminished too. Many faculty members think that the profession is not prestigious in 
Tajikistan anymore. They often compare their status during Soviet times to the present 
and note that the status of their profession has worsened, despite the fact that being an 
ustod, muallim (teacher) has always been prestigious in Tajik culture. Occupational 
prestige, as outlined in the overview of the literature, is also linked with the socio-
economic status of the profession (Blaikie, 1977).  The deterioration of salaries, 
according to my participants, has seriously affected the prestige and the status of the 
academic profession in Tajikistan.  All interviewed faculty members believe that 
compensation they are receiving for their work is not enough to maintain the status of the 
profession. They gave examples of their salaries, approximately 150 USD per month, 
while the cost of living in Dushanbe requires no less than 500-600 USD. The salaries of 
teachers and faculty members do not correspond to the economic conditions and does not 
satisfy them; therefore, they do not have any choice but to look for other ways to earn 
income or to take bribes. Younger faculty members, who started their career not long 
ago, did not want to join academia because they knew that the salary in universities was 
very low.  
Corruption has become an inevitable part of education in Tajikistan and in most 
other post-Soviet countries since the collapse of the Soviet Union, which has also 
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negatively affected the status of the faculty members. There are bribes in admissions, 
during studies, and when graduates try to enter the job market. In my research, the 
discourse about faculty members being corrupt and taking bribes was present too. There 
is a public image of unskilled and unknowledgeable professors that affects the image of 
the larger professoriate. Some faculty members in my interviews relate the declining 
status of the academic profession to a transformation of values in Tajik society. 
According to them, the transition from a planned economy to an open one, the civil war, 
the decline of financial provisions in all spheres of economy, and poverty have forced 
people to reconsider their values and to lose interest in education, which was much higher 
in the past.   
My section on survival strategies discovered that even though universities in 
Tajikistan attempt to increase compensation every year - a fact which my study 
participants appreciated - they still do not provide an income on which faculty could 
support themselves and their families. Interviews revealed that all my participants have 
an additional income source or use various survival strategies. They are involved in 
projects supported by international organizations, work as translators, private tutors, in 
consultancy businesses, and as financial accountants. Those who do not have additional 
jobs are those supported by their parents or husbands, but all male participants have 
additional income, because men are the primary providers within Tajik families.    
 While talking to Tajik faculty members in interviews many faculty members 
shared the challenges they faced in the workplace and in their professional and personal 
lives related to conducting their research and obtaining degrees that qualify them to teach 
in higher educational institutions. The absence of the ability to form dissertation 
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committees after the collapse of the Soviet Union has become a significant barrier for 
faculty members to conduct their research and defend their dissertations. The 
deterioration of financial resources, research facilities, and the limited access to the 
existing research and scholarship has also been an influential part of the decline of the 
completed and submitted research.  They also face challenges with under preparedness of 
students for higher education. The absence of teaching aids, information technologies, 
learning materials, lack of office spaces, a shortage of electricity and heating has resulted 
in a struggle to accomplish their tasks. Although some universities have been able to 
improve their working conditions, many others still do not have satisfactory facilities. 
Often Tajik faculty members have to perform tasks that lie beyond the scope of their 
direct responsibilities for teaching and advising students, such as monitoring student 
dress codes and moral conduct.  
 One of my main research questions was why faculty members remain working in 
universities despite these difficult conditions. Although the answers of my participants 
varied, many of them expressed positive feelings regarding teaching and working with 
students and youth. Some faculty members said it is their prizvanie, a mission or a calling 
to become teachers and teach in higher education institutions. Others remain in the 
profession because teaching is believed to be a giving and noble occupation. I also found 
a generational difference between older and younger faculty members in their 
motivations to work in higher education institutions.  Faculty members who have taught 
in universities more than twenty years cannot see themselves in other occupations; 
however, for my younger participants, teaching and working at the university was not 
what they wanted to do, and they did not plan to continue their career in academia. 
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Universities for younger Tajik faculty members appear to have become a "transitional" 
place. Most of them work and teach at the university because it is the most appropriate 
activity while they are studying at graduate schools to pursue their kandidat nauk degree. 
Often younger faculty members expressed their concerns that the universities do not let 
them fully realize their aspirations as individuals, so that they talked about leaving 
academia, expecting that they will be more successful in other spheres. 
 While investigating laws and strategies of the Republic of Tajikistan adopted 
since independence, I found a discrepancy in laws that highlight the rights and 
responsibilities of faculty members as employees and universities as employers. It 
became clear to me that faculty members are not considered to be state employees and do 
not receive the benefits or privileges outlined in the law. Although higher educational 
institutions are defined as state institutions, the employees of state universities are not 
considered to be state employees.  
 
VII.2. Further Research 
This study opens new territory for the study of the academic profession and 
faculty life in the Republic of Tajikistan as well as in other post-Soviet Central Asian 
states and developing countries. In Tajikistan, further research needs to be done on the 
lived experiences of faculty members in other parts of the country and at regional 
universities.  Further research may also include part-time faculty members, who primarily 
work at other government or private institutions like businesses (banks, transportation 
companies, cosmetics etc.) and bring a different perspective to the study of the academic 
profession and to their motivations and satisfaction working in higher education 
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institutions in the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan. Another recommendation for 
further research might include studies on motivations/ de-motivations to enter the 
academic profession among recent graduates of colleges and universities in Tajikistan in 
an effort to identify further steps to develop policies to attract younger generations to 
academia.  Additional research needs to be done to further document why many faculty 
members left academia. Although some assumptions such as salaries and compensation 
were among factors why professors left, they alone do not provide the full answer to this 
question. The experiences of women faculty members in Tajikistan, as well as university 
students, also certainly requires more focused attention than I have been able to 
accomplish here.     
 
VII.3. Final Thoughts  
Colleges and universities around the world have always been the place of 
intellectual development, intellectual challenge and development of science and 
scholarship. Having well-qualified and satisfied academics and researchers are inevitable 
part of the development of a nation. With the increased demand for knowledge and the 
creation of the knowledge society, Tajik universities already lag behind their worldwide 
counterparts. Although the academic profession represents a complex occupation, the 
Tajik academic profession hardly corresponds to the characteristics of the academic 
profession as a whole. My participants report that it is not prestigious anymore; the post-
Soviet academic profession is a state profession rather than part of autonomous 
profession. Other characteristics (a high level of scientific and intellectual expertise; 
activity that gives a rise to scientific, technical, and cultural discovery; and delivery of the 
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new knowledge resulting from discovery to the young generation) have been challenged 
by numerous barriers faced by faculty members in Tajikistan. They report that higher 
educational institutions in Tajikistan are failing to maintain acceptable conditions for 
learning, making the academic profession less attractive for young talented people. Tajik 
universities need to work on establishing adequate policies and professional opportunities 
to regain the status of the profession and work on improving the quality of faculty life if 
their institutions are to compete in the growing global educational market of the 
knowledge-based society. 
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Appendix 2. Organization and Administration of Higher Education in the Republic 
of Tajikistan 
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Appendix 3:  Faculty’s Teaching Load 
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Appendix 4. Recruitment of Participants (English) 
Principal Investigator:  Zumrad Kataeva 
Telephone Script for Recruitment of Study Participants. 
Dear (Prospective Participant), 
I am Zumrad Kataeva, PhD Candidate at the Department of Educational Studies and 
Evaluation, University of Kentucky. I am calling to ask for your help in my dissertation 
research that looks at the academic profession and faculty lives in Tajikistan today. My 
dissertation attempts to gain a deeper understanding of faculty experiences, choices, 
aspirations, and day-to-day challenges of their lives.  As a part of my study, I am asking 
faculty members working in Tajik universities to answer my questions regarding their 
experiences.  
Questions?  
Would you be interested in speaking with me and answering of some of my questions?  
The interviews will last approximately one hour at places with less distraction and not on 
campus. 
Could you please let me know when do you have some time to meet? 
Thank you!  
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Appendix 5. Recruitment of Participants (Russian) 
Ведущий исследователь: Зумрад Катаева  
Текст для переговоров по телефону для привлечения участников  
 
Уважаемый(ая), ( возможный участник), 
Меня зовут Зумрад Катаева, я докторант кафедры образовательной политике и оценки 
Университета Кентуки. Я звоню, чтобы попросить Вас о помощи в моей 
исследовательской работе, которая связана с академической профессией и жизни 
преподавателей в Таджикистане. Моя диссертация направлена на понимание опыта 
преподавателей, их выбора, стремлений и трудностей, с которыми они сталкиваются 
повседневно. Как часть моего исследования, я прошу преподавателей таджикских 
университетов ответить на мои вопросы, касающиеся их опыта.  
 
Вопросы?  
Не будете ли Вы любезны поговорить со мной и ответить на некоторые вопросы?  
Интервью будут проходить приблизительно один час в местах, где меньше шума и не на 
территории университета.  
Если да, то не могли бы Вы сказать когда у Вас будет время встретиться? 
Спасибо!  
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Appendix 6. Recruitment of Participants (Tajik) 
Шахси масъул барои гузаронидани тадқиқот: Зумрад Катаева 
Матни телефони барои даъвати иштирокчиен  
 
Мухтарам , (иштирокчии оянда), 
Номи ман Зумрад Катаева. Ман докторанти кафедраи донишҳои сиёсати омӯзиш ва 
арзёбӣ, Университети Кентуки мебошам. Бахонаи занги ман аз он иборат аст, ки 
ман аз Шумо хохиш менамудам, ки барои кории илмии ман кумак бирасонед. Кори 
илмии ман дар бораи  Вазифаи муаллимӣ ва ҳаёти ҳайати профессорию муаллимӣ 
дар Тоҷикистон ва дар бораи хает ва тачриба, хоҳишҳо, ва инчунин, дарк кардани 
он, ки чӣ тавр онҳо проблемаҳои рӯзмарра ва мушкилоти ҳаёти касбӣ ва шахсии 
худро ҳаллу фасл мекунанд мебошад. Хамчун кисми кории илмиям аз муаллимон 
хохиш мекардам ба суолхои ман доир ба тачрибаи худ чавоб диханд.  
Саволхо?  
Хохиш мекардам, ое метавонед бо мае сухбат кунед ва ба суолхои ман чавоб 
бидихед? 
Мусоҳиба тахминан як соат давом мекунад ва дар чойхои на он кадар пуродам ва 
берун аз донишгох баргузор мегардад.  
Гуфта метаванед кадом вакт бо ман вохурда метавонед?  
Ташаккур!  
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Appendix 7. Informed Consent Form (English) 
  Consent to Participate in a Research Study 
The Changed Status of Academic Profession and Quality of Faculty Life  
in the Contemporary Republic of Tajikistan 
 
WHY ARE YOU BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH? 
You are being invited to take part in a doctoral research study about the academic profession and 
faculty life in the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan. You are being invited to take part in this 
research study because you are a faculty member in a Tajik university.  If you volunteer to take 
part in this study, you will be one of about thirty (30) people to do so. 
WHO IS DOING THE STUDY? 
The person in charge of this study is Zumrad Kataeva, PhD Candidate at the Department of 
Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation, University of Kentucky. She is being guided in this 
research by Dr. Alan J. DeYoung, Committee Chair and Professor, College of Education, 
University of Kentucky.   
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY? 
The purpose of the study is to explore faculty lives and experiences working in higher education 
institutions in the contemporary Republic of Tajikistan. By doing this study, we hope to 
understand how faculty experience their universities; how they interpret and negotiate their 
workplace, how they align their aspirations with current possibilities; the extent to which they are 
satisfied with their situations; as well as to understand how they address day-to-day challenges 
and complexities of their professional and personal lives.  
ARE THERE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD NOT TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY? 
You should not to take part in this study if you feel that answering questions regarding your 
experiences would cause excessive emotional or physical stress. 
WHERE IS THE STUDY GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?  
The research procedures will be conducted at any public place at your convenience (coffee, 
shops, restaurant, libraries, parks) in Dushanbe, Tajikistan. You will need to come to the place 
agreed in advance. The interview will last approximately one hour. 
WHAT WILL YOU BE ASKED TO DO? 
You will be asked questions regarding your lived experience working in higher education 
institutions in Tajikistan. The questions of one-to-one interviews are based on the international 
education literature that talks about lived experiences of faculty worldwide. You will be asked if 
the interview can be audio-recorded. If yes, you can ask to stop recording at any time.  
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WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS? 
To the best of my knowledge, the things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you 
would experience in everyday life.   
WILL YOU BENEFIT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY? 
There is no guarantee that you will get any benefit from taking part in this study. Your willingness 
to take part, however, may, in the future, help society as a whole better understand this research 
topic. 
DO YOU HAVE TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY? 
If you decide to take part in the study, it should be because you really want to volunteer.  You will 
not lose any benefits or rights you would normally have if you choose not to volunteer.  You can 
stop at any time during the study and still keep the benefits and rights you had before 
volunteering.  
IF YOU DON’T WANT TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY, ARE THERE OTHER CHOICES? 
If you do not want to be in the study, there are no other choices.          
WHAT WILL IT COST YOU TO PARTICIPATE? 
There are no costs associated with taking part in the study. 
WILL YOU RECEIVE ANY REWARDS FOR TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY? 
You will not receive any rewards or payment for taking part in the study. 
 
WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT YOU GIVE? 
We will make every effort to keep confidential all research records that identify you. 
Your information will be combined with information from other people taking part in the study. 
When we write about the study to share it with other researchers, we will write about the 
combined information we have gathered. You will not be personally identified in these written 
materials. We may publish the results of this study; however, we will keep your name and other 
identifying information private. 
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from knowing that 
you gave us information, or what that information is.  However, there are some circumstances in 
which we may have to show your information to other people. For example, we may be required 
to show information which identifies you to people who need to be sure we have done the 
research correctly; these would be people from such organizations as the University of Kentucky. 
 
CAN YOUR TAKING PART IN THE STUDY END EARLY? 
If you decide to take part in the study you still have the right to decide at any time that you no 
longer want to continue.  You will not be treated differently if you decide to stop taking part in the 
study.   
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The individuals conducting the study may need to withdraw you from the study.  This may occur if 
you are not able to follow the directions they give you, if they find that your being in the study is 
more risk than benefit to you. 
 
 
 
Contacting Research Subjects for Future Studies 
 
 
Do you give your permission to be contacted in the future by Zumrad Kataeva regarding your 
willingness to participate in future research studies about higher education in Tajikistan.  
 
   Yes     No  _________Initials 
 
 
WHAT IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, CONCERNS, OR COMPLAINTS? 
 
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study, please ask any 
questions that might come to mind now.  Later, if you have questions, suggestions, concerns, or 
complaints about the study, you can contact the investigator, Zumrad Kataeva, at 93-402-02-63 
or zumrad.kataeva@uky.edu.  If you have any questions about your rights as a volunteer in this 
research, contact the staff in the Office of Research Integrity at the University of Kentucky at 
+18592579428 (+1 – USA country code, 859-area code) or Office of Research Integrity at 
www.research.uky.edu/ori. 
 
 
You have the right either to sign or refuse to sign the present document. We will give you a 
signed copy of this consent form to take with you if you decide to do so. 
 
 
_________________________________________   ____________ 
Signature of person agreeing to take part in the study          Date 
  
_________________________________________ 
Printed name of person agreeing to take part in the study 
  
_________________________________________   ____________ 
Name of (authorized) person obtaining informed consent          Date  
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Appendix 8. Informed Consent Form (Tajik) 
  Иҷозатнома барои иштирок дар тадқиқоти илмӣ 
Вазъияти тағйирёфтаи вазифаи муаллимӣ ва ҳаёти ҳайати профессорию муаллимӣ 
дар Ҷумҳурии Тоҷикистони муосир 
БАРОИ ЧӢ ШУМО БАРОИ ИШТИРОК ДАР ИН ТАДҚИҚОТ ДАЪВАТ ШУДЕД? 
Шумо барои иштирок дар тадқиқоти илмӣ оид ба Вазифаи муаллимӣ ва ҳаёти ҳайати 
профессорию муаллимӣ дар Ҷумҳурии Тоҷикистони муосир даъват шудаед. Шуморо барои 
иштирок дар тадқиқоти илмии мазкур барои он даъват намудаанд, ки шумо аъзои факулта 
дар донишгоҳи Тоҷикистон мебошед. Агар барои иштирок дар ин тадқиқот ихтиёрӣ шавед, 
шумо яке аз тахминан си (30) нафаре хоҳед буд, ки ба чунин тадқиқот даъват шудаанд.   
ТАДҚИҚОТЧӢ КИСТ? 
Шахси масъул барои гузаронидани ин тадқиқот Зумрад Катаева, номзади илм, Донишҷӯи 
Донишгоҳи Кентуки, Шӯъбаи донишҳои сиёсати омӯзиш ва арзёбӣ мебошад. Тадқиқоти 
илмии ӯро Д-р Алан Ҷей. ДеЯнг, Кумитаи роҳбарӣ ва профессорӣ, Колледжи маълумоти 
Донишгоҳи Кентуки роҳбарӣ мекунад. 
МАҚСАДИ ТАДҚИҚОТ АЗ ЧӢ ИБОРАТ АСТ? 
Мақсади тадқиқоти мазкур аз тавсир ва омӯзиши ҳаёти муаллимон дар Ҷумҳурии 
Тоҷикистони муосир иборат аст.  Бо амалӣ намудани ин тадқиқот, мо умед дорем дар 
бораи фикру ақидаи аъзои ҳайати муаллимӣ оид ба донишгоҳ иттилоот гирем; чӣ тавр онҳо 
ҷойи кории худро шарҳ медиҳанд ва муҳокимаронӣ мекунанд, чӣ тавр хоҳишҳои худро бо 
имконоти мавҷуда мувофиқ месозанд; дараҷаи қаноатмандии онҳо бо кори мекардаашон 
чӣ гуна аст; инчунин, дарк кардани он, ки чӣ тавр онҳо проблемаҳои рӯзмарра ва 
мушкилоти ҳаёти касбӣ ва шахсии худро ҳаллу фасл мекунанд.  
ОЁ ЯГОН САБАБЕ ҲАСТ, КИ МАДДИ РОҲИ ИШТИРОКИ ШУМО ДАР ИН ТАДҚИҚОТ 
ГАРДАД? 
Агар шумо гумон дошта бошед, ки ба саволҳои вобаста ба таҷрибаи шумо ҷавоб додан 
бароятон фишори шадиди эҳсосӣ ё ҷисмонӣ меорад, шумо набояд дар тадқиқоти мазкур 
иштирок кунед. 
ОМӮЗИШИ МАЗКУР ДАР КУҶО БАРГУЗОР МЕГАРДАД ВА ЧӢ ҚАДАР ВАҚТ ДАВОМ 
МЕКУНАД?  
Раванди тадқиқот дар ягон ҷойи ҷамъиятии (қаҳвахона, тарабхона, китобхона) Душанбе, 
Тоҷикистон баргузор хоҳад шуд. Шумо бояд ба ҷойи таиншуда саривақт ҳозир шавед. 
Мусоҳиба тахминан як соат давом мекунад.  
АЗ ШУМО ДАР ЧӢ БОРА СУОЛ МЕКУНАНД? 
Аз шумо саволҳоро оид ба таҷрибаи кории шумо дар донишгоҳҳои Тоҷикистон пурсон 
хоҳанд шуд. Саволҳои мусоҳибаҳои як ба як ба иттилооти адабиёти байналмилалӣ оид ба 
маълумот, ки дар бораи таҷрибаи кории муаллимон дар тамоми дунё сухан мекунанд, асос 
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гирифтааст. Барои сабти аудиоии сӯҳбат аз шумо иҷозат пурсида мешавад. Агар розӣ 
шавед, баъдан метавонед раванди сабтро қатъ намоед. 
ХАТАР ВА НОҚУЛАЙИҲОИ ЭҲТИМОЛӢ 
То он ҷойе мо маълумот дорем, хатари корҳое, ки шумо бояд иҷро кунед, аз хатари корҳои 
ҳаррӯза иҷромекардаи шумо бештар нест.  
ОЁ АЗ ИШТИРОК ДАР ИН ТАДҚИҚОТ ШУМО ЯГОН ФОИДА МЕГИРЕД? 
Ягон кафолате дода намешавад, ки шумо аз ин тадқиқот ягон фоидае мегиред. Аммо, 
хоҳиши иштироки шумо метавонад дар оянда ба ҷомеа барои беҳтар дарк кардани мавзӯи 
ин тадқиқот кумак расонад. 
ОЁ ШУМО МАҶБУРЕД, КИ ДАР ТАДҚИҚОТИ МАЗКУР ШИРКАТ КУНЕД? 
Агар шумо қарори иштирок дар ин тадқиқотро дошта бошед, ин бояд хоҳиши ихтиёрии 
шумо бошад.  Дар ҳолати иштирок накардан, шумо аз ягон бартарӣ ё ҳуқуқҳои одатан 
доштаи худ маҳрум карда намешавед. Ҳар вақт дар раванди таҳқиқот метавонед аз 
иштирок даст кашед ва ҳамаи бартарию ҳуқуқҳои пеш аз иштирок дар таҳқиқот 
доштаатонро нигоҳ доред.   
АГАР ШУМО ДАР ИН ТАДҚИҚОТ ИШТИРОК КАРДАН НАХОҲЕД, ЯГОН ИНТИХОБИ 
ДИГАР ҲАСТ? 
Агар шумо дар ин тадқиқот иштирок кардан нахоҳед, интихоби дигар мавҷуд нест. 
ИШТИРОК ЧӢ ГУНА ХАРОҶОТРО АЗ ТАРАФИ ШУМО ДАР БАР МЕГИРАД? 
Иштирок дар ин тадқиқот ягон хароҷотро аз тарафи шумо талаб намекунад. 
АЗ ИШТИРОК ДАР ИН ТАДҚИҚОТ ШУМО ЯГОН МУКОФОТ МЕГИРЕД? 
Барои иштирок дар тадқиқоти мазкур шумо на ягон мукофот ва на пардохт намегиред. 
 
ИТТИЛООТИ МЕДОДАИ ШУМОРО КӢ МЕБИНАД? 
Мо тамоми чораҳои заруриро баҳри он меандешем, ки тамоми иттилооти тадқиқотро, ки 
шумо муайян мекунед, махфӣ нигоҳ дорем. 
Иттилооти шумо бо иттилооти дигар иштирокчиёни тадқиқот якҷо карда мешавад. Ҳангоме 
мо дар бораи тадқиқот ба дигар тадқиқотчиён менависем, мо дар бораи иттилооти 
ҷамъовардаи якҷокардаамон менависем. Номи шумо дар ин ҳуҷҷатҳои хаттӣ дарҷ 
намегардад. Мо метавонем натиҷаи ин тадқиқотро нашр намоем, аммо ному дигар 
иттилооти муайянкунандаи шахсиятро махфӣ нигоҳ медорем.  
Мо тамоми кӯшишҳоро ба харҷ медиҳем, то ба ягон нафаре, ки шомили гурӯҳи тадқиқотӣ 
нест, маълум нагардад, ки шумо ин иттилоотро ба мо пешниҳод намудед ё ин чӣ гуна 
иттилоот аст.  Аммо, баъзе ҳолатҳое мавҷуд аст, ки моро водор мекунад, то иттилооти 
шуморо ба дигар шахсон ошкор созем. Мисол, шояд аз мо талаб карда шавад, ки 
иттилооти муайянкунандаи шахсияти шуморо ба одамоне, ки дуруст гузаронидани 
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таҳқиқоти моро тафтиш мекунанд (мисол кормандони ташкилот Донишгоҳи Кентуки) нишон 
диҳем. 
ОЁ ШУМО БАРВАҚТТАР ДАР ТАДҚИҚОТ ИШТИРОК КАРДА МЕТАВОНЕД? 
Агар шумо қарор кардед, ки дар тадқиқот ширкат варзед, шумо ҳуқуқ доред ҳар вақте зарур 
шуморед аз идомаи иштирок даст кашед.  Агар дигар хоҳиши иштирок кардан надошта 
бошед, муносибат нибати шумо дигар нахоҳад шуд.   
Шахсоне, ки тадқиқотро мегузаронанд, метавонанд шуморо аз тадқиқот хориҷ кунанд.  Ин 
дар ҳолате рӯй медиҳад, ки агар шумо қобилияти иҷрои роҳнамоиҳои мекардаи онҳоро 
надошта бошед, ё агар тадқиқотчиён ошкор кунанд, ки аз иштирок дар тадқиқот шумо на 
фоида, балки зарар мегиред. 
 
 
Тамос бо тадқиқотчиён барои омӯзишҳои минбаъда 
 
Оё шумо иҷозат медиҳед, ки Зумрад Катаева ба шумо тамос гирифта, оид ба хоҳишатон 
барои иштирок дар тадқиқотҳои оянда дар мавзӯи маълумоти олӣ дар Тоҷикистон пурсон 
шавад.  
 
 
   Ҳа     Не  _________Имзо 
 
 
АГАР ШУМО САВОЛ, ПЕШНИҲОД, НИГАРОНӢ Ё ШИКОЯТ ДОШТА БОШЕД, ЧӢ БОЯД 
КАРД? 
 
Пеш аз қабул кардани даъватнома оид ба иштирок дар ин тадқиқот, лутфан ҳамаи 
саволҳои ба хотир меомадаро пурсон шавед.  Дертар, агар ягон савол, пешниҳод, нигаронӣ 
ё шикоят оид ба тадқиқот пайдо шавад, ба тадқиқотчӣ, Зумрад Катаева бо тел: 93-402-0263 
ё бо нишонии zumrad.kataeva@uky.edu тамос гиред.   Агар оид ба ҳуқуқҳои худ ҳамчун 
ихтиёрӣ дар ин тадқиқот ягон савол дошта бошед, бо кормандони Идораи тадқиқотҳои 
шаффоф дар Донишгоҳи Кентукӣ бо тел: +18592579428 (+1- раками ИМА, 859- раками 
шахр) ё бо сайти www.research.uky.edu/ori тамос гиред.   
 
 
Шумо метавонед ин созишномаро имзо кунед ва е ин ки имзокуниро рад намоед. Мо ба 
шумо нусхаи баимзорасидаи ин иҷозатномаро медиҳем, агар Шумо имзои худро бигузоред. 
 
_________________________________________    ____________ 
Имзои шахсе, ки барои иштирок дар тадқиқот розӣ шудааст              Таърих 
  
_________________________________________ 
Номи чопнависи шахсе, ки барои иштирок дар тадқиқот розӣ шудааст 
  
_________________________________________    ____________ 
Номи шахсе (ваколатдор), ки иҷозатномаро қабул мекунад        Таърих 
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Appendix 9. Informed Consent Form (Russian) 
  Согласие на участие в исследовательской работе 
Изменившийся статус академической профессии и качество жизни преподавателей в 
современной Республике Таджикистан  
ПОЧЕМУ ВЫ ПРИГЛАШЕНЫ НА УЧАСТИЕ В ДАННОМ ИССЛЕДОВАНИИ?  
 
Вы приглашены принять участие в докторском исследовании об академической профессии 
и жизни преподавателей в современном Таджикистане. Вы также приглашены принять 
участие, так как Вы являетесь преподавателем в одном из университетов Таджикистана. 
Если Вы добровольно согласитесь принять участие, Вы будете одним из тридцати 
участников исследования.  
КТО ВЫПОЛНЯЕТ ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКУЮ РАБОТУ?  
Отвественным человеком по проведению данного исследования является Зумрад Катаева, 
к.э.н, докторант кафедры образовательной политики и оценки университета Кентукки. 
Научным руководителем проекта является Др., профессор, председатель совета Алан 
ДеЯнг, Колледж образования Университета Кентукки.  
В ЧЕМ ЗАКЛЮЧАЕТСЯ ЦЕЛЬ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЯ?  
Целью данного исследования является изучение и раскрытие жизненного опыта 
преподавателей высших учебных заведений Таджикистана. Выполняя данное 
исследование мы надеемся понять опыт преподавателей в университетах, их отношения к 
работе, как преподаватели совмещают свои стремления с возможностями, насколько они 
довольны своей ситуацией, а также понять препятствия и трудности, с которыми 
преподаватели сталкиваются в своей повседневной жизни и работе. 
ЕСТЬ ЛИ КАКИЕ – ЛИБО ПРИЧИНЫ, ЧТОБЫ НЕ УЧАСТВОВАТЬ В ИССЛЕДОВАНИИ?  
Вы не должны участвовать в исследовании если Вы чувствуете, что ответы на вопросы 
причиняют психологический или физический стресс.  
ГДЕ БУДЕТ ПРОИСХОДИТ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ И КАК ДОЛГО?  
Исследование будет проведено в общественных местах, там где удобно Вам (кафе, 
библиотеки, парки) в г. Душанбе.  Вам необходимо будет прийти на согласованное заранее 
место. Интервью будет проходить приблизительно один час. 
ЧТО ВАС ПОПРОСЯТ СДЕЛАТЬ?  
Вас попросят ответить на вопросы, касающиеся Вашего опыта работы в высших учебных 
заведениях Таджикистана. Вопросы основаны на международной литературе, касающиеся 
опыта преподователей во всем мире. Вас спросят может ли интервью записано на 
диктофон и если да, Вы сможете попросить остановить запись в любое время.  
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ВОЗМОЖНЫЕ РИСКИ И ДИСКОМФОРТ 
Насколько мне известно, участие в данном проекте не причинит Вам риск и вред, больше 
того, что Вы могли бы испытать в повседневной жизни.  
ПОЛУЧИТЕ ЛИ ВЫ ПОЛЬЗУ ОТ УЧАСТИЯ В ДАННОМ ИССЛЕДОВАНИИ?  
Нет гарантии, что Вы получите какую-либо пользу от участия в данном исследовании, 
однако Ваше участие поможет обществу понять проблемы и тему исследования в 
будущем.  
ОБЯЗАНЫ ЛИ ВЫ УЧАСТВОВАТЬ В ИССЛЕДОВАНИИ?  
Если Вы решите участвовать в данном исследовании, то это должно быть на добровольной 
основе.  Вы не потеряете никаких прав, если решите не участвовать в исследовании. Вы 
сможете прекратить свое участие в любое время и сохранить свои права до участия.  
ЕСТЬ ЛИ КАКОЙ-ЛИБО ВЫБОР ЕСЛИ ВЫ НЕ ХОТИТЕ УЧАСТВОВАТЬ В 
ИССЛЕДОВАНИИ?  
Если Вы не хотите принять участие в исследовании, Вы можете не участвовать.  
ВО ЧТО ВАМ ОБОЙДЕТСЯ УЧАСТИЕ В ИССЛЕДОВАНИИ?  
Исследование не предусматривает никаких затрат с Вашей стороны.  
ПОЛУЧИТЕ ЛИ ВЫ КАКУЮ-ЛИБО ОПЛАТУ НА УЧАСТИЕ В ИССОЕДОВАНИИ?  
Вы не получите оплату или вознаграждение за участие в данном исследовании.  
КТО УВИДИТ ИНФОРМАЦИЮ, КОТОРУЮ ВЫ ДАДИТЕ?  
Мы приложим все усилия, чтобы сохранить конфиденциальность всех записей, 
идентифицирущие Вас.  
Ваша информация будет комбинирована с информацией, полученная от других 
участников.  Когда мы будем писать о результатах исследования, мы будем комбинировать 
всю полученную информацию. Вы не будете лично идентифицированы в письменных 
материалах. Мы можем опубликовать результаты исследования, однако, мы сохраним 
Ваше имя втайне.   
Мы приложим все усилия, чтобы никто, кроме исследователя не знал какую информацию 
Вы нам дали и что это за информация. Однако, могут быть условия в которых мы должны 
будем показать Вашу информацию людям, которые должны будут удостовериться, что мы 
провели исследование правильно; такими людьми могут быть люди из Университета 
Кентуки. 
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МОЖЕТ ЛИ ВАШЕ УЧАСТИЕ ЗАКОНЧИТСЯ РАНЕЕ?  
Если Вы решите участвовать в исследовании у Вас есть право завершить участие в любое 
время. С Вами не будут обходиться по другому, если Вы решите не участвовать в 
исследовании.  
Ответственные за исследование могут решить отозвать Вас с исследования. Это может 
произойти в случае, если Вы не сможете следовать инструкциям или они посчитают, что 
риск участия превышает пользу.  
 
 
Связь с участниками исследования в будущем  
 
Даете ли Вы разрешение связаться с Вами по по поводу дальнейших исследования о 
высшем образовании в Таджикистане? 
 
   Да     Нет  _________Инициалы 
 
 
ЧТО ЕСЛИ У ВАС ВОЗНИКНУТ ВОПРОСЫ, РЕКОМЕНДАЦИИ, БЕСПОЙКОСТВА ИЛИ 
ЖАЛОБЫ?  
 
Прежде чем принять это приглашение, пожалуйста, задайте какие-либо вопросы, которые 
Вас интересуют. Если у Вас возникнут вопросы позже, Вы сможете связаться с 
исследователем, Зумрад Катаевой по телефону 93-402-02-63 или по электронной почтe 
zumrad.kataeva@uky.edu. Если у Вас возникнут вопросы о Ваших правах как добровольца в 
этом исследовании, Вы сможете связаться с Офисом по научным исследованиям 
Университета Кентуки по телефону +18592579428 (+1- код США, 859- код города) или  на 
сайте www.research.uky.edu/ori 
.  
 
Вы имеете право либо подписать или отказаться подписывать данный документ. Копия 
этого соглашения сохранится у Вас, если Вы согласитесь его подписать.  
 
_________________________________________   ____________ 
Подпись человека, согласившегося на участие      Дата 
 
_________________________________________ 
Имя человека, согласившегося на участие   
 
_________________________________________   ____________ 
Имя человека, получающего соглашение        Дата 
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Appendix 10. Interview Protocol (English) 
Interview Protocol 
Provide Informed Consent and ask for permission to record 
Dear faculty member, thank you for agreeing to participate in my study. My research 
project is focused upon the lives and experiences of the faculty working in Tajikistan 
universities today.  I am interested in understanding experiences of faculty, and how 
faculty think about the university as a workplace and their career possibilities within it.  I 
also want to explore faculty career choices, aspirations, and satisfaction within the 
university, and how they address day-to-day challenges and complexities of both 
professional and personal lives. 
Background information:  
 How long have you been … 
_______ in your present position? 
_______ at this institution?   (name and department of institution) 
Background information on interviewee: 
What is your highest degree? ___________________________________________ 
What is your field of specialization? ____________________________________________ 
 
1. Could you please tell me about how you decided to become a university faculty 
member, and how you prepared yourself for this when you made the decision?  
 
2. Some researches show that the academic profession is perceived as socially 
prestigious.  What is your opinion of the status of the academic profession in 
Tajikistan today, and what you think the future will hold for our profession?   
 
3. The literature on academic career choices shows that, in the United States, for 
example, the overwhelming proportion of faculty are satisfied with their profession 
and when asked ‘If I had it to do over again, I’d not become a college teacher.”, only 
one in five agreed. If you had to do over again, would you become a university faculty 
member? If yes, what do you find satisfying? If not, what other career would you 
choose and why? 
 
4. According to the job satisfaction literature, one of the primary factors that impact 
faculty job satisfaction is money and salary they get in their institutions. For example, 
in the United States and Europe, faculty members are relatively well-paid. What do 
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you consider to be a good salary in Tajikistan today? How does your compensation 
compare to that? 
 
5. Please tell me how you are paid here (how many hours is considered full time), and if 
you need to also earn money elsewhere in order to stay on the faculty.  What is the 
source of any extra income you earn to stay at the university.  
 
 
6. Most of literature on faculty job satisfaction also talks about personal issues that 
influence job satisfaction among faculty, and support they get from their families and 
colleagues. How does your family support you in your efforts to stay at the university?  
Is it difficult for you to balance work and family responsibilities?  
 
7. One of the aspects that define faculty job satisfaction according to international 
literature is autonomy in faculty time and work.  How much autonomy do you have in 
your position to manage your time and control your classes? 
 
8. The international higher education system often requires faculty members to have a 
degree equivalent to PhD to work in colleges and universities. What degrees do 
faculty members need to stay at the university in Tajikistan?  Do you wish to continue 
your studies now that you are a faculty member?  Why or why not? 
 
 
9. Could you please share what do you like the most in your work and profession? And 
what do you dislike the most? 
 
10. What do you think would improve your life as a faculty member?  
 
11. Would you like to add anything to our conversation? 
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Appendix 11. Interview Protocol (Tajik) 
 
Протоколи сӯҳбат  
Ичозатномаро пешниҳод намуда, барои сабт кардани сӯҳбат иҷозат пурсед 
Мӯҳтарам, аъзои факулта, аз розигии шумо барои иштирок дар омӯзиши ман 
изҳори сипос мекунам. Кори таҳқиқотии ман ба омӯзиши ҳаёт ва таҷрибаи 
кормандони факултаҳои донишгоҳҳои Тоҷикистон дар ин рӯзҳо асос гирифтааст.  
Ман хоҳиши зиёд дорам, то оид ба таҷрибаи муаллимон, фикру ақидаи онҳо дар 
бораи донишгоҳ ҳамчун ҷойи кор ва имкониятҳо барои пеш бурдани кори онҳо дар 
дохили донишгоҳ маълумот дошта бошам.  Ман, инчунин, мехоҳам имконоти кори, 
хоҳишу талабот ва қаноатмандии аъзои факултаро дар робита ба донишгоҳ, 
инчунин роҳҳои ҳалли мушкилоти рӯзмарра ва душвориҳои ҳам касбӣ ва ҳам ҳаёти 
шахсиро таҳти омӯзиш қарор диҳам. 
Иттилооти муқаддимавӣ:  
Шумо чанд вақт боз… 
ин вазифаро ба дӯш доред? _______ 
дар ин донишгоҳ кор мекунед? (ном ва шӯъбаи донишгоҳ) _______ 
Иттилооти муқаддимавӣ оид ба мусоҳиб: 
Унвони балантарини шумо? ___________________________________________ 
Соҳаи фаъолиятатон? ____________________________________________ 
 
1. Лутфан ба ман гӯед, ки чӣ тавр шумо ба қарори муаллими донишгоҳ шудан 
омадед ва баъди ба чунин қарор омадан чӣ тавр худро барои ин кор омода 
намудед?  
 
2. Натиҷаи баъзе таҳқиқот нишон медиҳад, ки касби омӯзгорӣ дар байни ҷомеа 
обрӯю эътибори хосаро доро аст.  Фикри шумо дар бораи мавқеи касби 
омӯзгорӣ дар Тоҷикистони имрӯза чӣ гуна аст ва ояндаи ин касбро шумо чӣ гуна 
тасаввур мекунед?   
 
3. Адабиёт оид ба интихоби касби омӯзгорӣ нишон медиҳанд, ки мисол дар 
Иёлоти Муттаҳидаи Амрико таносуби бештарини муаллимони донишгоҳ аз 
касби худ қаноатманданд ва вақте пурсида мешаванд, чунин мегӯянд ‘Агар ман 
бори дигар назди интихоби қасб қарор медоштам, ман муаллими донишгоҳ 
намешудам.” , танхо як нафар аз панс кас рози шуд. Агар шумо дар назди 
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интихоби касб қарор медоштед, оё касби муаллими донишгоро интихоб 
мекардед? Агар ҷавоб мусбат бошад, пас чӣ шуморо қаноатманд мекунад? Агар 
ҷавоб манфӣ бошад, кадом касби дигарро интихоб мекардед ва барои чӣ? 
 
4. Мувофиқи адабиёт дар бораи қаноатмандӣ аз кор, яке аз омилҳои асосие, ки 
муаллимони донишгоҳро ҳавасманд мекунад, пул ва маоши аз донишгоҳ 
мегирифтаи онҳо аст. Мисол, дар Иёлоти Муттаҳидаи Арико ва Аврупо, аъзои 
ҳайати муаллимӣ нисбатан маоши хуб мегиранд. Маоши хуб барои Тоҷикистон 
чӣ гуна аст? Маоши шумо дар муқоиса бо он чӣ гуна аст? 
 
5. Лутфан бигӯед, ки ба шумо дар ин ҷо чӣ гуна мфош медҳанд (чанд соати кориро 
рӯзи пурраи корӣ мешуморанд) ва оё барои дар ҳайати муаллимӣ истодан, 
шумо боз дар ҷойи дигар ҳам кор мекунед.  Сарчашмаи иловагии даромади 
шумо барои дар донишгоҳ истодан кадом аст.  
 
6. Аксарияти адабиёт дар бораи қаноатмандӣ аз кор дар донишгоҳ дар бораи 
таъсири унсурҳои шахсӣ ба қаноатмандии онҳо аз кор ва дастгирие, ки онҳо аз 
тарафи аъзои оила ва ҳамкорон мегиранд, сухан мекунанд. Дастгирии оилаи 
шумо барои дар донишгоҳ мондани шумо чӣ гуна изҳор мегардад?  Оё 
мувозинати масъулияти корӣ ва оилавӣ барои шумо душвор аст?  
 
7. Яке аз ҷиҳатҳои муайянкунанаи сатҳи қаноатмандӣ аз кор дар донишгоҳ, 
мувофиқи адабиёти байналмилалӣ, ин мустақилии вақт ва кори муаллимон ба 
шумор меравад.  Вазифаи шумо чӣ қадар мустақилияти вақт ва назоратро дар 
синф ба шумо муҳайё мекунад? 
 
8. Системаи байналмиллалии маълумоти олӣ аксар вақт аз аъзои факулта 
доштани унвони баробар ба PhD/доктори барои кор дар донишгоҳ талаб 
мекунад. Барои дар донишгоҳҳои Тоҷикистон кор кардан, барои аъзои ҳайати 
муаллимӣ доштани кадом дараҷа ё унвон зарур аст?  Ҳоло, ки шумо аъзои 
ҳайати муаллимии донишгоҳ мебошед, оё мехоҳед, ки омӯзишро идома диҳед?  
Барои чӣ ҳа ё барои чӣ не? 
 
9. Лутфан гуфта метавонед, ки дар кор ва касби худ чиро бештар меписандед? Чӣ 
ба шумо писанд нест? 
 
10. Ба фикри шумо, чӣ метавонад ҳаёти шуморо ҳамчун аъзои ҳайати муаллимӣ 
беҳтар созад?  
 
11. Оё ба сӯҳбати мо ягон иттилооти дигар илова кардан мехоҳед? 
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Appendix 12.  Interview Protocol (Russian) 
Протокол интервью  
Дать форму на согласие участника и спросить можно ли записывать на 
диктофон интервью  
Уважаемый преподаватель, спасибо за участие в моем исследовании. 
Целью моего проекта является изучение жизни и опыта преподавателей, 
работающих в высших учебных заведениях Таджикистана. Я хотела бы 
понять работу и опыт преподавателей и что они думают о университетах 
как о работе и карьере. Мне также бы хотелось изучить выбор 
преподавателей, их стремления, удовлетворение своей работой и 
препятствия и трудности, с которыми преподаватели сталкиваются в своей 
повседневной жизни и работе. 
Исходная информация:  
Сколько времени Вы занимаете… 
_______эту должность? 
_______в этом вузе?   (название вуза и кафедры)  
Исходная информация о участнике: 
Ваша степень, должность и научное звание ___________________________________________ 
Ваша специальность? ____________________________________________ 
 
1. Расскажите, пожалуйста, каким образом Вы решили стать преподавателем и 
как Вы подготовили себя, когда Вы приняли это решение?  
 
2. Предыдущие исследования показывают, что академическая профессия 
социально-престижная. Что Вы думаете о статусе академической профессии в 
Таджикистане сегодня, и что Вы думаете о професии в будущем?  
 
 
3. Литература по выбору академической профессии показывает, что в 
Соединенных Штатах, например, большинство преподавателей удовлетворены 
своей профессией и на вопрос “Если бы у меня был выбор, я не стал бы 
преподавателем», только один из пяти согласился. Если бы у Вас был выбор 
еще раз, Вы стали бы преподавателем в вузе? Если да, что Вы находите 
удовлетворительным для Вас? Если нет, какую карьеру Вы бы выбрали и 
почему?  
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4. В соответствии c литературой об удовлетворенности работой 
преподавателями, один из важных факторов является зарплата. Например, в 
Соединенных Штатах и Европе преподавателям вузов платят относительно 
хорошо. Как Вы думаете, какая зарплата хорошая в Таджикистане сегодня? Как 
Ваша зарплата сравнима с той?  
 
5. Пожалуйста, расскажите систему оплаты здесь (сколько часов считается 
полным рабочим временем) и если Вам необходимо заработвть в другом 
месте, чтобы работать в университете. Как и где Вы еще зарабатываете?  
 
6. Большинство литературы о удовлетворенности работой преподавателей 
говорит о личных вопросах, которые влияют на удовлетворенность работой 
преподавателей, а также поддержка, которую они получают от семьи или 
коллег. Каким образом Ваша семья помогает Вам в Вашем стремлении работы 
в университетах? Вам сложно совмещать работу и семейные обязательства?  
 
 
7. Одним из аспектов, определящих удовлетворенность работой преподавателей, 
в соответствии с международной литературой, является автономия во времени 
и работе. Насколько у Вас есть автономия в управлении своим временем и 
занятиями? 
 
 
8. Международня система образования требует от преподавателей степень, 
соответствующую PhD (доктор), чтобы работать и преподавать в 
университетах. Какая степень нужна для того, чтобы работать в университетах 
Таджикистана? Вы хотели бы продолжить учебу сейчас, когда Вы уже 
преподаете? Почему или почему нет?  
 
9. Расскажите, пожалуйста, что Вам нравится больше всего в Вашей работе и 
професии? Что Вам не нравится?  
 
 
10. Как Вы думаете, что могло бы улучшить Вашу работу как преподавателя?  
 
11. Вы хотели бы что-нибудь добавить в нашу беседу?  
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